
Abstrat
An atom or ion an hange quantum state, usually through emission or absorp-tion of a photon. The photon has the same energy as the energy di�erenebetween the states of the transition. The states, or energy levels, of an atom arequantized and light emitted, or absorbed, from the atom is therefore of spei�wavelengths, giving spetral lines. The spetrum of an atomi ion is unique andontains information of the struture and energy levels of the ion. The spetrumof an atom an be used as a �ngerprint in determinations of the abundane ofthe element in di�erent objets.This thesis is foused on some weak e�ets observed by spetrosopy. Al-though the e�ets are weak, they turn out to be of great importane. Aordingto quantum mehanis transitions between ertain states are not allowed. Herethe weak e�ets open the possibility for transitions. Spetral lines from forbid-den transitions are very weak and diÆult to observe under ordinary laboratorialonditions, but they are ommonly observed from astrophysial objets and anbe very useful for diagnostis of astrophysial plasmas. The �rst reported ob-servation of forbidden lines was from an astrophysial objet and at that timesupposed to be from new, previous unknown, elements. If all possible deayhannels from an energy level are forbidden, the energy level is metastable andhas usually a lifetime 108 times longer than an ordinary exited state. Mea-surements of suh long lifetimes are diÆult sine the ion need to be on�nedduring the observation time. Con�nement of ions an be ahieved with a stor-age devie, suh as a storage ring or a trap, where the ions are stored withoutinterating with eah other or the surroundings.A laser probing tehnique has been developed at the storage ring CRYRING,for measurements of lifetimes of metastable states. The tehnique has now beenimproved for measurement of longer lifetimes. The tehnique has also been mod-i�ed to �t when measuring on negative ions. Results of lifetime measurementsare reported and the tehniques and methods used are desribed.Another weak e�et is hyper�ne interation, whih splits the energy levelsof an atom or ion. Hyper�ne splitting is very small and usually speial spetraltehniques are needed to resolve suh struture. A laser an, in ombination withan eletromagneti radio-frequeny �eld, be used for aurate determination ofhyper�ne strutures in atomi ions. Suh measurements are also important for1



2evaluation of astrophysial properties, sine hyper�ne struture an broaden thespetral lines. An experimental setup for suh double resonane measurementshas been developed and onstruted. Results of experimental measurements arereported and the tehnique is desribed.
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Chapter 1IntrodutionThe optial spetrum of an atom ontains information about the in-ternal energy level struture of the spei� atom. The spetrum froman atom also arries information about the lifetimes and the popu-lation of energy levels. On the other hand, if the spetrum is known,atoms an be identi�ed from observed spetral lines. Even though itwas realized already in the nineteenth entury that atomi spetrareeted the inner struture of matter, many years did pass beforeBohr's model in 1913 ould give the �rst explanation of the relativelysimple spetrum of the hydrogen atom. Ever sine, atomi spe-trosopy has been utilized and developed to explore atomi physis,through a fruitful interation between theory and experiment.Another property revealed by spetrosopy is hyper�ne struture(HFS), a small splitting of energy levels, aused by the spin of thenuleus. HFS is small and transitions between hyper�ne levels areusually in the radio-frequeny (rf) or mirowave region and has beenfound to be very useful to determine the seond. Atually, the se-ond is de�ned in relation to the HFS of the ground state in Cs, andis the most aurate of the SI units. Experimental setups measur-ing HFS [RZMK38℄ an therefore be used as very aurate atomiloks.The laser was invented in the early sixties and when the tuneablesingle frequeny dye laser was introdued later on, a window of newpossibilities was wide open. The tuneability and monohromatiityahieved with tuneable dye lasers started a, still ongoing, dynamidevelopment of atomi physis. The laser tehniques used for themeasurements presented in this thesis will be desribed in detail.11



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONAlso our understanding of stars and other astrophysial objetsan be developed out of experimental atomi data, sine suh areneeded for the identi�ation and analysis of spetra radiated fromstars. Measurements presented here are in partiular related to thestar Eta Carinae. Spetra from gas "blobs" loated lose to EtaCarinae ontain "forbidden lines" whih are due to transitions frommetastable states. Forbidden lines are diÆult to study experimen-tally under laboratory onditions.



Chapter 2TheoryThe quantity of primary interest is the transition probability (Aik)sine it is related to the line intensity. The sum of all transitions fromone energy level are equal to the inverse of the lifetime of the level(see eq.2.1), lifetime measurements are therefore also of importane.�i = 1Pk Aik (2.1)In eq.2.1, Aik denotes the transition probability for the transitionfrom level i to k and �i is the lifetime of level i. However, forstronger lines in solar and stellar spetra, in addition to transitionprobabilities, also HFS has to be taken into aount.2.1 Seletion RulesEnergy levels an deay radiatively through eletro-magneti radia-tion. It is usually dominated by eletri dipole radiation (E1), butfor metastable states this deay mode is forbidden and they deayusually through eletri quadrupole (E2) and magneti dipole (M1)transitions, see �g.2.1.2.1.1 E1 transitionsEletri dipole radiation an not be emitted for transitions betweenstates with the same parity, �l 6= 0. The seletion rule for an E1transition in a one-eletron system is �l = �1 [Woo92℄. The J13



14 CHAPTER 2. THEORYquantum number, giving the total angular momentum for a many-eletron atom, is well de�ned and a seletion rule for it an bederived, �J = 0, � 1, but J = 0 ! J 0 = 0 is not allowed. In pureLS-oupling the spin does not hange during a transition, �S = 0.By using both the seletion rules for J and S the seletion rule forL an be derived, �L = 0, �1, with L = 0 ! L0 = 0 not allowed.Transitions between hyper�ne states follows the same seletion rulesas �ne struture levels, sine radiation does not hange the nulearspin, i.e. �F = 0, �1, but F = 0 ! F 0 = 0 is not allowed.�S = 0�L = 0;�1; L = 0 6! L0 = 0�J = 0;�1; J = 0 6! J 0 = 0�F = 0;�1; F = 0 6! F 0 = 0 9>>>=>>>; (2.2)2.1.2 M1 transitionsFor higher order terms in the expansion of the interation betweeneletromagneti �eld and the atom, E2 and M1 transitions are usu-ally the most important. They are usually muh weaker than E1transition, but may still be of signi�ant importane. Magnetidipole radiation allows no hange of parity and the seletion rulesin LS-oupling are:�S = 0�L = 0�J = 0;�1; J = 0 6! J 0 = 0�F = 0;�1; F = 0 6! F 0 = 0: 9>>>=>>>; (2.3)Magneti dipole radiation is espeially important for transitions be-tween di�erent J-levels of the same LS-term.2.1.3 E2 transitionsThe strength of an eletri quadrupole transition is of the same orderas an M1 transition, but the seletion rules di�er [Cow81℄. Eletriquadrupole radiation, allows transitions between states with, �L =�2, whih opens a new set of deay hannels. The seletion rulesan be extrated as:



2.2. METASTABLE STATES 15

Figure 2.1: Shemati �gure showing the forbidden transitions (E2 and M1)from the metastable 3d4F9=2-level in Ar+. The relative transition probabilities,aording to HFR alulations, are given in perent and the wavelengths in nm.The lifetime measurement of this level is reported in paper 7. Notie that theM1 transition not is valid for pure LS-oupling and this shows that this ouplingis not a good approximation in this ase.�S = 0�L = 0;�1;�2; L + L0 � 2�J = 0;�1;�2; J + J 0 � 2�F = 0;�1;�2; F + F 0 � 2 9>>>=>>>; : (2.4)2.2 Metastable StatesIf a transition between two levels not is allowed by the seletionrules for an E1 transition, it is said to be forbidden and the orre-sponding spetral line is alled a forbidden line. If all spontaneoustransitions from a given energy level are forbidden, that level is saidto bemetastable. A metastable level an, however, make a transitionby E2, M1 or even higher order of radiation, see �g.2.1. Metastablestates may in some ases also deay by a so-alled interombinationE1 transition, between states of di�erent spin, allowed due to levelmixing with states whih an deay radiatively without violatingthe rules for allowed transitions. Another possible deay hannelfor metastable levels, is through a two-photon transition, where twophotons are emitted simultaneously. Forbidden spetral lines frommetastable states are not observed in ordinary light soures, but an



16 CHAPTER 2. THEORYbe observed under ertain onditions, suh as plasmas with very lowdensities for whih the probability for ollisional de-exitation is verylow. Suh onditions an be diÆult to produe in laboratories, butthey do exist in astrophysial objets, of whih the star Eta Carinaeis a good example [HRD+03℄. Sine metastable states have long life-times they are both diÆult to measure and alulate. Calulationsare sensitive for subtle e�ets, ore-valene orrelation and ore po-larization might a�et the theoretial results signi�antly [BZ96℄.2.3 Hyper�ne StrutureThe nuleus of an atom has a total angular momentum, I. Thisquantum number is not muh di�erent from the eletroni angularmomentum, J, but is a ompound struture of nuleons (protonsand neutrons) eah of whih has an intrinsi spin 12 . The total nu-lear angular momentum, I, an be onsidered as �xed for any givenisotope sine the only energy state of interest in following disus-sion of the nuleus is the ground state. Interation due to magnetioupling between the nulear spin and the eletron shell appears asa perturbation alled hyper�ne struture. Also an eletri multi-pole oupling due to the �nite size and shape of the nuleus mayontribute, usually the eletri quadrupole interation is suÆientto desribe the eletri multipole oupling. If the total angular mo-mentum of the nuleus is zero (i.e. I = 0), there will be no HFS.2.3.1 Magneti Dipole InterationThe quantum number F = I+J desribes the total angular mo-mentum of the atom and remains a good quantum number underthe HFS perturbation. The magneti dipole oupling onstant, A,desribes the oupling between the magneti moment of the nuleusand that of the eletron shell. The energy ontribution an then bealulated with �rst order perturbation theory�EM1HFS = A2 [F (F + 1)� J(J + 1)� I(I + 1)℄; (2.5)and the Land�e interval rule (�EF;F�1 = AF ) is valid for magnetidipole HFS.



2.4. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND AND ASPECTS 172.3.2 Eletri Quadrupole InterationThe other energy ontribution to HFS is due to non-spherial sym-metri harge distribution in the eletri �eld gradient of the ele-tron. This is due to the fat that the atomi nulei an be strethedlike igars or ompressed like diss. Suh deformations of the nuleian be desribed by the eletri quadrupole moment. In �rst orderthe energy shift due to this e�et aused by the eletri quadrupolemoment is�EE2HFS = B4 � 32K(K + 1)� 2I(I + 1)J(J + 1)I(2I � 1)J(2J � 1) ; (2.6)and thus the total energy shift due to HFS is:�EM1;E2HFS = A2K + B4 � 32K(K + 1)� 2I(I + 1)J(J + 1)I(2I � 1)J(2J � 1) (2.7)where K = F (F + 1)� J(J + 1)� I(I + 1): (2.8)With the eletri quadrupole onstant, B, experimentally deter-mined it is possible to extrat information about the nuleus orthe eletroni shell [Sva91, Woo92℄.2.4 Experimental Bakground and AspetsA single atom or ion at a temperature of 1000oC, is moving with aveloity of about 1000 m/s.Light observed from an ion travelling with suh a kineti energyis Doppler shifted sine the veloity diretions of the atoms of anensemble relative an observer varies. This Doppler shift broadensthe spetral lines. By induing a transition between two hyper�neomponents diretly as done by the laser and rf double resonanemethod used at CHAOS, experimental CHamber for Atomi OptialSpetrosopy, the linewidth is greatly redued.



18 CHAPTER 2. THEORYA typial lifetime of a metastable state is 1 s and during thatlifetime an atom or ion has moved 1 km due to its kineti energy.Consequently, for lifetime measurements, experimental tehniquesare required in order to on�ne the ions into regions were they an beobserved (without interating with eah other or the surroundings)during that time. This an be done with a storage ring or a trap.Ions stored in a storage ring, suh as CRYRING, will irulate inthe ring, with a irumferene of about 50 meters. The spontaneousdeay of the ions in metastable states, stored in the ring, will bedistributed all around the ring. The detetion of the radiative deayan be done with a Photon-Multiplier (PM) tube. The size of thephotoathode of a PM-tube is about 10 mm. Obviously 10 mm outof 50 m does not give a very good eÆieny. The eÆieny anbe improved remarkably with laser probing [LAKN+99a, Man02,Man03℄, see setion 4.2.1. The laser probing tehnique loalizes theradiative deay in front of the detetor and thereby the eÆieny isimproved with a fator of �5000, ompared to passive observation.The use of laser also has other features, suh as state seletivityand the possibility of manipulating the ions by optial pumping(set.4.2.2).2.4.1 Doppler BroadeningThe thermal motion of the ions ause a veloity spread resulting ina Doppler broadened line pro�le, and sine the emitted or absorbedlight from an atom in motion is Doppler shifted. The width of aDoppler broadened line pro�le an be desribed as:�� = 2� �s2RT � ln 2M = 7:16 � 10�7 � �0 �s TM (2.9)where ��, � and R is the energy resolution, the energy of the spe-tral line and the molar gas onstant respetively. The temperature,T , should be given in K and the mass, M , in atomi mass unit.For the experiments desribed here the ions are produed in an ionsoure with a temperature of �1300 K. This temperature wouldause a Doppler broadened line width of about 1 GHz.



2.4. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND AND ASPECTS 19

Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the quadrati relation between veloity and ki-neti energy for an aelerated harged partile. It is learly demonstrated thataelerated beams has smaller veloity spread than partiles stored with zeromean veloity, �v < �v0, if the energy spread, �E, is onserved.



20 CHAPTER 2. THEORY2.4.2 Fast Ion-Beam LAser Spetrosopy (FIBLAS)The width of a Doppler Broadened line an, however, be reduedby kinematial ompression. Kinematial ompression ahieved byapplying the laser in a ollinear geometry with aelerated ions, wasdisussed in 1976 by Kaufmann [Kau76℄. The e�et is due to thequadrati relation between energy and veloity, see �g.2.2. If thekineti energy spread is equal for aelerated and non-aeleratedions, the veloity spread is onsiderably less for aelerated beams,due to the quadrati relation. Utilizing FIBLAS in the experimentdesribed here, the line widths ould theoretially be redued downto approximately 2 MHz. The ompressed veloity spread an bedesribed as [Dem98℄: �v = �v0s�EqU ; (2.10)where �v0, �v, q and U are the veloity spread before and afteraeleration, the harge of the ion and the aeleration voltage, re-spetively, as in �g.2.2.Due to the experimental onditions in CRYRING the observedline widths are, however, signi�antly larger (�300 MHz). This res-olution is still suÆient to seletively measure lifetimes of single hy-per�ne omponents, whih is neessary for some levels and elemants[MBL+96℄. Even though the resolution at the CHAOS-setup onlyis slightly better (�100 MHz), it is possible to redue the typiallinewidth to �400 kHz by using the Laser and Rf Double Reso-nane tehnique (LRDR), desribed in set.3.2, sine the Dopplerbroadening is proportional to the frequeny of the transition.2.4.3 Transit Time BroadeningAnother line broadening e�et is due to the transit time of the ionsthrough the radiation �eld that indues the measured transition.If an undamped osillator x = x0 os(!0t) osillates during thetime T and then suddenly stops osillating, the frequeny spetruman be obtained from the Fourier transformA(!) = 1p2� Z T0 x0 os(!0t)e�i!tdt: (2.11)



2.4. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND AND ASPECTS 21The spetral intensity pro�le I(!) = A�A is for (! � !0)� !0,I(!) = C sin2((! � !0)T=2)(! � !0)2 : (2.12)This is the situation for an ion whih traverses a radiation �eldwith a retangular intensity pro�le. The osillator amplitude x(t)is proportional to the �eld amplitude E = E0(r) os(!t). If thedamping time is small ompared with the interation time (T ), theosillation amplitude an be regarded as onstant during the timeT (see �g.2.3). This holds for a uniform veloity. If the veloity of

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the osillation and its amplitude, as it is observed byan atom or ion traveling through a transmitter.the ions is not uniform, the sin2 fator (in equation 2.12) will merelybe replaed by its average < sin2 >= 12 and the line pro�le appearsLorentzian. The full width at half maximum of suh a spetral lineis Æ� ' 0:9 � vd = 0:9T ; (2.13)where d is the length of the interation region [Ram56℄. The linepro�les for HFS measurements presented in this thesis are mainlyaused by the transit time, giving a line width of about 400 kHz.



22 CHAPTER 2. THEORY2.4.4 Branhing FrationsA lifetime measurement does not by itself give absolute transitionprobabilities, unless there is only one deay hannel possible fromthe measured level. Sine the lifetime is determined by the sumof all spontaneous deay hannels from the measured level, it is,however, suÆient to know the lifetime and relative deay intensi-ties to extrat the transition probabilities. It is therefore of inter-est to measure relative intensities to determine Branhing Frations(BF) for emission lines emanating from a ommon upper level. TheBranhing Fration BFik, for a level i that deay to di�erent levelsk respetively, is related to the transition probability Aik by:BFik = AikPk Aik : (2.14)Sine the lifetime �i of the level i is 1PAik , it follows that transitionprobabilities from a state i an be determined from the BF and thelifetime of i, by: Aik = BFik�i : (2.15)



Chapter 3Experimental Tehnique atCHAOSAt the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory there are linear aeleratorso�ering ontinuous or single-pass ion beams. There are several ad-vantages with spetrosopy utilizing ontinuous ion beams. Oneimportant feature is that new ions pass through the setup ontinu-ously, exposed to the same onditions. At CHAOS ions produed inthe ion soure will pass through the setup and impinge on a Fara-day up (measuring the ion beam urrent) in less than 100 �s. Thusit is possible to make spetrosopi studies diretly on metastableenergy levels populated in the ion soure.Even though eah ion pass the experimental setup only one theyan experiene a series of events at di�erent positions along thesetup.3.1 Laser Indued Fluoresene (LIF)Laser light an be used to hange the energy state of an atom. Ifan atom experienes light of wavelength orresponding to an optialtransition from the urrent state of the atom to an exited state,the atom an hange state by absorbing a photon. If the new stateof the atom is short-lived the atom will, most likely, rapidly deayspontaneously by emitting a photon. This will our either throughthe same optial transition or by a transition to another level byemitting a photon of a di�erent wavelength. The uoresene lightfrom the spontaneous deay an be deteted.23
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of LIF in CaII. The solid line orresponds to a laser in-dued transition from the ground state. The exited ion an then spontaneouslydeay from the 4p 2P3=2-level through any of the optial transitions illustratedas dashed lines. The wavelengths are given in nm.By using Laser-Indued Fluoresene (LIF) in ombination withFIBLAS (see set.2.4.2) it is possible to resolve hyper�ne ompo-nents in an optial transition and afterward the hyper�ne sepa-rations of both states an be determined. Another, more preisemethod to determine hyper�ne separations, is by applying a ra-diofrequeny eletromagneti �eld, exposed to the ions, that induesa transition between two neighbouring hyper�ne states in one par-tiular level diretly. One way to do this is by the laser and radiofre-queny double resonane (LRDR) method.3.2 The Laser and rf Double Resonane Teh-niqueIn optial spetrosopy, the Doppler e�et usually auses a linebroadening (set.2.4.1). Doppler broadening is proportional to theexitation energy and by induing a transition between two neigh-bouring hyper�ne states diretly with an osillating eletromagneti�eld, instead of an optial transition between two di�erent hyper�nemultiplets, redues the Doppler broadening to less than 1 kHz. Forthe experiment desribed in this thesis the total linewidth is larger(�400 kHz), due to transit time broadening (set.2.4.3). The prin-iple of the tehnique is as follows; The population of the seleted
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Figure 3.2: The idea of the LRDR tehnique is the following. The seletedhyper�ne level is depleted with optial pumping in region A. It is then possibleto repopulate the depleted level by applying a eletromagneti rf-�eld to induea transition between two neighbouring hyper�ne levels (region C). The suessof the repopulation ould then be monitored at a seond laser interation region,region B.hyper�ne level has to be monitored. This is done by measuring LIF,where the intensity of the uoresene light orresponds to the pop-ulation of the hyper�ne level. This method is similar to the laserprobing tehnique desribed in set.4.2.1. Applying an rf eletro-magneti �eld, orresponding to a transition between two hyper�nelevels of the same term, would only transfer the ions between thesetwo hyper�ne states. But if one of the two hyper�ne states is de-pleted, the rf �eld will equal out the populations between them.This equalization ould be measured by observing the repopulationof the depleted state. Therefore two laser interation regions areneeded (A for depletion and B for probing by LIF). The depletionof the seleted hyper�ne level is ahieved with optial pumping.3.2.1 The Setup at CRYSIS BeamlineThe experimental setup is established in onnetion to CRYSIS, aryogeni Eletron Beam Ion Soure (EBIS), whih is an injetor toCRYRING delivering highly harged ions. Inside CRYSIS an intenseeletron beam ionizes the surrounding gas. The gas an be brought
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CRYSIS

�����)
INIS CHAOSCRYRINGFigure 3.3: Ions produed of INIS are aelerated to �20 keV. The isotopeof interest is seleted in the bending magnet and steered into the experimentalhamber by two sets of deeting plates and quadrupole lenses. Overlap betweenions and laser light is assured at CHAOS by two apertures, one at eah side ofthe hamber.into CRYSIS either from a gas tube, or as an ion beam produedby INIS, a CHORDIS (Cold or HOt Reex Disharge Ion Soure)type of ion soure, manufatured by DANFYSIK. After INIS a 90Æisotope separating deetion magnet links a single isotopi ion beamfurther. Typial beam urrents after the isotope seleting magnetare 1-10 �A. The ion beam an then either be direted into CR-YSIS or ontinue straight into CHAOS, see �g.3.3. In the latterase the ion beam is steered and foused by two sets of eletro-statially quadrupole lenses and deetion plates in order to op-timize the beam urrent passing through the setup. At the end ofthis beamline the ions are olleted by a Faraday up. Typial beamurrents passing through the setup are 0.1-1 �A.The laser light is ahieved by a Coherent 699-29 Autosan ringdye laser pumped by a Coherent Innova 400-25 argon ion laser.The ring laser delivers light with output powers of 100-1000 mWdepending on the dye in use. The laser light is brought into thesetup by 4 mirrors and a fousing telesope. Overlap between laserlight and the ions are assured by use of two apertures, one at eahside of the setup.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the rf-transmitter. The pik-ups marked as holes inthe �gure are used to measure how the rf signal is distributed over the transmit-ter. The jaket of the transmitter is made of �-metal, shielding from magneti�elds suh as the earth magneti �eld. The dimensions in the �gure are in mm.
The ion beam is loally aelerated with two sets of ylindrialeletrodes, DTD's (Doppler Tuning Devies), hold on negative highvoltage �-700 V, through whih the ion beam have to pass. Thusloal hanges in the Doppler shift of about 20-40 line widths areobtained and the ions an be held at resonane at two well de�nedregions, the pump- and the probe-region. The probe region (B) isloated in front of a Hamamatsu R585S Photo-Multiplier- (PM-)tube. A lens is used to fous the LIF light into the PM-tube formaximum detetion eÆieny. The observed laser indued uores-ene light is �ltered from sattered laser light with a oloured glass�lter and an interferene �lter. The pump region (A), is loated inthe beam entrane of CHAOS. Between the pump- and probe regionthe rf-interation region is loated.



28 CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AT CHAOS3.2.2 The Radio-Frequeny ExitationThe rf exitation is ahieved by letting the ions interat with an ele-tromagneti �eld over a transmitter, designed as a tri-plate rf powerline with design and parameters taken from Sen et. al. [SGC88℄(see �g.3.4). The rf-signal is generated by a Thurlby-Thandar-instruments TGR2050 signal generator and ampli�ed with an Ophir5303032, 5303057 or 5303018 ampli�er to a power of �8 W, mea-sured with a BOONTON 42BD wattmeter. All reetions mustbe minimized and the tri-plate line is therefore arefully impedanemathed (50 
).The method is very aurate and even small magneti �elds, suhas the earth magneti �eld, split eah HFS omponent into severalZeeman sublevels. These Zeeman sublevels, assigned MF , oulddistort the line shape if the �MF omponents not are equally popu-lated. To avoid suh Zeeman e�ets the transmitter is shielded fromstati magneti �elds by a �-metal jaket. The onduting plateof the transmitter is made of brass, whih is sti�er than opper,avoiding warped struture. The spetral resolution of the methodis limited by the transit time of the ions through the rf-transmitter(see set.2.4.3). Low beam energies, resulting in lower beam veloi-ties and longer interation times, are therefore preferable. However,at the CRYSIS beam line, the setup is optimized for aelerationvoltages of 20 keV and it is diÆult to run at muh lower energies.Another ruial parameter is the length of the transmitter. Theavailable spae inside CHAOS limits the transmitter to a length of�40 m. With the use of rf exitation, the spetral resolution hasbeen improved a fator of 500 at present setup ompared to what isahieved with FIBLAS.The ourse of events is the following. The experimental proedureis divided into three steps; pumping, rf-repopulation and probing.The laser interation regions are de�ned by DTDs. To measure thetransition between two neighbouring HFS omponents, the followingproedure is used: Firstly, only the seond DTD, the probe DTD, isused. A hyper�ne spetrum is reorded with FIBLAS by observinguoresene light. The laser is then loked on the resonane entre ofa seleted HFS omponent. Seondly, the voltage on the �rst DTDis applied. The voltage is tuned until the same HFS omponent isDoppler shifted into resonane at both DTDs, whih is observed asan intensity derease of LIF in the PM-tube. Finally, the rf is used
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Figure 3.5: Observed resonanes in 139La+, with the rf Doppler shift in di�erentdiretions, parallel and anti-parallel with the ion beam.to repopulate the depleted HFS omponent from a neighbouringHFS omponent. This is done by observing LIF while sanning therf in order to observe the hyper�ne transition (see �g.3.5). Thethree steps are also illustrated in �g.3.6, where the rf is �xed at theresonane entre.3.2.3 The LabVIEW based Control Program LARS (LAserand Rf System)To ontrol the rf synthesizer a LabVIEW based ontrol program(LARS) has been developed (see �g.3.7). LARS does not only on-trol the synthesizer but it also reords the power of the generatedrf signal, the LIF and the ion beam urrent. It an also be usedto measure the power of the reeted rf signal instead of the gen-erated signal. All measured values and parameters are stored andan be observed during a measurement. It is also possible to add anote to be stored with the data, desribing the diretion of the rfsignal (parallel or anti-parallel with the ion beam) or other usefulinformation.
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the ourse of events. The uoresene signal is observedat region B. Firstly LIF is obtained at region B only. Seondly laser exitation isahieved at both laser interation regions (A and B) and the seleted hyper�nelevel is depleted when arriving to region B. Finally the rf (at region C) is tunedinto resonane and the transition, between two neighbouring hyper�ne levels, isindued.
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Figure 3.7: The LabVIEW based ontrol program LARS, laser and rf system.The upper part is a view of the "settings" window while the lower part illustratesthe "uoresene" graph. The other, not displayed, windows are "rf-power" and"ion-beam urrent".
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Figure 3.8: The Doppler shift as a funtion of the exitation energy for a mea-surement in 131Xe+, showing negligible reetions. Reetions would pull theresonane enters together. The �tted line orresponds to an ion beam energyof 19.5 keV.3.2.4 Reeted rf signal and Doppler ShiftThe rf signal propagating along the transmitter will be experienedas Doppler shifted by the ions. Consequently the measurementshould be performed by applying the rf both parallel and anti-parallel, to the ion beam, resulting in blue and red shifted reso-nanes, respetively. Even though the transmitter is arefully mathedto 50 
 and has the design of a tri-plate line, reetions may our,mainly due to the onnetors, the termination and disontinuitiesalong ables or the transmitter. A reeted wave will be propagat-ing anti-parallel to the original applied wave and thus the resonaneentre will be Doppler shifted oppositely. In the ase of two un-resolved resonanes of unequal intensities, the measured resonanewill be distorted and the reorded entre shifted. The onsequenean be investigated with Rayleigh's riterion, stating that two linesare just resolved when their separation is larger than their full widthat half maximum (FWHM). For present experiment this means thatthe lines are resolved if:���Doppler > ��FWHM



3.2. THE LASER AND RF DOUBLE RESONANCE TECHNIQUE 33and sine the line width is limited by transit time broadening2 � v � > 0:9T = 0:9 � vlrf ;� is the energy of the transition, v is the veloity of the ions, T is thethe transit time of the ions through the rf-�eld and 0.9 is a deduedonstant (see set.2.4.3). Consequently, a transition is resolved if� > 0:9 � 2 � lrf � 300 MHz;where the length of the transmitter, lrf is 0.39 m. Measurementsof transitions smaller than 300 MHz are therefore very sensitive toreetions. In addition to observations of the reetion, the mea-surements are performed for both blue and red Doppler shifted rfand the di�erene between the resonane entres in two suh mea-surements should be proportional to the transition energy. Thedi�erene ould also be alulated, whih is illustrated in �g.3.8. Itshould also be mentioned that reeted signals ould damage theequipment. The reeted signal is therefore monitored using a di-retional oupler [Col92℄, ensuring small reetions.
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Chapter 4Experimental Tehnique atCRYRINGMetastable states are long-lived atomi states. The measured life-times of metastable states presented in this work are between 290ms and 28 s. Measurements for suh long lifetimes are very sensi-tive to ollisions with rest gas. Collisions with rest gas might eitherause ollisional exitation or a�et the ions destrutively. We have,however, developed tehniques to orret for suh e�ets.The basi Laser Probing tehnique was �rst introdued in a xenonexperiment by Mannervik et. al. [MBL+96℄. The tehnique has lateron been improved further for measurements of longer lived states,where repopulation and ollisional quenhing are more prominent.Also a more time eÆient tehnique for repopulation measurementshas been developed. Lately the LPT has been modi�ed for mea-surements of metastable levels in negative ions as well.4.1 The CRYRING FailityThe experiments desribed in this part of the thesis, were performedat the ion storage ring, CRYRING [AAB+93℄, loated at the ManneSiegbahn Laboratory in Stokholm. At CRYRING ions are storedin losed orbits by twelve dipole magnets and a number of fousingquadrupoles, positioned in a irular pattern (see �g.4.1) with a ir-umferene of almost 52 m. At present there are three ion souresonneted to the storage ring. CRYSIS, an eletron-beam ion sourefor highly harged ions, MINIS, a low-voltage eletron-impat dis-35
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Figure 4.1: Shemati illustration of the CRYRING faility at the Manne Sieg-bahn Laboratory in Stokholm.harge ion soure, for lowly harged ions and the ECR ion soure[RRR98℄ for intense beams of multiply harged ions. In the inje-tion line into the storage ring a radio-frequeny quadrupole (RFQ)is plaed, designed for pre-aeleration of ions with harge over massratios larger than 0.25. The RFQ an aelerate the ion beam up to300 keV/amu if the ondition for harge over mass ratio is ful�lled.In the experiments presented here, the harge over mass onditionis never ful�lled but the RFQ is, however, used as a fousing ele-ment to obtain a good transmission of the ion beam. One the ionsare stored into the ring, they an be aelerated even more. In a rfavity the ions an be aelerated up to an energy ofEmax = 96( qA)2 [MeV/amu℄ (4.1)where q and A are the ion harge and mass, respetively. CRYRINGalso ontains an eletron ooler [Dan95℄, whih an redue the ve-loity spread by merging the ion beam with a old veloity-mathedeletron beam. The experiments desribed in this thesis do, how-ever, not use any of these aelerations or ooling features.



4.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AT CRYRING 374.2 Experimental Setup at CRYRINGIn the experiments presented here, the ions of interest are produedin the low voltage hot athode ion soure MINIS and then aeler-ated to 40 keV. The ion beam is deeted in a 90Æ magnet and thedi�erent isotopes are then well separated. One spei� isotope is se-leted whih is transported and injeted into the storage ring with abeam urrent up to a few �A, orresponding to approximately 1010ions per seond. The ions are stored at the injetion energy and ata base pressure of less then 1�10�11 torr. The lifetime of the storedion beam is on the order of one minute.The beam loss, due to neutralization in ollisions with rest gas, isdeteted and monitored with a multisaler. The detetion is madewith a sintillator or a MultiChannel Plate (MCP) detetor (see�g.4.2), both making use of the fat that neutralized partiles notare a�eted by the bending magnets and travels straight ahead im-pinging on the sintillator or the MCP. The ion-beam urrent is alsomeasured with a urrent transformer in order to get the ion beamurrent on an absolute sale.The laser system onsists of a Coherent 699-29 Autosan ringdye laser and a Coherent Ti:Sapphire ring laser, both pumped by aCoherent Innova 400-25 argon ion laser. The wavelength of interestis hosen from one of the two ring-lasers giving a suÆient outputpower of 100-1000 mW. The laser probing pulses are reated with amehanial shutter, Uniblitz LS6, ontrolled by the data aquisitionsystem, to set duration time of the pulse and the inreasing delayfrom the injetion of ions into CRYRING. A telesope and a systemof mirrors are used to transport the laser beam into the storage ring.The laser beam is brought into ollinear overlap with the ion beam,in order to utilize the kinemati ompression ooling [Kau76℄. Thewaist of the laser beam is smaller than the diameter of the ion beam.The ion beam is loally aelerated with a doppler tuning devie,i.e. a set of ylindrial eletrodes set on a negative high voltageof -2 kV, in order to Doppler shift the ions into laser resonane infront of the Hamamatsu R585S photomultiplier tube [LAKN+99a℄.The laser beam is foused with the telesope to have diameter ofthe same size as the size of the photoathode of the PM-Tube infront of the detetor. A set of lenses is used to obtain a 1:1 imageof the laser-indued uoresene on the PM-tube. Coloured glass
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FWHM: 12.6 mm

FWHM: 14.6 mm

Figure 4.2: The pro�le of a 132Xe+-beam, measured with the MultiChannelPlate (MCP).
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Figure 4.3: Measured uoresene intensity during ontinuous laser exitation.The urve is measured with a multisaler and shows how the laser optiallydepletes the metastable state.�lters, and sometimes interferene �lter as well, are used to reduebakground from sattered laser light. The bakground is usuallyabout 5-10 s�1 with the laser on.A VME-based data aquisition system is used to ontrol the laserprobe pulses and to ollet data. Every set of data onsists of onelifetime urve of the seleted metastable level, one ion beam ur-rent deay urve and four di�erent normalization urves in order toobserve any possible utuations during the measurement [Man03℄.4.2.1 The Laser Probing Tehnique (LPT)With laser light it is possible to indue a transition from a metastablelevel to a short lived exited state. The ions exited to the shortlived state will deay spontaneously by a radiative transition downto a lower lying state. The uoresene intensity from this radiativetransition is proportional to the population of the metastable levelat the time when the laser light is applied. With this tehnique alldeay will appear in front of the detetor, thereby inreasing the de-tetion eÆieny by more than three orders of magnitude omparedto passive observation. The proess is very eÆient and the probe



40 CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AT CRYRINGpulse pumps almost all ions to a lower lying level. Consequently,the probe pulse an only be applied one every ring yle. Sinethe method probes the total level population at eah laser pulse thedata olletion time for one single lifetime urve an be up to severalhours. On the other hand, sine the probe pulse only is applied oneeah ring yle, the bakground level is substantially redued.To determine the eÆieny of the outpumping proess of themetastable level, the ions are exposed resonantly to laser light whilea multisaler reords the uoresene light as a funtion of time[LAKN+99a℄ (see �g.4.3). Usually, only a few perent, or less, ofthe original metastables were left after 100 ms. The duration ofthe laser probe pulse is then �xed to be long enough to deplete atleast 90% of the population. The detetor bakground of usually5-10 s�1 gives a ontribution of approximately 1 ount or less foreah probe pulse. By introduing a variable delay time betweeninjetion and the resonant laser pulse, the dereasing population ofthe seleted metastable level an be probed. The delay is stepwisehanged with an inrement �t for eah ring yle, and by reordingthe number of uoresene ounts, for eah delay, a lifetime urve isbuilt up [LAKN+99a, Man03℄. Sine the laser probe pulse induesa spei� optial transition from the level of interest, the method isstate seletive, i.e. only deay from the spei� level of interest isobserved.4.2.2 Optial Pumping (OP) of a Stored Ion BeamThe alium ion has been investigated as a andidate for a more a-urate frequeny standard [MB00℄. The Ca+-ion has a metastable�ne struture doublet, 3d 2D5=2;3=2. The 3d 2D5=2 level has beenmeasured by studying the quantum jumps of one single ion in atrap [BDL+00, NSD86, Deh75, KBL+05℄, with an unertainty of0.6%. The 3d 2D3=2 level annot be measured by observing quan-tum jumps, but it an be measured utilizing the LPT. In order totest the theoretial preditions of a 3% di�erene [BZ96℄ in lifetimebetween the states, it is of ruial importane to measure both levelswith approximately the same auray. If the majority of the ionsare populating the spei� metastable state it might be possible tomeasure the lifetime with an unertainty less than 1%.It is possible to transfer ground state ions to a metastable state
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Figure 4.4: Lifetime measurement in Ca+, using the optial pumping tehnique.The �rst part in the uoresene urve illustrates the deay of metastablesprodued in the ion soure and the seond part shows deay of the optialpumped metastables.



42 CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AT CRYRINGby applying resonant laser light to a stored ion beam. The ions anbe exited and radiatively deay to a metastable level, see �g.6.8.This method was introdued at CRYRING in a Sr+ experiment[MLN+99℄. In this experiment the weak spontaneous radiative deayby eletri quadrupole radiation, of the pumped metastable level,was possible to observe diretly. Sine the metastable level wasseletively populated with the resonant laser transition, the datayielded the deay from this state only. It was found from the Sr+ase that more than 70% of the ground state ions were transferredto the seleted metastable level by optial pumping. Consequently,only deay from the seleted state was observed and repopulation byexitation of ground state ions ould also be onsidered as negligible(see set. 4.3), whih makes the method using OP very aurate.
In a subsequent experiment we have also tried to make a similarmeasurement in Ca+. The spontaneous deay was, however, foundto be very weak and the signal-to-noise ratio was too low to per-mit the lifetime to be measured by diret observation. Instead weused the LPT to monitor the deay through forbidden transitions.The laser used for pumping was a violet external avity tempera-ture stabilized diode laser (ECDL). The wavelength of the laser wasobserved by an external wavelength meter. The laser wavelengthwas tuned oarsely by hanging the urrent feeding the laser diodeand �ne-tuning was obtained by translation of a grating mountedon a piezo-eletri driven translator. The entre frequeny of thelaser diode was sanned over the Doppler broadened line pro�le,by ramping the piezo-eletri translators ontrolling the grating an-gle, in order to pump a larger veloity group. The pump laser wasapplied at the same setion as the probe laser. Due to beam lossaused by intra-beam sattering and beam optial e�ets, data ol-leted after OP are more "lean" (pure single exponential) than datameasured on metastables originating from the ion soure (this anlearly be seen in �gure 4.4). Another explanation to the more puresingle exponential deay is that the ollisional exitation, or repopu-lation (see setion 4.3), was signi�antly smaller. This method alsoexludes possible asading e�ets. Unlike regular LPT the OP-LPTis not dependent on the metastables produed in the ion soure.
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Figure 4.5: Corretion for ollisional exitation (repopulation). The repopu-lation urve displayed as irles (o), is subtrated from the measured lifetimeurve (+) and the �nal and orreted lifetime urve is displayed as (�).4.3 Repopulation and NormalizationDi�erent kinds of systemati e�ets have to be onsidered in detail.One systemati e�et is that the ions may be exited by ollisionswith moleules in the rest gas. This e�et gives rise to a tail inthe deay urve with a slope orresponding to the loss of groundstate partiles. In this tail there is a balane between deay andexitation. This exitation e�et, denoted repopulation, should besubtrated from the deay urve [MLNR97℄. Repopulation of themeasured metastable level may hange the shape of the observedlifetime urve signi�antly. We have, however, developed two di�er-ent tehniques for reording the repopulation proess, either sepa-rately [MLNR97℄ or simultaneously [Ell03℄. Both tehniques allowsubtration of the repopulation [LAKN+99a, Man03℄.4.3.1 Separate Repopulation MeasurementMetastable levels are populated already in the ion soure and onse-quently a fration of the ions injeted onsists of ions in metastablelevels. To measure repopulation of the seleted metastable state a



44 CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AT CRYRINGlaser pulse is required to quenh the ions in the metastable state thatwere populated in the ion soure (see �g.4.3). After a ertain delayfrom the quenh pulse, a regular probe pulse is added in order tomeasure the repopulation of the seleted metastable level during thedelay time. The delay between the quenh pulse and probe pulse isstepwise hanged until a repopulation urve is obtained [MLNR97℄(�g.4.5). This reorded urve also inludes repopulation by asad-ing if suh proesses would be present [LAKN+99a℄.4.3.2 Simultaneous Repopulation MeasurementSine the LPT is destrutive, the probe pulse an only be appliedone every ring yle. The time after the probe pulse, until next ringyle, was earlier not used. This "waiting time" onstituted half thetime needed for eah measurement. Later on we realized that theprobe pulse ould be used as quenher for repopulation measure-ment. If the probe pulse used in the lifetime measurement is longenough to quenh most of the metastable ions the remaining part ofeah ring yle ould be used to measure repopulation. The repopu-lation probe is added at a �xed time at the end of the ring yle andwhile the delay of the walking probe/quenh pulse is inreasing forthe lifetime measurement, the repopulation delay time is dereasing,thus a repopulation urve grow bakwards simultaneously with thelifetime urve. The simultaneously measured repopulation urve hasto be normalized with the IBCD (Ion Beam Current Deay) urveand the number of ions at the repopulation probe.The main advantage with this method is that it is time-saving.Also sine the repopulation urve is measured simultaneously withthe lifetime urve, the experimental onditions, for both the lifetimeand the repopulation urve, will be the same. There may, however,also be drawbaks with this method. Firstly, if the beam is weakat the end of the ring yle the signal-to-noise ratio may be low.Normalization with the IBCD urve will then magnify the spread ofthe bad statistis into the beginning of the urve. However, this isusually not a problem. Seondly, would asading be present thistehnique will not handle it orretly, sine the repopulation probeis at the end of the yle. The asading an, however, be hekedwith a separately measured repopulation urve. If the two di�erentmethods are onsistent, asading is negligible.



4.4. NON-DEPLETED REPOPULATION MEASUREMENT 454.4 Non-Depleted Repopulation MeasurementUsually it is possible to ompletely empty the seleted metastablestate by an additional, quenhing, laser pulse (or by a prolongedprobe-pulse). Yet, for some metastable levels it has turned out tobe very diÆult to ompletely empty the seleted state. As anbe understood from �gure 4.6 and the following explanation theinomplete repopulation urve an still be used.The intensity of a pure lifetime urve is exponential,YL = A � e�t=� (4.2)where A is a onstant. Experimental observations have shown on aonstant tail in the end of eah lifetime urve. This tail ould beexplained as repopulation:Yraw = YL + Yrepop: (4.3)The repopulation, or ollisional exitation, behaves asYrepop = B � (1� e��t):Measured deay ould be desribed as:Yraw = Ae�t=� +B � (1� e��t) (4.4)and approximated as equal to the onstant B for large t, as observedexperimentally. Usually repopulation is orreted for as:YL = Yraw � Yrepop:If the metastable state is not depleted at origin the repopulationurve ontains a deay omponent and an be desribed asY 0repop = Yrepop + C � e�t=� : (4.5)The following repopulation orretion would look likeY 0L = Yraw � Y 0repop = Ae�t=� + Yrepop � Yrepop � C � e�t=�) Y 0L = (A� C) � e�t=� (4.6)whih gives the same lifetime as YL. It should be noted that thederivation above is valid when the population of the ground state ismuh higher than that of the metastable level. The intensity of the
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the di�erene between depleted and undepleted re-population urves. The solid-, dashed- and dotted- line in the upper �gureillustrates raw deay, repopulation and the extrated single exponential deayrespetively. In the lower �gure, repopulation measurement of an undepletedmetastable level and its deay illustrated as the dashed- and dash-dotted linerespetively. The deay onstant of the extrated single exponential deay andthe deay onstant of the undepleted repopulation are equal.
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Figure 4.7: Proess of population and depopulation of an energy level i.deay urve, orreted for repopulation, is, however, smaller whenthe repopulation urves ontains a deay omponent.The population of an energy level after ertain time is in prinipledetermined by three di�erent proesses, the radiative deay (�rad:),the repopulation (�repop:) and the ollisional quenhing (�ollisions),(see �g.4.7). In the end of the lifetime urves, there is a onstanttail and onsequently,dNidt = 0 = �rad: + �repop: + �ollisions: (4.7)This means that the non-ollisional-orreted radiative deay has thesame slope as ��repop:. If the population of the metastable level onlyful�lls the equilibrium, reahed in the tail, there will be no deayand the onstant tail level is obtained. This onstant level ould beompared with an non-depleted repopulation urve. Hene, a non-repopulation orreted lifetime urve behaves as a single exponentialurve added with an onstant level, if the deay of the ground state,due to neutralizations, is negligible. If the deay of the ground statelevel is not negligible the onstant level is replaed with an additionalexponential, desribing the deay of the ion beam Yions = D�e�t=�ions ,Y = A � e�t=� +D � e�t=�ions ; (4.8)where D � e�t=�ions is due to repopulation.4.5 Collisional DestrutionThe deay urves orreted for repopulation reet the deay of theions in the metastable level that were exited in the ion soure.
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Figure 4.8: Two urves, for the same level, measured at di�erent pressures. Theextrated lifetimes are, later on, used in a Stern-Vollmer plot.

Figure 4.9: A typial Stern-Vollmer plot, onsisting of measurements at di�erentpressures. The radiative lifetime is then obtained by extrapolating down to zeropressure.



4.6. MACHINE MISALIGNMENT 49These urves inlude both the radiative deay and the ollisionaldestrution. We have 1�raw: = 1�rad: + 1�CQ�meta (4.9)i.e. the measured deay rate (1=�raw) is the sum of natural radiativedeay rate, 1=�rad:, and the destrution rate (by ollisional quenh-ing), 1=�CQ�meta. The destrutive rate depends linearly on the bak-ground pressure, sine all pressures are low, and by measuring life-times at di�erent pressures and extrapolating down to zero pressureit is possible to extrat the pure radiative lifetime. It is graphi-ally dedued from a Stern-Vollmer plot [Dem98℄. The hanges inpressure are ahieved by heating one of the non-evaporative getterpumps with an external heater.It is diÆult to know the absolute pressure in the storage ring,but neutralizations of partiles in the stored ion beam are due to ol-lisions with rest gas (bad vauum). Sine almost all stored partilesare populating the ground state, the neutralizations an be mea-sured simultaneously with the lifetimemeasurement of the metastablestate. The slope of the ion beam deay urve reets the neutraliza-tion of ions and is used to determine the relative pressure, p, insidethe storage ring (�IBCD / p).4.6 Mahine MisalignmentThe lifetime of the ion beam an be limited not only by the restgas, but also by the experimental onditions, suh as beam-optiale�ets whih are not pressure dependent. These beam-optial e�etsor misalignments would inuene the deay of the ion beam as,�IBCD = �CQ + �mahine (4.10)and thus the deay of the metastable state, �raw, would be inuenedwith the same �mahine�raw = �rad: + �CQ�meta + �mahine; (4.11)



50 CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AT CRYRINGwhere IBCD stands for Ion-Beam Current Deay, CQ stands forollisional quenhing, mahine is for mahine misalignment, CQ-meta stands for ollisional quenhing of the metastable level, rawstands for raw data of metastable deay (normalized and orretedfor repopulation) and rad. stands for the pure radiative deay. Byraising the pressure until the beam deay has inreased a fator of2: �0IBCD = 2 � �IBCD (4.12)may not always desribe a pressure hange of a fator 2, if other nonpressure dependent onditions a�ets the lifetime of the ion beam.Would the non-pressure dependent ontributions be 50%:�IBCD = (50%) � �CQ + (50%) � �mahine; (4.13)a twofold inrease of the beam deay, would desribe a signi�antlarger pressure hange:�0IBCD = 2 � �IBCD = (150%) � �CQ + (50%) � �mahine (4.14)this means that the pressure has inreased with a fator of 3 (in-stead of 2). Consequently this ontribution should be investigated,espeially for longer lifetimes where the ollisional quenhing or-retion is larger. The mahine e�et is assumed to be equal for themetastable state and the ground state. By subtrating di�erent val-ues of �mahine, spanning from zero to the Base Pressure value, aorreted lifetime is obtained, how this a�ets the extrated lifetimeis illustrated. It has, however, been found that extrated radiativelifetimes are not sensitive for suh ontribution. The example in�g.4.10 desribes a measurement in Ba II. The inreasing uner-tainties and small di�erene of the extrated lifetime shows that thee�et not is signi�ant.4.7 Start ChannelSine measured data may onsist of transient beam loss or asadinge�ets in the beginning of eah ring yle, it is neessary to �t a
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Figure 4.10: Data from a lifetime measurement in Ba+. The upper part: Stern-Vollmer plot illustrating the inuene of possible misalignment of the ion beamat CRYRING. The lower part: The extrated lifetime as a funtion of the as-sumed "misalignment". Note that sine the Base Pressure value approahes zerofor inreasing mahine rates the extrapolated lifetimes are given with smallerunertainties than for larger orretions. The last point is when the deay dueto ollisions with rest gas is equal to zero.
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Figure 4.11: Extrated lifetime as a funtion of start hannel of the �ttingregion. In the upper part (A) it is seen that during the �rst 100 ms the resultdepends very muh on the start hannel. This is due to transient phenomenaat injetion. After 100 ms the lifetime is independent of the start hannel. Thelower part (B) of the �gure shows how the start hannel an be used to hekthe normalization of the repopulation signal. The data are from measurementsin Ti+ and Ar+ respetively.



4.8. LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS OF NEGATIVE IONS 53lifetime urve starting from di�erent delays of measured data (see�g.4.11). This is also a good hek of the repopulation orretion,an inrease or derease of the lifetimes for later start hannels, isan indiation of under estimation or over estimation, respetively,i.e. an inorret normalization. A point in a stable �tting region ishosen for eah measured urve. The representative point is hosenafter a delay where all immediate and rapid instabilities learly anbe exluded.
4.8 Lifetime Measurements of Negative IonsNegative ions di�er signi�antly from atoms and positive ions. Adistinguishing feature is that the outermost eletron is bound bya short range indued dipole fore highly orrelated with the ele-troni system. Thus it is diÆult to form bound states of negativeions, espeially for noble gases [HL85℄, with all shells losed. How-ever, for halogens [HL85℄ an additional eletron loses the outermostshell, resulting in higher eletron aÆnity. Still the binding energy isan order of magnitude smaller than for atoms. Consequently, onlyvery few bound states exist in negative atomi ions, i.e. usually only�ne struture omponents of the ground state. Thus, the on�gu-ration of almost all exited bound states have the same parity andon�guration as the ground state [Hae98℄. Consequently the exitedstates an not deay spontaneously through E1 transitions and theyare metastable [Bra62℄.The �rst exited state above the lowest state, an naturally onlymake spontaneous radiative deay to the lowest state. Consequently,by measuring the lifetime of suh state the transition probability(Aik where i denotes the metastable state and k denotes the groundstate eq.2.1) is determined automatially. Suh measurements oflifetimes of metastable states are therefore highly appreiated. Amethod to do this has been developed at CRYRING as a spin-o� ofthe LPT tehnique. The non-existene of short lived exited boundstates exludes the possibility of using optial transitions and LIFas in LPT. Therefore other tehniques have to be used, suh asphotodetahment.



54 CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AT CRYRING4.8.1 PhotodetahmentIf a negative ion absorbs a photon with energy larger than the ele-tron aÆnity, the outermost eletron will detah:A� + h� ! A+ e�; (4.15)where A� is a negative ion and h� a photon. This proess is alledphotodetahment.CRYRING onsists of twelve straight setions linked together bytwelve bending dipole magnets. At one of the straight setions theions an interat with laser light, the interation setion. A neutralpartile detetor is positioned after the interation region. The ionsthat are neutralized in the interation region are not deeted bythe bending magnet and will hit the detetor. The detetor is ahannel eletron multiplier (CEM), and is desribed more in detailin paper 13.Photodetahment is in general not resonant, sine all ions withan eletron aÆnity smaller than the energy of the applied light willdetah. Measurements on single metastable states using photode-tahment should therefore be made on the highest exited level orpreferably on ions where only two levels are populated in the ionsoure, as in the ase of Se� and Te�.4.8.2 Modi�ations of the LPT at CRYRINGThe use of photodetahment instead of LPT requires modi�ationsof the experimental proedure. First, the neutralizations are de-teted instead of uoresene light. Consequently, all neutralizationdue to ollisions with restgas, need to be subtrated. This is done bymeasuring the neutralizations just before and after the laser probingpulse. Moreover, the metastable population at eah injetion storedinto CRYRING has to be monitored. This an be done by a shortlaser pulse (�10 ms) in the beginning of eah ring yle, that onlyquenh a negligible amount of the metastable population, but give asignal proportional to the metastable population (see �g.3 in paper13). Suh a pulse would for optially allowed transitions deplete thestate.As for LPT, the lifetime urve is built sequentially by adding theprobing pulse with di�erent delays from injetion. Summarized at



4.8. LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS OF NEGATIVE IONS 55eah injetion, usually only two laser pulses are reated with themehanial shutter, the normalization and the probe pulse. Hene,no repopulation pulse were added, sine the lasers used did not havepower suÆient to quenh the metastable population. Instead adouble exponential �t is used, desribing the deay of the metastablestate and the ion beam, as disussed in set.4.4.
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Chapter 5HFS Measurements atCHAOSThe laser and rf double resonane method at the CRYSIS beamlinehas suessfully been used to determine hyper�ne struture om-ponents in La II. Furthermore, the measurements done by Rosneret. al. [RGH78℄ in Xe II have been veri�ed. All measurementshave been orreted for Doppler shift and heked for possible rfreetions. The values are determined 100 times more auratelythan previous FIBLAS and Fourier transform spetrometer mea-surements.5.1 Hyper�ne Struture in Xe IIIn a �rst measurement the setup was tested. Xenon was used dueto our earlier experienes onerning prodution of xenon ions andthe well known spetrum of Xe II. First the 397 MHz (F=2! F=3)transition of the 5d 4D7=2-level in Xe II was measured by internallysweep a HP 8660C synthesized signal generator synhronized to amultihannel saler. The preliminary setup was then used to developan rf-transmitter and to determine the rf power needed to transferthe ions between two neighbouring HFS states (whih was found tobe �5 W). Later on the omputer based ontrol and data aquisitionprogram LARS (see set.3.2.3) was reated, to permit stepping theradiofrequeny instead of sweeping it, giving a better de�nition ofthe energy for eah data hannel. Finally, due to problems with theHP8660C, a new synthesizer (TTi 2050) and rf ampli�ers (OPHIR)57



58 CHAPTER 5. HFS MEASUREMENTS AT CHAOS4 ! 5 3 ! 4 2 ! 3This work 796600�10 576286�7 396676�7Rosner et. al. [RGH78℄ 796584.9�1.2 576274.4�1.0 396704.7�1.2Table 5.1: The HFS separations of the 5d 4D7=2-level in Xe II, all energies aregiven in kHz. The measurements performed by Rosner et. al. yields betterresolution as a result of longer interation times.were bought. Utilizing the new equipment the previous measure-ment done by Rosner et. al. [RGH78℄ were reprodued, giving asmall but signi�ant di�erene, see table 5.1. The di�erene mightbe explained by reetions (see set.3.2.4). In our ase, however, wemeasured simultaneously all reetions and ould onlude them asnegligible. The orretions due to Doppler shifts were also arefullyorreted for by measuring the transition both blue- and red-shifted.The Doppler shifts as a funtion of the exitation energy is plottedin �g.3.8. No pleasant explanation for the disrepany has yet beenfound. The xenon measurement proved, however, that the setupworked properly and a good andidate to measure was about to bedeided. The idea was to have an ion with well known optial spe-trum and with good preditions of the HFS. The ion should also befairly easy to produe.5.2 Preise Hyper�ne Struture Measurementsof La II Utilizing the Laser and rf DoubleResonane Tehnique (Paper 1)The HFS of the 5d 6s b 1D2-level in 139La+ has previously been mea-sured with the FIBLAS tehnique by Maosheng et.al. [MHM+00℄and H�ohle et.al. [HHW81℄. Also theoretial alulations have beenmade, but the experimental auray ould be greatly improved (100times) with the LRDR tehnique.All transitions between two neighbouring hyper�ne levels weremeasured, with both blue and red Doppler shifts. All rf-transitionswere also measured from di�erent laser transitions. Eah HFS res-onane urve, was olleted during about 5 minutes. The power ofthe reeted signal was measured simultaneously with the resonaneurve and was found to be negligible. Also the Doppler shift was
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Figure 5.1: The energy levels of interest in La II. The hyper�ne struture sepa-rations are strongly magni�ed.determined in a satisfying way by measuring both red- and blue-shifts and the orresponding veloity of the ions or the aelerationvoltage was extrated, whih was in good agreement with the knownvalue.The extrated A and B values are in good agreement with previ-ous FIBLAS measurements done by Maosheng and H�ohle [MHM+00,HHW81℄, but 100 times more aurate. The data are given in table7.1.
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Chapter 6Lifetime measurements atCRYRINGThe experimental setup desribed in setion 4.1 has been used, andthe LPT applied, for investigations of deay proesses of metastablelevels. The measurements are desribed in detail in paper 2-13, andthe obtained lifetimes are between 0.29 and 28 seonds. The LPT isstate seletive and the measured urves reet deay of one spei�metastable level eah.The stability of the prodution of ions, both in the ground stateand in metastable states is of entral importane. For longer livedmetastable states long ring yles are also required. The onse-quene of this is that eah measured lifetime urve (or repopula-tion urve) may have a reording time of several hours. Flutua-tions of the ion beam onditions an during suh a long time notbe negleted, but nevertheless ompensated for by normalization.Both the ion prodution (every ring yle) and the prodution ofmetastable ions (every fourth ring yle) are monitored and reordedduring measurement.6.0.1 LifetimeMeasurements by Laser Probing in CRYRING{ Reent Experimental Developments (Paper 2)Initially when the LPT was taken into use, measurements were fo-used on lifetimes less than 100 ms. Later on lifetimes of abouta seond were determined, �rst in Ca II [LAKN+99b℄, and suhlong lifetime measurements required orretions for repopulation.61



62 CHAPTER 6. LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS AT CRYRINGIt was early found that the repopulation e�et ould be measuredwith LPT if the population, of the metastable level leaving the ionsoure, is quenhed by a laser pulse in the beginning of eah ringyle. The repopulation urve is then subtrated from the lifetimeurve. The use of repopulation orretion opened for the possibilityof determine muh longer lifetimes, with LPT at CRYRING.More reently, the laser probing tehnique has been used for evenlonger lifetimes, about 10 s or reently almost 100 s (the 5d 2D3=2level in Ba II). As a onsequene it has then been realized that muhmeasurement time was lost as "waiting time" and the idea arosethat the "waiting time" ould be used for repopulation measure-ment simultaneous with the lifetime measurement (also desribedin set.4.3.2).In previous observations it was found Ca II had a very strongrepopulation e�et. The idea was therefore to measure repopulationboth with the initial method and with the simultaneous method andompare the results to hek that the new method was working. Thiswas done and the simultaneous method was validated.6.1 The FERRUM ProjetThe FERRUM projet is an international ollaboration in purposeto reate a reliable database of transition probabilities in iron (andother metalli elements). The projet (lead by Prof. Sveneri Jo-hansson, Lund University) is foused on supporting astronomialobservations [JDD+02℄. Our researh is in partiular foused onmetalli spetra related to the observations from the star Eta Cari-nae (see �g.6.1 and �g.7.1).6.1.1 The FERRUM Projet: Experimental TransitionProbabilities of [Fe II℄ and Astrophysial Applia-tions (Paper 3)The atomi struture of Fe II is omplex due to seven valene ele-trons in one, two or even three open shells. The low omplex ofeven parity on�guration (3d + 4s)7 has 62 metastable levels in theenergy range 0-4.7 eV, whih are easily populated in stellar atmo-spheres and also in dilute astrophysial plasmas. Many emissionlines from forbidden transitions in Fe II have been observed, for ex-



6.1. THE FERRUM PROJECT 63ample, lose to the star Eta Carinae. This makes Fe II an attrativetool for diagnosti of astrophysial plasmas. On the other hand,if the relative line intensities, of the forbidden transitions, emittedfrom astrophysial plasmas are measured and the branhing fra-tions are determined it is possible to extrat transition probabilities.The results of suh measurements are presented in paper 3.The speies hosen to produe iron ions was FeCl2. The stored40 keV ion beam had a beam urrent between 1 and 5 �A. Themeasured metastable levels was the a 4G9=2 (641�16 ms) and theb 2H11=2 (3.57�0.14 s) level and the laser dye used was Rhodamine110. The state seletivity of the LPT is of great importane, espe-ially for Fe+ sine it has 62 populated metastable levels, leavingthe ion soure. A onsequene of the large number of populatedmetastable levels was that the laser resonanes were unusually weak,this sine the ions are distributed over all metastable levels and onlya small fration of them was in the measured level.6.1.2 The FERRUM Projet: an Extremely Long Radia-tive Lifetime in Ti II Measured in an Ion StorageRing (Paper 4)The spetrum of one spei� gas blob outside Eta Carinae di�ersremarkably from all others observed. It o�ers the �rst disovery offorbidden lines in strontium in any astrophysial plasma [ZGH+01℄and the detetion of numerous lines in Ti II indiates strange ioniza-tion onditions and a omplete di�erent origin. Initially there wereno experimental or theoretial data available for metastable levelsin singly harged titanium. These fats motivated an investigationof metastable levels in Ti II. Several di�erent metastable levels ofTi+ have been measured at CRYRING. The �rst published was the3d2(3P )4s 4P5=2 level, with a lifetime of 28 s. This was the longestlifetime measured by LPT at CRYRING at that time.The 48Ti+ ions were produed in MINIS (see set.4.1) loadedwith TiCl4. The ions were extrated from the soure and ael-erated to 40 keV. After isotope seletion the beam was stored inCRYRING without any further aeleration. The stored beam ur-rent was about �0.5 �A. The storage time (beam lifetime) at basepressure was estimated to be 60 s. The ollisional destrution rate isgenerally very low at base pressure, but for very long lifetimes this
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Figure 6.1: A spetrum obtained by the HUBBLE Spae Telesope, displayingforbidden lines in Ti II from Eta Carinae. The marked lines have a ommonupper level, 3d4s2 2D3=2, whih has been studied with the LPT.e�et ontributes signi�antly. The ollisional quenhing was or-reted for (as desribed in set.4.5) and the ollisional destrutionrate was found to be larger than the radiative deay rate.6.1.3 The FERRUMProjet: Experimentally DeterminedMetastable Lifetimes and Transition Probabilitiesfor Forbidden [Ti II℄ Lines Observed in � Carinae(Paper 5)In addition to the measurement of the 28 s lifetime of the b 4P5=2level in Ti II desribed above four more levels have been measured,namely the b 2P1=2,  2D5=2, b 4P3=2 and the  2D3=2 levels. Transitionprobabilities between energy levels, denoted as Aik, were determinedout of the lifetimes and branhing frations. Branhing frations anbe determined from the relative line intensities from a ertain levelin a spetrum. Usually the relative line intensities an be measuredin a laboratory. However, for forbidden transitions the lines are veryweak and usually not observed in the laboratory. On the other hand,astrophysial plasmas an be a good soure for forbidden lines, due



6.2. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS 65to low densities and large volumes. One suh soure is the strontium�lament loated lose to Eta Carinae. Measurements of the relativeline intensities of forbidden lines from this objet has been done withthe Hubble spae telesope (HST) (a typial line emission spetrumobtained by HST is given in �g.6.1).For two of the metastable levels measured in CRYRING theirforbidden emission lines were measured with HST. For these levelsthe transition probabilities were extrated as well. All together 4(or 5 inluding the 28 s) lifetimes have been measured in Ti II andin addition to this the transition probabilities from two of them hasbeen extrated.6.2 Experimental and Theoretial InvestigationsIn ollaboration with Professor Emile Bi�emonts group in Li�ege rare-earth elements and noble gases have been investigated by om-bining experiments and alulations. The omputational methodused to alulate osillator strengths and radiative lifetimes wasthe (pseudo)relativisti Hartree-Fok approah (HFR) developed byCowan [Cow81℄. This method gives the wave funtions, energiesand the transition probabilities. The approah an be used in anab initio way, but it an also be adjusted by a least square �t ofthe alulated eigenvalues to the observed energy levels [Cow81℄.The experimentally determined energies used were obtained fromthe NIST Atomi Spetra Database [NIS03℄.6.2.1 Experimental and Theoretial Investigation of Ra-diative Deay Rates of Metastable Levels in La II(Paper 6)Lanthanum belongs to the family of rare earth elements. The metastablelifetimes in La II are hallenging to determine, both experimentallyand theoretially, due to long observation time required and theomplexity of rare earth spetra.The shielding of the 4f eletrons from outer valene eletrons (inrelation to the small radii of the 4f orbitals) and the fat that thebinding energy of the 4f eletron is omparable to those of the 5d,6s and 6p eletrons, implies that the spetra of the lanthanides arevery omplex. This is a onsequene of the on�guration involv-



66 CHAPTER 6. LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS AT CRYRINGing an open 4f shell. La II is interesting, espeially theoretially,sine it is partiular and haraterized by an intermediate om-plexity, whih justi�es theoretial analysis. Experimental resultsof metastable states are of great interest sine they an serve a goodtest for theoretial alulations.The experiment was performed at CRYRING. The ion soureMINIS (set. 4.1) was loaded with LaCl3 and a 40 keV 139La+beam was extrated and injeted into the storage ring. The storedbeam urrent was about a few hundred nA and monitored with aBaF2-sintillator. During the measurement the metastable frationwas dropping. The metastable fration was, however, measured bylaser probing at a �xed time every fourth ring yle, as uoresenenormalization. Consequently data ould be normalized for the dropof the metastable fration. The experimental lifetimes are in goodagreement with our alulations. We present both alulated andexperimental values for the a 1G4 and b 1D2 levels. The hyper�nestruture of the b 1D2 level has also been investigated in this thesis,see set:5.2.6.2.2 Lifetimes of Metastable Levels in Ar II (Paper 7)This is the �rst investigation of forbidden lines in Ar+, both theo-retially as well as experimentally. The 40Ar+ isotope was seletedby the 90Æ, isotope separating, bending magnet, with a beam ur-rent of a few �A. The ion beam urrent deay urve had an initialloss of ions, whih was faster than later on in the ring yle (see�g.6.2). This loss originates from intra-beam sattering or beamoptial e�ets. It was, however, possible to orret for this non sin-gle exponential deay omponent of the ion beam. By alulatingthe quotient between a �tted urve to the pure single exponentialdeay of the ion beam (A in �g.6.2), and the atual number of ions(B in �g.6.2), it was then possible to use this as a normalization fa-tor. This normalization fator was multiplied with the laser probeddeay urve of metastable ions.The 3d 4F9=2 level in singly harged argon was measured for sev-eral di�erent pressures, sine the ollisional quenhing e�et wasfound to be strong in this experiment. All the results for di�erentpressures were graphially represented as di�erent pressure pointsin a Stern-Vollmer plot (pressure vs. deay rate, see �g. 6.3). The
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Figure 6.2: The prompt ion beam deay, in the beginning of eah ring yle,originates from intra-beam sattering and beam optial e�ets. The stars (�) inthe upper part of the �gure are orreted for the prompt ion beam deay andthe irels are raw data. The lower part of the �gure shows the ion beam deay,B illustrates the raw IBCD while A is �tted to the IBCD when the promptdeay has died out.�tted line, extrapolated down to zero pressure gave the radiated life-time of the metastable level. Corretions for repopulation and ol-lisional quenhing hanged the extrated lifetime signi�antly, 25%and 30% respetively). Beside the measured 3d 4F9=2 level, fourother metastable lifetimes in single harged argon were alulated.6.2.3 Importane of an M2 Depopulating Channel for aKr II Metastable State (Paper 8)Initially the lifetime of the 4p4 4d 4D7=2 level in Kr II was expetedto be 8.7 s aording to preliminary unpublished alulations by R.D. Cowan. However, the �rst measurements showed unexpetedlya muh shorter lifetime (�0.5 s). All settings were double heked.If the metastable level is magnetially mixed with a short livedlevel, the metastable level an deay through the short lived level.To exlude suh mixing in the bending magnets of CRYRING the
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Figure 6.3: Extrated lifetimes for di�erent pressures displayed in a Stern-Vollmer plot, the �nal lifetime were obtained by extrapolation down to zeropressure. It should be noted that point 1 were measured in the end of theexperimental week, when a better base pressure were reahed.
energy of the ion beam (and onsequently the magneti �eld of thebending magnets) was hanged.The laser indued transition and uoresene hannel were laterveri�ed at the CHAOS setup using a monohromator.No experimental explanation for the "short" lifetime ould befound. Sine we were onvined that the experimental value wasorret we deided to make a deeper theoretial investigation. Prof.Emile Bi�emont inluded higher order terms as M2 and E3 and founda depopulating M2 hannel that was unexpetedly strong, the life-time was redued to 0.96 s.This ase is a good illustration of new ideas reahed by fruitfulinterations between theoretiians and experimentalists in ollabo-ration.



6.2. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS 696.2.4 Disentanglement of Magneti Field Mixing Revealsthe Spontaneous M2 Deay Rate for a MetastableLevel in Xe+ (Paper 9)The orresponding state in Xe II, the 5d 4D7=2 level, was earlierestimated to have a lifetime of about 240 s [LpC+97℄. However,with the knowledge from the previous Kr II measurement, it wassuspeted that a strong M2 deay hannel might be present in thisase as well. The metastable 5d 4D7=2 level is only 40 m�1 awayfrom the J=5/2 �ne struture omponent of the same term. The5d 4D5=2 level an radiatively deay through an E1 transition to the2P o3=2 level, the ground state (with a lifetime of �50 ns), while themetastable level annot. The lifetimes of the two levels di�er there-fore a fator of 108. Consequently, sine the 5d 4D7=2 and the 5d4D5=2 levels Zeeman mix in the magneti �eld of the bending mag-nets in the storage ring, the lifetime of the long lived metastable 5d4D7=2 level an be signi�antly redued even for very weak mixings.Mixing an also be indued by hyper�ne interation. This e�etwas earlier observed experimentally in 129Xe+, with the nulear spinI=1/2. The hyper�ne omponents F=3 and F=4 of the 5d 4D7=2level were found to have drastially di�erent lifetimes [MBL+96℄.Magneti mixing an be onsidered as a perturbation and the per-turbed wave funtion of the mixed metastable level, in the preseneof a magneti �eld, is related to the �eld strength asj	ji = (1� � �B)j4D7=2i+ � �Bj4D5=2i: (6.1)The admixture is � � �0�E7=2�5=2 �s12 � 2M249 (6.2)(see eq.17.10 in [Cow81℄), whih gives the deay rate� = (1�B ��)2�7=2+(B ��)2�5=2+2�(1�B ��)�B ��q�7=2�5=2: (6.3)In this ase is B � � << 1 and it follows that (1� B � �) � 1,� = �7=2 + (B � �)2�5=2 + 2 �B � �q�7=2�5=2 (6.4)The magneti �eld is related to the energy of the ion beam as,Ekin = q2r22m B2; (6.5)
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Figure 6.4: Lifetimes measured at di�erent magneti �elds, illustrating the sig-ni�ant di�erene of the lifetimes.
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Figure 6.5: The deay rate as a funtion of the ion beam energy in Xe II. Notethe nonlinearity below 5 keV.



6.2. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS 71Thus, the deay rate as a funtion of the ion beam energy is� = �7=2 + �2 � E + 2 � �q�7=2 � E (6.6)and the zero �eld deay rate ould be extrated. It should be men-tioned that q is the harge of the ion, r is the bending radius, m isthe mass of the ion, E is the energy and that � is proportional toboth � and q�5=2.Magneti quenhing of lifetimes of metastable states has beenreported previously for negative ions [BAT+92, BNW70℄, but theorretions were smaller and the e�et was assumed to be linear.In the ase of Xe II, on the other hand, the non-linear e�et issigni�ant as an be seen in �g.6.5.The main fous was then to measure the lifetime at several di�er-ent magneti �elds and extrat the lifetime for �eld-free onditions.The experimentally extrated lifetime of 2.4�0.8 s and the alu-lated value of 2.3 s are in good agreement, but about 100 timessmaller than previously predited. This is due to the M2 transition,down to ground state, that redues the lifetime with 99%.6.2.5 Deay of Metastable States in Nd II (Paper 10)The study of Nd+ is the most time onsuming measurement utilizingthe LPT developed at CRYRING ever done. Four di�erent experi-mental runs, of a week eah, were performed over a 2 year period.Not to mention all e�orts put into the data analysis, disussions andmeetings. Still only two lifetimes were extrated and these were notin very good agreement with the alulated values.To start with, Nd+-ions were muh more diÆult to produein the ion soure than expeted and when produed very trikyto keep stable. Further, even if a stable ion beam was stored, thefration of the ions populating the measured metastable level tendedto utuate. This is illustrated in �gure 6.6.Initially no data were available about the lifetimes and our �rstmeasurement was on a very long lived level, the 6s 6I9=2 level witha alulated lifetime of �33 s, and no deay were observed. Thedeteted uoresene signal, however, was good, yielding a well pop-ulated level. The lifetime was at that time not known. The setupand espeially the detetion system and the fous of the uoresenelight were therefore tested and optimized by storing xenon, yielding
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Figure 6.6: Normalization urves of Nd II. Open irles are for uoresene(or metastables) and stars are for partiles. Observe the di�erent slopes of theurves.
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6.3. OPTICAL PUMPING 73a even stronger LIF signal. The detetion system showed, however,on no e�et that ould explain the onstant level of the measuredsignal. Later on preliminary alulated values of the metastable lev-els indiated that the lifetime of the measured level was very longand ould therefore explain why no deay were reorded. The life-time was onluded to be very diÆult to measure and not the bestandidate, to determine experimentally, among the levels in Nd II.A few levels with more suitable lifetimes and strong laser induedtransitions, yielding strong uoresene signal, were hosen. Themeasurements has been orreted for both partile normalization-,metastable population measurements, besides repopulation and ol-lisional quenhing, furthermore separate repopulation measurements(set.4.3.1) where done in addition to exlude asading e�ets. Theextrated lifetimes are 23�4 s for the 6K11=2- and 8.6�0.4 s for the6I13=2- level, to be ompared with the alulated values of 9.2-9.9 sand 4.3-4.6 s respetively, depending on the theoretial model used.6.3 Optial pumpingBy optial pumping (OP) a seleted metastable level may be pop-ulated from a laser pumped upper level. With optial pumpingby a laser tuned to an allowed optial transition, it is possible topump the metastable level with fairly low laser power. When themetastable level is populated the population an be observed eitherdiretly by observing the spontaneous deay or by LPT.6.3.1 Violet Diode Laser in Time-Resolved Stored Ion-Beam Spetrosopy (Paper 11)For some ions, it is of great interest to improve the LPT experimen-tal onditions and the initial metastable population at CRYRING.This an be done with OP. In Ca+ the OP is ahieved with a vi-olet/blue diode laser in an External Cavity Diode Laser (ECDL)setup, generating the wavelength required to indue the optial tran-sition at 397 nm, 4s 2S1=2 - 4p 2P1=2, ommonly used for laser ooling[BDL+00, RE97, GHSW96, KVV95, ABG+94℄. Spontaneous deayan then populate the metastable 3d 2D3=2 level (see �g.6.8). Theoutput power of the pump laser was about 1 mW and the wave-length was �ne-tuned into resonane by hanging the grating angle.
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Figure 6.8: Shemati level diagram of the optial pumping proess followed bythe laser probing desribed in this thesis.However, this was not as straightforward as expeted. In the presentsituation, for Ca+, the infrared uoresene, from the upper 4p 2P1=2level to the metastable 3d 2D3=2 level, was weak and hard to detet.The strongest deay hannel of the upper state was bak to theground state and this uoresene was drowned in sattered laserlight. This problem was settled, however, by the use of laser probingto obtain a response signal instead of deteting prompt uoresene.In the previous Sr+ measurement [MLN+99℄ diret observation ofthe forbidden deay from the heavily populated metastable level wasobserved with a multihannel saler (MCS). In the Ca+ ase it wasfound, however, that the signal-to-bakground ratio was not suÆ-ient to obtain a high-quality signal. Instead OP and laser probingwere used, in ombination, for lifetime measurements.The laser probe pulse was ahieved with a Ti:Sapphire ring laser,with output power of about 1 W. The same optial transitions usedfor pumping, are used for probing, only in reversed order, as spon-taneous deay from the 397 nm optial transition was observed see�g.6.8.This experiment was done on singly harged alium and it waslearly demonstrated that OP in ombinations with LPT an be avery useful tool for aurate lifetime measurements of metastablestates.



6.4. LIFETIMES OF METASTABLE LEVELS IN NEGATIVE IONS 756.4 Lifetimes of Metastable Levels in NegativeIonsIn ollaboration with Professors Dag Hanstorp at Gothenburg Uni-versity and David Pegg at the University of Tennessee, investiga-tions of lifetimes of metastable levels in negative ions have beendone. The modi�ed laser probing tehnique desribed in set.4.8has suessfully been used to measure metastable lifetimes of 3 dif-ferent negative ions. Firstly, we measured the lifetime of the un-resolved doublet, 3p3 2D5=2;3=2 in Si�. Unfortunately the extrated(and alulated) lifetime was found to be too long to be measured.On the other hand a very suitable method to measure lifetimes ofmetastable states in negative ions had been developed. This methodwas then used to measure lifetimes of metastable states in Te�andSe�.6.4.1 Radiative Lifetime of a Bound Exited State of Te�(Paper 12)The �rst lifetime to be determined was the np5 2P1=2 level in Te�.The ions were produed in a esium sputter ion soure with a ath-ode of ZnTe. The lifetime of the ion beam was about a minute.Photodetahment was ahieved from the np5 2P1=2 state only, using633 nm laser light from a tuneable ring dye laser.Corretions for repopulation and ollisional destrution were done.Unfortunately, the intensity of the laser light was not strong enoughto deplete the metastable level, on the other hand, repopulationgive rise to a tail in the end of the lifetime urves, whih ould besubtrated (see set. 4.4). In the present measurement this e�et,however, was found to be negligible.For ollisional destrution orretion lifetimes of the metastablestate were extrated at three di�erent pressures. Eah pressure on-stitutes a point eah in a Stern-Vollmer plot. Extrapolation downto zero pressure yields the pure radiative deay. The orretion forollisional destrution was negligible. The extrated lifetime was420�50 ms, whih is in a time domain where orretions for olli-sions usually are small using LPT at CRYRING.
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Figure 6.9: Deay urve in Se�. The deay slope is doubly exponential.6.4.2 Radiative Lifetimes of Metastable States of NegativeIons (Paper 13)Later, the homologous level (np5 2P1=2) in Se� was measured as well.Our theoretial preditions indiated a lifetime of about 5 s, whihis suitable for the method developed at CRYRING.For repopulation orretion a double exponential urve was �ttedto measured deay urves (set.4.4). One reeted the deay of themetastable level and the seond has the same slope as IBCD, usedfor repopulation orretion. The pure radiative deay ould thenbe extrated from a Stern-Vollmer plot, orreting for ollisionaldestrution. The orretion due to ollisional destrution was lessthan 10%, yielding a �nal extrated lifetime of 4.7�0.7 s, in exellentagreement with the alulation. The theoretial lifetime was foundto be 4.92 s, with the MCDHF method.In addition to the measurements in Te� and Se�, the measure-ment of the unresolved 3p3 2D5=2;3=2 �ne struture doublet in Si�was reported in this paper. Unfortunately, the lifetime of the ionbeam was limited to 15 s, whih orrespond to only �0.03% of the15 hour long metastable lifetimes of the doublet (aording to thealulations). Our experimental onlusion of the lifetime was � >1
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Chapter 7Summary and DisussionThis thesis overs two di�erent types of experimental investigations.The �rst part have been done with ontinuous ion beams at CHAOSand the seond part with stored ion beams at CRYRING, bothloated at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory.For experiments on ontinuous ion beams, an experimental setupfor HFS measurements has been onstruted. The setup uses thelaser and rf double resonane tehnique. The HFS has been mea-sured for metastable levels in two di�erent ions Xe II and La II. The�rst, Xe II, was used to test the experimental setup, by reproduingthe measurement done by Rosner et. al. [RGH78℄.To extrat reliable values of abundanes from the generation ofsyntheti spetra of ions with nulear spin, it is neessary to fullyaount for HFS. Strong lines of La II have been observed in so-lar and stellar spetra [LBS01℄. The natural abundane of the139La isotope is 99.91%, onsequently it is neessary to inlude HFSin the analysis. The limited availability of HFS onstants in LaII [MHM+00, HHW81℄ motivated an experimental investigation ofsuh. The extrated HFS onstants were in exellent agreementwith previous measurements [MHM+00, HHW81℄, but 100 timesmore preise. Ion Level A [kHz℄ B [kHz℄139La+ b 1D2 48311.8�1.6 39043�13131Xe+ 5d 4D7=2 149156�1 71130�8Table 7.1: The HFS oupling onstants reported within this thesis.79
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Figure 7.1: The star Eta Carinae, observed by Hubble spae telesope. Theblobs, or spatially resolved gas ondensates, loated lose to the star, ontainsdistint spetra of forbidden lines.The other part of this thesis was performed at CRYRING, withthe laser probing tehnique suessfully applied on metastable statesin singly harged ions. The experiments reported within this partare from four di�erent, but all urrently ongoing, projets at theManne Siegbahn Laboratory. The exellent possibilities with thestate seletivity ahieved by LPT, regarding omplex atomi stru-ture and dense spetra have been demonstrated and the tehniquehas also proven to be very suitable for long-lived metastable states.The tehnique has also been applied for measurements in negativeions, where photodetahment has been used instead of LIF, for prob-ing.Forbidden lines play a key role in dilute astrophysial plasmas.They are also prominent in spetra of gas ondensates, one suhtype are the blobs, loated lose to the star Eta Carinae [GJD01℄(see �g.7.1). The experimental studies of lifetimes of metastablelevels are important sine their radiative deays give rise to the ob-served forbidden lines. The lifetimes are partly used to extrat theimportant transition probabilities, or A-value, see set.2.4.4. Theelements of interest is espeially iron, but also titanium and san-dium. The experiments, in Fe II, Ti II and S II, were initiated by



81Professor Sveneri Johansson's group in Lund. The state seletivityobtained with the LPT is very important for these experiments, dueto the very omplex metastable strutures. The work on Sandiumis not yet ompleted and further measurements will be done.Another important aspet for astrophysis, are transition proba-bilities for rare earth elements. This part of our researh has beendone in ollaboration with Professor Emile Bi�emont [Bi�e05℄, whoperforms theoretial alulations of these properties of rare earth el-ements. The rare earth elements investigated within this thesis areLa II and Nd II. We have also, in ollaboration with Prof. Bi�emont,made the �rst investigation of metastable levels in singly hargedargon. Later investigations in Kr II and Xe II have been showedon the importane of inluding M2 transitions in the alulations.Experimental measurements are of interest sine they an be om-pared with theory and the omplex alulations an be evaluated,this was extraordinary in the Xe II ase.The experimentally determined lifetimes are summarized in ta-ble 7.2. The lifetimes in Ar II, La II, Xe II, Fe II and Ti II are, asdesribed in the papers, in good agreement with theoretial alu-lations, while the measurements in Nd II and Kr II, all di�er a fewstandard deviations. Regarding the measurements in Fe II and TiII, we presented determinations of transition probabilities in addi-tion to the lifetimes. The branhing frations were determined froma spetrum from strontium �lament loated lose to the star EtaCarinae.Later on we have been preparing the ion beam with optial pump-ing, in order to inrease the fration of a ertain metastable level.We have demonstrated the possibility of using OP in ombinationwith the LPT, for lifetime measurements. Obviously with a largermetastable fration, statistis an be improved. Another positivee�et is that the metastable levels an be populated at a later timeof the ring yle, when the transient beam loss, due to beam optiale�ets and intra-beam sattering, have died out. The repopulatione�et [Man02℄ will also be onsiderably less, sine there are fewerground state ions, whih ould be exited. The derease of repop-ulation and the redution of transient beam loss results in a muh"straighter deay" on a logarithmi sale of the metastables (whihlearly an be seen in se �g.4.4) whih hopefully opens the possibilityof measuring the level with an unertainty less then 1%.
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Ion Level Lifetime (exp.)Positive IonsAr II 3d 4F9=2 4.9�0.7 sLa II a 1G4 5.2�0.2 sb 1D2 2.1�0.3 sTi II b 4P5=2 28�10 sb 2P1=2 18�4 sb 4P3=2 14�3 s 2D3=2 290�8 ms 2D5=2 330�20 msFe II b 2H11=2 3.57�0.14 sa 4G9=2 641�16 msKr II 4d 4D7=2 570�30 msXe II 5d 4D7=2 2.4�0.8 sNd II 6I13=2 8.6�0.4 s6K11=2 23�4 sS II a 3P0 1.4�0.1 sa 3P1 3.3�0.8 sBa II 5d 2D3=2 91�27 sNegative IonsTe� np5 2P1=2 420�50 msSe� np5 2P1=2 4.7�0.7 sSi� 3p3 2D5=2;3=2y > 1 minTable 7.2: The measured lifetimes presented in this thesis, both positively andnegatively harged. The itali values are preliminary. yThe two �ne struturelevels J = 5/2 and 3/2 are not resolved.



83Further experiments with OP on Ca+ are planned to be donein the near future. New diode lasers have been bought in order tooptially pump the metastable 3d 2D3=2;5=2 levels with the 393 and396 nm transitions. The theory predits a di�erene, of 3%, betweenthe lifetimes of the 3d 2D3=2 and the 3d 2D5=2 levels. The 3d 2D5=2level has been measured by studying the quantum jumps of onesingle ion in a trap [BDL+00℄, with an unertainty of 0.6%. The3d 2D3=2 level annot be measured by observing quantum jumps,but it an be measured utilizing OP in ombination with LPT. Itis therefore of ruial importane to measure this with OP-LPT inorder to test the theoretial predition.The outermost eletron in a negative ion is weakly bound. Conse-quently, almost all exited states has the same eletroni on�gura-tion and therefore the same parity as the ground state. Suh statesare metastable. This makes traditional spetrosopi observationsof radiative transitions between bound states in negative ions veryrare [Mas76℄. The LPT has been modi�ed, in ollaboration withProf. Dag Hanstorp's group in Gothenburg, to measure radiativelifetimes of metastable states in negative ions.Measurements have been done in three di�erent negative ions.In addition to these measurements MCDHF alulations have beendone to obtain theoretial values as well. For Te� and Se� themeasured lifetimes were in exellent agreement with the theoretialalulations, while Si� was too long to be measured aurately, re-sulting in an experimentally determined lower limit of the lifetime(tabl.7.2).
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Abstract
The hyperfine structure of the 5d 6s b1D2 level in La II has been measured utilizing the laser

and radio-frequency double resonance (LRDR) technique in a collinear geometry. Magnetic

dipole and electric quadrupole hyperfine constants have been extracted and the results have

been compared with previous measurements. With the present technique drastically improved

accuracy has been obtained.

PACS number: 32.10.Fn

1. Introduction

The binding energy of an electron in an ion is mainly

determined by the electron’s electrostatic interaction with the

nucleus and the other electrons. In addition to these effects,

there is also a small contribution to the binding energy due

to interactions between the charge distribution and spin of

the nucleus with the electron. These interactions will split a

fine structure level into a hyperfine structure (HFS) multiplet.

Hyperfine splitting is, however, small and in an ordinary

light source the thermal motion will usually give a Doppler

width that is larger than this splitting. To reveal the HFS,

special spectral techniques has to be applied. One such is

saturation spectroscopy. Another is the use of a fast ion beam

in combination with a continuous wave (cw) tunable laser

[1], where optical transitions between two HFS multiplets

of different terms are induced. Another even more precise

method is to combine laser and radio-frequency excitation as

in the laser and radio-frequency double resonance (LRDR)

technique [2], described in the present paper. By this

technique, an rf field is used to induce transitions directly

between adjacent hyperfine levels in a multiplet.

The need for basic spectroscopic data for astrophysics

and applied science has motivated increased efforts con-

cerning investigations of rare-earth elements, i.e., 4f lan-

thanides and 5f actinides. Studies of metal-poor halo

stars [3] show interesting results regarding the capture

mechanism in the chemical evolution of the galaxy. Lan-

thanum is a product of late-stage neutron-capture reactions

in the stellar evolution and its abundance relative to other

rare earths can carry information of the capture processes

throughout the galaxy’s history. For determinations of abun-

dances, transition probabilities or lifetimes and branching

fractions in combination, are needed. We have previously

reported experimental and theoretical investigations of the

radiative decay rate of the metastable 5d 6s b1D2 level,

which is further investigated in this paper, and also the 5d

6s a1G4 level in La II [4]. For stronger lines of La II in

solar and stellar spectra, it is necessary to fully account

for HFS in order to extract reliable values of abundances

[5]. Also for the lighting-research community knowledge

about lanthanide ions are of importance. Lanthanides have

rich optical emission spectra in the visible region and

rare-earth salts are commonly used in commercial metal-

halide high-intensity discharge lamps [6]. Accurate atomic

data are therefore also valuable for design and diagnostics of

lamps.

So far only laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF) and fourier

transform spectroscopy (FTS) measurements have been done

in La II and there is a request for more accurate HFS

measurements. In this paper, we report such accurate A
(magnetic dipole (M1)) and B (electric quadrupole (E2))

values [7] for the 5d 6s b1D2 level and compare the results

with previous measurements.
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A

C

B

Figure 1. The experimental setup at the INIS-beamline located in MSL.

2. Technique

Fast Ion Beam LAser Spectroscopy (FIBLAS) in combination

with collinear geometry makes use of the fact that energies

rather than velocities are added in the acceleration of the ion

beam resulting in a ‘velocity compression’ that offers a sub-

Doppler method [1]. FIBLAS is commonly used for HFS

measurements [8, 9]. However, the method is restricted to

transitions that can be induced by available lasers. Although

laser spectroscopy on fast ion beams is attractive for the

purpose of reducing Doppler widths, there are practical

limitations. Collinear laser excitation will usually require

local Doppler tuning by applying an electric potential in

order to localize the LIF in front of the detector. This

additional acceleration stage will usually induce additional

Doppler width. This is due to the velocity change in the

field region used for local acceleration close to the detector.

Instability (ripple) of the high-voltage supply which provides

the acceleration of the ions also limits the resolution. Typical

line widths achieved with FIBLAS are ∼100 MHz. The

limitation of an rf resonance, on the other hand, is only

due to the transit time of the ions through the rf resonance

region [10]. Since the line width of the rf from the generator

is much smaller, consequently it is desirable that the transit

time is as long as possible and this is done by performing

the experiments with the ion-beam energy as low as possible

and with the rf resonance region as long as possible. For

the present experiment, the setup was installed inside an

available experimental vacuum chamber, which was originally

designed for FIBLAS measurements of energies about 20 keV.

The length of the rf resonance region is limited by the space

available inside the vacuum chamber.

The experimental setup is illustrated in figure 1 and

the principle of the experiment is the following. The laser

interacts with the ions in two separate regions. The frequency

of the laser is tuned to a transition that excites a selected

hyperfine state, with angular momentum F , of a metastable

level to a higher level. Only a fraction will decay back

to the original level and after a few excitation cycles the

metastable level will be empty. This depletion is done in

the first laser excitation region, see figures 1 and 2(A),

by local Doppler tuning. The success of the depletion is

observed at the laser probing region, B in figures 1 and 2,

as a decrease of fluorescence. After depletion it is possible

to re-populate the state from a neighbouring F-state with an

rf-transition (region C). This repopulation is then detected by

monitoring the increase in fluorescence in the second laser

interaction region (B). The laser interactions are performed

in a collinear geometry and single-hyperfine components are

well resolved with experimental line widths of ∼150 MHz.

The interaction regions A and B are well defined by local

Doppler tuning.

The applied rf field is interacting with the ions all over

the transmitter (figure 3). Any magnetic field, such as the

Earth’s magnetic field, along the transmitter could distort the

line shape due to unresolved Zeeman splitting of MF sub-

levels. To avoid such effects the centre-strip of the transmitter

is shielded by a grounded μ-metal jacket. Depending on the

direction of the propagating rf signal relative to the ion beam,

the observed resonance is Doppler shifted to lower and higher
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A.    OUT–PUMPING REGION C.    RF–REPOPULATION B.    PROBING REGION

SHORT–LIVED
EXCITED STATE

SHORT–LIVED
EXCITED STATE

GROUND
STATE

GROUND
STATE

METASTABLE
STATE

METASTABLE
STATE

METASTABLE
STATE

Figure 2. The course of events describing the experiment, (A) laser depletion, (B) laser probing and (C) rf excitation, as explained
in the text.

Figure 3. The rf transmitter used for the present experiment.

frequencies. The rf signal feeding the transmitter is connected

through BNC connectors at each end and the direction of the

propagation could be chosen to be parallel or anti-parallel

with the ion beam. When the signal is applied at one end

it can be attenuated at the other and thus practically only

propagating in one direction. For analysis, it is desirable to

have measurements with both blue and red shifts.

2.1. Reflected rf-signal and Rayleigh’s criteria

Microwave signals are very sensitive to discontinuities of

connectors and bad impedance matching. Every discontinuity

or bad impedance matching along the cables, transmitter or

connector will give rise to reflections of the propagating

signal. Any reflection will affect the ions and since the

reflection is propagating oppositely to the original rf

signal, this resonance centre will consequently be Doppler

shifted oppositely. If two such oppositely Doppler-shifted

unresolved resonances of different intensities are measured

simultaneously, the resonance curve will be distorted and the

centre shifted.

Two spectral lines are considered to be just resolved

if their energy separation is larger than their full width at

half maximum (FWHM) (Rayleigh’s criterion) [11]. For this

experiment, the peak separation is caused by the Doppler shift

�νDoppler ≈ v

c
· ν (1)

and the spectral resolution (FWHM) is due to the transit time

(T ) through the rf resonance region [10],

�νFWHM ≈ 0.8

T
. (2)

The transit time could here also be expressed as,

T = lRF

v
, (3)

where lRF = 0.3 m is the length of the RF-transmitter. The

peaks are resolved if �νFWHM < (νblue − νred) ≈ 2�νDoppler

and therefore

0.8 · v
lRF

< 2 · v

c
· ν ⇒ ν > 4 × 108, (4)

which means that two oppositely Doppler-shifted peaks are

resolved when the hyperfine separation is 400 MHz or larger.

For the present measurements, the hyperfine splittings were

less than 300 MHz for all neighbouring levels. Were the rf
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Figure 4. The Doppler shift as a function of the transition
frequency giving a slope v/c corresponding to a beam energy
of 19.7 keV.

signal not negligible in one of the directions, parallel or

anti-parallel, the resonance centre would be slightly shifted.

The reflected rf signal, however, was observed utilizing a

directional coupler [12] and could be considered negligible.

Furthermore, a plot of the Doppler shift as a function of the

resonance frequency, see figure 4, has a slope (v/c) which

is consistent with the acceleration HV and consequently, we

conclude that reflections are negligible.

3. Experiment

The present work was performed at the Manne Siegbahn

Laboratory (MSL) in Stockholm. The isotopic abundance

of 139La is 99.91%. Singly charged La-ions were produced

at INIS, in the ion source, Cold or HOt Reflex Discharge

Ion Source (CHORDIS) loaded with LaBr3. The La+

ion beam was extracted with 20 kV. The experimental

setup is schematically presented in figure 1. The ion

beam was deflected in a 90◦ bending magnet and

different isotopes (including impurities) were well separated.

The 139La-isotope was selected and transported through

an experimental chamber, CHamber for Atomic Optical

Spectroscopy (CHAOS), into a Faraday cup with a beam

current of ∼300 nA. Two electrostatic quadrupole triplets and

two vertical and two horizontal deflecting plates were used to

focus and steer the beam through the chamber. Two apertures

were located at each side of CHAOS, 1.4 m apart. The two

apertures were used for alignment, assuring overlap between

the laser beam and the ion beam in CHAOS.

The laser system consists of a Coherent 699-29 Autoscan

ring dye laser pumped by a Coherent Innova 400-25 argon ion

laser. The optical transition between the 5d 6s b1D2- and the

5d 6p x3Fo
2 level at 597 nm was induced with the ring-dye laser

running on the dye Rhodamine 6G. A telescope and a set of

mirrors were used to transport the laser light into CHAOS. The

ion beam was locally accelerated with two sets of cylindrical

electrodes, Doppler tuning devices (DTDs), held on negative

high voltage ∼700 V, in order to locally Doppler shift the ions

into resonance with the laser light at two well defined regions,
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Figure 5. Laser-excited fluorescence spectrum of the 5d 6s
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Figure 6. RF-resonance between the F = 11/2 and F = 9/2 levels
of 5d 6s b1D2. The FWHM of the peak is ∼400 kHz, which is
caused by the transit time broadening and can be described with
sinc-shaped resonance curve [10]. The curve correspond to 8 scans
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the pump- and the probe region. The probe region was located

in front of a Hamamatsu R585S photo-multiplier (PM)-tube.

A lens was used to focus the LIF light into the PM-tube for

maximum detection efficiency. The observed LIF light, due

to decay to the 5d 6s a3D2 level, was filtered from scattered

laser light with a colour glass filter. For the optical transition

at 597 nm, there exists resolved hyperfine spectral lines with

FWHM of about 150 MHz for all F-levels (see figure 5). LIF

was used for both state selection and signal detection.

By only using the probe DTD (region C), it was possible

to achieve a FIBLAS spectrum (see figure 5). The laser was

then tuned into resonance with a transition from a selected

hyperfine component for which the frequency was actively

locked. The laser beam was then also allowed to interact

with the ions at the pump region (A) and the fluorescence at

the probe region (C) was minimized by tuning the voltage

of the DTD in the pump region. This depletion of the

F-level was typically 30–50% yielding a background level of

∼5000 counts s−1 (figure 6).
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Table 1. The HFS separation determined in the present work.

Transition Frequency (kHz)

11/2 - 9/2 288717 ± 6
9/2 - 7/2 215311 ± 9
7/2 - 5/2 154461 ± 12
5/2 - 3/2 103345 ± 16

Table 2. The HFS coupling constants of the 5d 6s b1D2 level
in La II.

A (MHz) B (MHz)

Bauche et al [14] 27 38
Maosheng et al [9] 48.5 ± 0.6 39.5 ± 4.2
Höhle et al [15] 48.15 ± 0.12 39.9 ± 1.8
This work 48.3118 ± 0.0016 39.043 ± 0.013

extracted HFS transitions are corrected for Doppler shift and

given in table 1.

The coupling constants A and B were extracted from the

experimentally determined separations by a least-square fit

of the over-determined set of equation (8) for the different

transitions.

Ripples of the acceleration voltage were measured to

be ≈±2 V, which propagates to frequency fluctuations of

approximately 30 Hz. The uncertainty in the frequency of

the applied rf field is specified to be less than 1 ppm,

or for present measurement less than 300 Hz. The total

uncertainty due to experimental effects was less than 300 Hz

and had a negligible influence on the measurements. The

derived hyperfine constants are given in table 2 together

with values published earlier. Our results are consistent with

previous measurements but our uncertainties are two orders of

magnitude smaller.

5. Discussion

We have presented results by the LRDR technique, which

is a sub-Doppler method only limited in resolution by the

transit time of the ions through the rf transmitter. The method

has been used to determine the HFS of the 5d 6s b1D2

level in La II. Magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole

hyperfine constants have been extracted. The results are in

good agreement with previous FIBLAS measurements done

by Maosheng et al [9] and Hohle et al [15], but the accuracy

of the present experiment is 100 times higher.
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Abstract

A laser probing technique for lifetime measurements of long-lived metastable
levels has been developed at the ion storage ring CRYRING. The method has
been in use for about eight years and it has been applied to various ions. Levels
with radiative lifetimes from a few milliseconds up to 28 s have been measured.
The method has been continuously developed and this article is focused on recent
experimental developments of the method in order to widen its applicability and
to increase its efficiency and accuracy.

1. Introduction

Spectroscopic studies of excited states are usually performed
by observing radiative transitions between different states. For
metastable levels such studies are difficult since the transition
probabilites for radiative transitions between the metastable level
and lower lying states are extremely small and the corresponding
spectral lines are often not observable. Thus, laboratory studies
of metastable levels have to be performed by other methods. One
powerful method for such studies is the use of ion trap and laser
cooling with observation of quantum jumps (see e.g. ref. [1, 2]).
This method is, however, restricted to the limited number of cases
for which closed laser cooling cycles could be applied.

At CRYRING [3] at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in
Stockholm we have developed a laser probing technique (LPT)
for studies of metastable levels in singly-charged ions. The studies
have primarily been concentrated on lifetime measurements. The
method has been described in detail previously in a number of
papers and will not be repeated here (see e.g. [4, 5, 6, 7]). Instead
some new improvements of the technique will be discussed. The
basic idea of the probing method will only be described briefly.

Apart from the inherent weakness of a forbidden radiative
transition, metastable states are often quenched by collisions
under laboratory conditions. In dilute astrophysical plasmas the
situations are quite different. Here the low density suppresses
the collisional destruction and permits high populations to build
up in metastable levels. In such cases forbidden lines appear as
prominent emission lines. Such spectra have been analysed by,
for instance, the group of Sveneric Johansson (Lund) within the
FERRUM project. Henrik Hartman has presented this work at
the present conference [8]. For this analysis valuable support has
been gained from lifetime measurements of metastable levels by
LPT in CRYRING in collaboration between the Lund and the
Stockholm groups [9, 10, 11].

High spectral resolution and high efficiency make LPT suitable
for studies of ions with complex atomic structure. Therefore, the
method has been utilized for studies of rare earth elements [12, 13]
in collaboration with Emile Biémont and his group (Liège) in
relation to the DREAM project, which has also been presented at
the present conference [14].

A new variation of the LPT was recently established for studies
of negative ions in collaboration with the group of Dag Hanstorp
(Göteborg) and David Pegg (Univ. of Tennessee) [15].

2. Experiment – general considerations

The experimental work discussed here has been performed in
CRYRING at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in Stockholm.
The basic idea of LPT is to probe the population of a specific
metastable level by inducing an allowed transition to a higher lying
level and to observe the prompt fluorescence (Fig. 1). Excitation
and fluorescence are localized in front of the detector by local
Doppler tuning in order to obtain high detection efficiency. Laser
excitation is performed in a collinear geometry, which permits the
velocity compression effect to yield high spectral resolution.

Fig. 1. The upper part of the figure shows the basic principle for resonant probing
by laser-induced fluorescence. The lower part shows the detected fluorescence in
Ca+, with laser set at the 3d 2D5/2 – 4p 2P3/2 transition and fluorescence detected
from 4s 2S1/2 – 4p 2P3/2. After about 50 ms essentially all ions in the metastable
2D level are pumped out.

C© Physica Scripta 2005 Physica Scripta T119
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the sequential laser probing technique together with
experimental data from a measurement of the lifetime of the 5d 2G9/2 in Xe+
[31], yielding a value of 44.7 ± 1.1 ms.

The experimental method relies on the fact that a certain
fraction of the ions produced in the ion source is found in
metastable levels. And consequently, the stored ion beam will
initially consist of a mixture of ground state ions and ions in
metastable levels. The latter ones will decay to ground, primarily
by radiative transitions. The intensity of this radiation is extremely
weak and it is also distributed over the whole circumference
of the ring, which makes direct observation of the decay very
difficult. Instead, the lifetime of a particular metastable level can
be determined by applying laser probing at different delay times
after ion beam injection into the ring (Fig. 2).

As noted above, the ions in the metastable levels are extremely
sensitive to perturbations from collisional interaction. In the
experimental situation we have to consider collisional excitation
and deexcitation as well as loss by charge transfer processes.
Quenching by magnetic or electric fields may also come into play.
In addition to these effects there are also instrumental losses that
may be due to space charge effects in the ion beam or imperfect
setting of the parameters of the ion storage ring.

3. Experimental developments

3.1. Repopulation by collisional excitation

The experiments performed at CRYRING are based on the fact
that the conventional electron impact ion source that produces the
ions also delivers a fraction of the ions in metastable levels. The
decay of the ions in metastable levels is studied by laser probing.
The ions are extracted and accelerated to typically 40 keV. At this
beam energy the ion velocity is of the order of 10−3 of the speed
of light (naturally depending on the actual mass of the ions). The
storage ring is an ultra high vacuum system with residual gas
pressure below 10−11 Torr. Even if the rest gas density is low,
collisional reaction cannot be ignored due to the high velocity
(∼105 m/s).At these beam velocities neutralization will dominate
over stripping.

Already in our first experiment with the newly developed laser
probing technique we observed a tail in the decay curves that
could only be explained by collisional excitation. The observed
contribution is due to the total repopulation that results from
both direct collisional excitation and indirect repopulation via
cascading from more high-lying levels.

It was early realized [16] that the repopulation could be
separately measured by laser probing if the metastable population
from the ion source was quenched by a laser pulse applied
immediately at the injection of ions into the storage ring [4, 5, 6].
The separately measured repopulation curve should be subtracted

Fig. 3. Data from Ca+ illustrates the correction of the lifetime curve for
repopulation as first introduced in measurements of this ion [17]. With a fixed
laser pulse at injection, all ions in the metastable level are depleted and the variable
delay or “walking” probe pulse detects the repopulation that occurs by collisional
excitation. Without the initial fixed laser pulse, the lifetime curve is obtained.
When the repopulation curve is subtracted from the decay curve (a), the resulting
curve (b) reflects the decay of the ions that were excited into the metastable level
in the ion source.

from the lifetime curve measured by LPT, and the resulting
curve consequently reflects the decay of the ions that were in the
metastable level as the ions were extracted from the ion source.
This method was first implemented for measurements of the 3d
2D levels in Ca+ [17], see Fig. 3, for which the lifetimes are just
above 1 s.

This method for measurement of repopulation has sub-
sequently been successfully utilized in a number of lifetime
measurements. In particular, for long lifetimes (>1 s) a correction
for repopulation is usually necessary. The ‘tail level’of the lifetime
curve of Fig. 3 is reached when the decay and the excitation pro-
cesses are in balance. Neglecting ion losses, which are small, we
have asymptotically the following relation in the decay curve tail

dNmetastable

dt
= �excNground − �decayNmetastable = 0, (1)

⇒ Nmetastable = �exc

�decay

Nground = ��excNground , (2)

where Nground and Nmetastable denote the population of the ground
and the metastable level, respectively, while �exc and �decay

denote the total excitation rate and the decay rate, respectively.
From equation (2) we see that for levels with comparable exci-
tation rates the tail level, which is determined by repopulation, is
proportional to the lifetime of the metastable level. Consequently,
the repopulation correction increases in importance with the
duration of the lifetime of the level.

For low relative populations of the metastable level (i.e.
Nmetastable � Nground) the repopulation curve has the shape

Nmetastable = Nground

�exc

�decay

(1 − e−�decayt). (3)

The time constant of the repopulation curve consequently reflects
the lifetime of the metastable level. This has been confirmed
experimentally by analysis of repopulation curves in Ca+.

There are two problems connected to the described procedure.
The first concerns time consumption. Measurement of long
lifetimes by LPT is time consuming. The method is sequential and
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destructive [4, 5, 6] and only one data point is collected for every
ring cycle (i.e. the time between two successive ion injections
into the ring). A recording time of a few hours can be required to
obtain acceptable statistics. Normalization procedures have been
established that account for instabilities that may occur during the
recording time of a decay curve [4, 5, 6]. To complete such a data
set, however, a repopulation curve that requires the same recording
time is needed. The second problem is that the measurements will
be separated in time and the normalization of the curves relative
to each other may be difficult if the lifetime is so long that the
equilibrium level cannot be reached.

We have developed a new complementary method for
simultaneous measurement of decay and repopulation. This
certifies that the decay and the repopulation are recorded under
the same conditions. It also reduces the time consumption for
the measurements by a factor of two and thereby improves the
efficiency. Consider the basic principle of LPT as described in
Fig. 3. Time ‘zero’ (t0) is defined as the time when ions are
extracted from the ion source and injected and stored in the ring
(with the duration of the outpumping pulse added). The laser
probe pulse measures the population of the metastable level after
somespecific delay time (�t). The remaining time of the ring cycle
is a waiting time of no use for the lifetime measurement. It was
realized that this time interval could be used for measurement of
the repopulation.

To implement this idea (see Fig. 4), the variable delay or
“walking” probe pulse should also be used as ‘quencher’ pulse. It
must be intense and long enough to deplete the level population.
An additional laser pulse, fixed in time, is applied at the end of the
ring cycle, just before the ion beam dump. This fixed laser pulse
measures the repopulation that has occurred since the walking
laser pulse was applied. This implies that this repopulation curve
will be recorded in a time coordinate t′ = tcycle − �t (where
tcycle is the duration of the ring cycle). This means that while
the time coordinate for the lifetime curve, t = �t, increases the
corresponding time coordinate t′ decreases. The advantages with
this method are consequently a more efficient use of beam time
as well as simultaneous measurement of the repopulation and the
decay. The price that has to be paid is the need for additional
data treatment. The repopulation curve has to be transformed to
the same time scale, as has the lifetime curve. The transformed
curve additionally also has to be corrected for the loss of particles
during a ring cycle. These procedures have been analysed and
described in detail by Ellmann [18]. It was clearly demonstrated
that a repopulation curve could be recovered from the new type of

Fig. 4. The new routine for simultaneous recording of lifetime and repopulation.
The fixed pulse is now set at a time just before beam dump as explained in the
text. In this case repopulation intensity has been scaled down in order to make
the illustration clearer. Note that the time scales of the two curves are in opposite
directions.

Fig. 5. Comparison between the old method for repopulation measurement (solid
dots) and the new routine (open squares). The latter curve has been obtained by
switching the time scale of the raw data and normalize the data to the decay of the
ion beam. The large scatter of the data of the new routine is due to the fact that
data are collected at the end of the cycle where the ion beam has become weaker.

data that was in excellent agreement with the original repopulation
curve (Fig. 5).

Within the FERRUM project [19, 20] the lifetime of the
metastable level b 4P5/2 in Ti II was recently measured [21]. This
lifetime is the longest ever measured (28 s) by LPT in CRYRING.
The lifetime for storage of the ion beam in the ring was about 60 s
and it was only possible to follow the decay of the b 4P5/2 slightly
more than one natural lifetime. As noted above, repopulation
correction is extremely important for long lifetime. The mutual
normalization of the two curves is critical and the final result
is very sensitive to this normalization. In this particular case the
recording of the curve stopped far before equilibrium was reached.
Here the new method for recording repopulation became of crucial
importance.

As the walking probe pulse passes the delay time at which the
fixed repopulation probe pulse is set, there is no outpumping pulse
applied ahead of the fixed probe. The fixed probe pulse will thus
turn to measure the decay curve at a fixed time in the tail of the
lifetime curve. This part of the curve will consequently give direct
information about the ratio between the intensity of the lifetime
curve and the repopulation curve. This information can be used
when repopulation should be subtracted from the decay curve and
conclusive results can be obtained, which without the new method
hardly could have been obtained.

3.2. Determination of instrumental effects and
collisional destruction

With repopulation subtracted, a decay curve is obtained that
reflects the decay of the metastable level that was populated in
the ion source. The aim of the measurements is to determine the
natural radiative decay rate. This process dominates the observed
decay but both collisional destruction and instrumental loss may
contribute as well to the observed decay.

Two different processes can contribute to collisional
destruction: collisional deexcitation and neutralization (stripping
can be neglected at the beam energies used in the experiment
described here). Neutralization is a process that offers a valuable
opportunity to monitor the beam intensity of the stored ion beam.
Since the dipole magnets of the ring will not bend the path of
neutralized particles, they can be collected by a particle detector
placed in the forward direction of a straight section of the storage
ring. Originally a BaF2 scintillator with a photomultiplier tube was
used for this purpose [4, 22]. More recently a position sensitive
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multi-channel plate (MCP) detector [23] has been used. The latter
detector has much lower background and higher efficiency, in
particular for low beam energies. In addition it can be used to
monitor the ion beam profile.

The lifetime of the stored ion beam (i.e. the time that has passed
until the beam intensity drops by a factor of 1/e) at 40 keV can
differ between elements, but a typical value is 60 s. The shape
of the ion beam curve is determined by collecting the particle
detector data by a multi-channel analyser. It has been found that
the shape of the beam intensity curve and its slope is very sensitive
to the actual setting of the beam optical parameters. At high beam
currents an initial non-exponential loss of ions is also observed,
which presumably is related to intra beam scattering.As this initial
loss has faded out, the decay curve tends to a single exponential
primarily determined by the neutralization rate. This rate is related
to the neutralization cross section for the ion in the ground state,
since we know that most of the ions are in this state (probably
more than 99%).

We assume that the longest time constant that can be
extracted from the ion beam lifetime curve corresponds to the
neutralisation process. Earlier parts with steeper slope must be
due to instrumental/experimental effects. Such effects should be
independent of the ion state. This conclusion can be used to correct
for the instrumental effect in the lifetime curve of the metastable
level. As an example a measurement in Xe+ is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The decay of the ion beam intensity in a recent measurement in Xe+ as
measured through the neutralized particles detected by a particle detector. Note
the strong nonexponential loss of particles during the first 0.5 s. The slope reached
later in the cycle is due to neutralization. If the upper curve (a) is divided with an
exponential function with the corresponding decay constant, the lower curve (b)
is obtained. The fluorescence data can be normalized to this lower curve in order
to avoid contribution from the ions lost by instrumental effects in the beginning
of the cycle.

Figure 6a shows raw data from the MCP particle detector. The
slope of the tail is extrapolated to time zero and this line is assumed
to correspond to neutralisation. The extra contribution above this
line (during the first 0.5 s) corresponds to the instrumental loss,
which should be the same for ions both in ground and metastable
levels. If the raw data is divided with the exponential function
that corresponds to the straight line in Fig. 6a the lower function
(Fig. 6b) is obtained. The latter curve can be used to correct the
fluorescence curve of the metastable level for the instrumental
loss.

The neutralization rate (�neutr) that determines the decay of the
beam intensity of the stored beam is proportional to the product
of the neutralization cross section (�), the beam velocity (�) and
the density of particles (n) in the residual gas:

�neutr ∝ ��n. (4)

The collisional destruction of the atoms in the metastable levels
is determined by a different destruction rate [24]. This rate is
the sum of neutralization and collisional deexcitation without
charge transfer. The cross sections are state dependent and no
information about collisional destruction of the metastable level
can be obtained by the ion beam decay curve.

The decay of the ions in the metastable level is determined
by radiative decay (�rad), collisional destruction (�coll) and
instrumental effects (�instr):

�decay = �rad + �coll + �instr. (5)

The instrumental effect is taken away by the procedure described
above. In order to extract the radiative rate (�rad), the collisional
part has to be determined as well. Since �coll is the only pressure
dependent term in equation (5), it can be determined from
measurements of the decay curve at different rest gas pressures.
If the decay rate is plotted versus the pressure, the linear function
can be extrapolated to zero pressure (in a Stern-Vollmer plot) to
yield the radiative rate.

The rest gas pressure in CRYRING can be raised by heating one
of the NEG (Non-Evaporated Getter) pumps. The main problem
is, however, that the base pressure is so low (in the 10−12 Torr
region) that no conventional vacuum gauge can measure it.
Fortunately, the pressure only has to be determined on a relative
scale in order to extract the radiative rate from the Stern-Vollmer
plot. As can be seen from equation (4), the decay constant of the
intensity of the stored ion beam is proportional to pressure (p)
(since p is directly proportional to n). Consequently, the slope of
the beam intensity curve has been used to establish the relative
pressure for the Stern-Vollmer plot. It should be noted that this
procedure relies on the fact that the ion beam consists mainly of
ground state ions yielding a measure of the pressure independently
of the collisional destruction of the ions in the metastable level.
We have verified the correctness of this method by comparing the
local vacuum meter reading close to the heated NEG-pump with
the slope of the particle curves, observing a linear dependence
between these quantities.

The contribution from collisional destruction to the observed
decay rate has usually been found to be below 0.1 s−1 at base
pressure.

3.3. Optical pumping

It would be possible to suppress the effect of repopulation and
instrumental accelerator effects if a metastable level could be
populated efficiently and deliberately at an optional time in the
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ring cycle. This was clearly demonstrated in an experiment on the
lifetime of the 4d 2D3/2 in Sr+ [25]. Here, most of the stored ions
were pumped by frequency-doubled laser light from the ground
level to 4d 2D3/2 and the decay could directly be recorded with
a photo multiplier and a multi-channel scaler. This permitted that
the lifetime could be determined with an accuracy of 1%. The
main advantages are that the measurement can be performed later
in the cycle, when the transient phenomena have faded out, and
that the high population of the metastable level reduces the relative
importance of repopulation corrections.

We have recently tried to perform a similar experiment on
lifetime measurement of the 3d 2DJ levels in Ca+ [26]. In this
case, the 3d 2D3/2 was optically pumped by a violet diode laser.
The lifetimes of the metastable levels in Ca+ are about 2.5 times
longer (decay rate lower) than the corresponding levels in Sr+

and the signal-to-background was not good enough to permit
lifetime measurements that were more accurate than our previous
measurements by LPT [17]. Instead, a combination of optical
pumping and laser probing was developed. Optical pumping is
used to populate the metastable level. After pumping the decay of
the level is studied by laser probing in the ordinary way. This
method enables us to avoid the early part in the cycle where
transient beam losses occur. In addition, the relative contribution
from repopulation can be reduced due to higher population of the
metastable level.

3.4. Studies of negative ions

Hanstorp and Pegg and their collaborators conduct a broad
program for experimental studies of negative ions. As a part of
this program we have in collaboration developed a method for
lifetime studies of bound metastable levels in negative ions. The
method has so far been applied to Si− [18], Te− [15] and Se− [27].

Since the ‘parent’of a negative ion is a neutral atom, the binding
of an extra electron is due to electronic correlation. The binding
energy (i.e. the electron affinity) is consequently small (such data
are collected in the review by Andersen et al. [28]). In addition to
the ground state of the negative ion, there will be no or very few
excited states [28]. If they exist, they will almost exclusively be
levels of the same parity as the ground state. Only one exception to
this has, so far, been reported [29].A consequence of this is that no
allowed radiative transitions between bound states are expected.
Forbidden transitions may, however, occur between states with the
same parity. So far, no observation of such spontaneous transitions
has, to the best of our knowledge, been reported.

The radiative decay by forbidden transitions can, however, be
investigated indirectly by laser probing. In the studies on positive
ions discussed previously, LPT has been based on laser-induced
fluorescence. This is not possible for negative ions due to the
lack of allowed transitions. Instead we have developed a different
version of laser probing based on photodetachment.

The bound states in the negative ions of Si, Se and Te are shown
in Fig. 7, except for the fine structure splitting in Si− [28]. In this
case the laser frequency is selected to be sufficiently high for
inducing photo-detachment of the excited levels but insufficient
for the ground level. With only one excited state present (Se− and
Te−), the method is state selective. For Si− there are two excited
terms present, but we had indications that the very weakly bound
2P term was too fragile to survive. In the forward direction of
the laser interaction section in the ring, a neutral particle detector
was placed. In this case a secondary electron emission detector
[30] was used. This detector will record an extra contribution

Fig. 7. Level diagram showing the bound states of the three negative ions studied
by laser probing. The length of the arrows represent the energy of the laser photons.
Only the ions in excited states will be brought into the continuum by the laser
(photodetachment).

Fig. 8. Schematic figure showing the extra contribution from photodetachment of
the excited state on top of the intensity decay that corresponds to the collisional
detachment of the ground state ions as well as the excited level.

from photodetachment on top of a strong signal from collisional
detachment.

A schematic detection curve is shown in Fig. 8. In this case
the laser-probing signal is observed on a strong background,
which decrease with beam intensity. This is very different from
the laser probing based on laser-induced fluorescence in positive
ions, in which the strong probing signal comes on top on an
almost negligible flat background. It should also be noted that
the non-resonant photodetachment process is much weaker than
the resonant laser-induced fluorescence process. This is, however,
compensated by the much higher detection efficiency obtained for
particle detection.

The sequential probing at increasing time delay is performed
in the same way as has been used for positive ions. Normalization
and extraction of data, however, has to be quite different. The
basic principle is shown in Fig. 9 from data on Si−. The signal
in section A is recorded during laser exposure during 0.5 s. The
photodetachment contribution is the signal above the pedestal. To
take beam intensity decay into account, the collisional detachment
background is determined as the mean value of section B1 and B2.
Electronic gating of the particle detector signal sets these sections
to be of the same length as section A. The ‘package’ B1-A-B2
is moved cycle-to-cycle by a delay time increment in order to
record the lifetime curve. To monitor the beam intensity of each
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Fig. 9. Illustration of how data are extracted from a measurement in order to
determine the photodetachment signal and normalization signals as explained in
the text.

ion injection into the ring a signal C is collected at fixed delay
time every cycle. A short laser pulse is applied at fixed delay time
each cycle to monitor the number of ions in the metastable level.
A normalized lifetime curve will be obtained from these data.

In order to extract the radiative lifetime of the excited level,
corrections for repopulation and collisional destruction have to be
performed. For the 2P1/2 level in Te− that has a measured lifetime
of 0.42 s [15], these corrections were small. It is interesting to
note that in this case the radiative decay rate is much higher that
the photo detachment rate with the laser intensity used [15]. This
implies that a fairly accurate value of the radiative lifetime could
be obtained just by exposing the ion beam with the laser light and
recording the data from the particle detector with a multi-channel
scaler.

4. Conclusion

Laser probing of a stored ion beam has been demonstrated to be
a versatile tool for selective lifetime measurements of metastable
levels. Many different ions can be investigated. Recently a new
variation of laser probing was developed for negative ions. In
this article we have described recent experimental developments,
which enable more efficient and reliable lifetime measurements.
Corrections for collisional and instrumental effects are typically
of the order of 10% for lifetimes of about 1 s. The new procedures
that have been described here enable one to make corrections of
improved accuracy.
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Abstract. We report on experimental transition probabilities for thirteen forbidden [Fe II] lines originating from three different

metastable Fe ii levels. Radiative lifetimes have been measured of two metastable states by applying a laser probing technique

on a stored ion beam. Branching ratios for the radiative decay channels, i.e. M1 and E2 transitions, are derived from observed

intensity ratios of forbidden lines in astrophysical spectra and compared with theoretical data. The lifetimes and branching

ratios are combined to derive absolute transition probabilities, A-values.

We present the first experimental lifetime values for the two Fe II levels a4G9/2 and b2H11/2 and A-values for 13 forbidden

transitions from a6S5/2, a4G9/2 and b4D7/2 in the optical region. A discrepancy between the measured and calculated values of

the lifetime for the b2H11/2 level is discussed in terms of level mixing.

We have used the code CIV3 to calculate transition probabilities of the a6D-a6S transitions.

We have also studied observational branching ratios for lines from 5 other metastable Fe II levels and compared them to

calculated values. A consistency in the deviation between calibrated observational intensity ratios and theoretical branching

ratios for lines in a wider wavelength region supports the use of [Fe II] lines for determination of reddening.

Key words. atomic data – stars: individual: Eta Carinae – ISM: dust, extinction

1. Introduction

By definition metastable states cannot decay through electric

dipole (E1) radiation and have therefore long radiative lifetimes

(≈1 s). They are, in general, collisionally deexcited in labo-

ratory plasmas. However, in dilute astrophysical plasmas with

low probabilities for collisions the metastable states can de-

cay radiatively in magnetic dipole (M1) or electric quadrupole

transitions (E2), emitting so called forbidden lines. Such lines

can dominate in emission line spectra of low density regions

and can be the major cooling agent of dilute plasmas. The use

of forbidden lines in the diagnostics of a plasma requires the

knowledge of the transition probabilities. These are obtained

from theoretical calculations since experimental data require

measurements of both the radiative lifetime and the branching

fractions. Neither of these measurements is easily performed in

the laboratory.

Send offprint requests to: H. Hartman,

e-mail: Henrik.Hartman@astro.lu.se

The first identification of forbidden Fe II lines, [Fe II], was

done in the pioneering work by Merrill (1928) on the emis-

sion line spectrum of η Carinae. The identification was stimu-

lated by Bowen’s explanation of the nebular lines as M1 tran-

sitions between states within the ground configuration of O III

(Bowen 1928). The high spatial resolution of the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) made it possible to show that the narrow,

strong nebular [Fe II] lines in η Car emanate from compact gas

ejecta (Davidson et al. 1995), close to the central star. Later

HST/STIS spectra (Gull et al. 1999; Gull & Ishibashi 2001)

show the distribution of [Fe II] in the proximity of the star.

It is clear that [Fe II] provides possibilities to improve the di-

agnostics of the ejecta of this mysterious star.

The presence of strong [Fe II] lines in the ejecta of η Car

has initiated the present laboratory study, where we combine

measurements of radiative lifetimes of four metastable Fe II

levels with theoretical and observational data for the branch-

ing fractions in order to get absolute transition probabilities,

A-values. As is the situation with A-values (or g f -values) of al-

lowed lines, we will only be able to provide experimental data
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for a few forbidden lines. The main bulk of the data for astro-

physical analyses must be supplied by theoretical calculations.

It is therefore important to try to get an estimate of the accuracy

of the calculated data by experiments. The radiative lifetime of

the upper level of a forbidden transition is the atomic parame-

ter that offers a comparison between theory and experiment. We

have in our experiments chosen such metastable states of Fe II

which are associated with strong nebular [Fe II] lines. One level

is known to be affected by level mixing (Johansson 1978) and

will provide a critical test of the theoretical calculations.

In the present paper we describe briefly the lifetime mea-

surements in Sect. 2. A more detailed discussion is given in

previous papers (Mannervik et al. 1996; Rostohar et al. 2001b).

In Sect. 3 we discuss in detail the method of getting branch-

ing ratios from astrophysical observations by using HST/STIS
spectra of η Carinae and its ejecta. New calculations using the

CIV3 code on the a6D-a6S transitions are reported in Sect. 4.

The lifetimes of four metastable levels of Fe II and transition

probabilities for 13 [Fe II] lines are presented in Sect. 5. In

Sect. 6 we illustrate the effect of level mixing.

2. Lifetime measurement of metastable Fe II levels

The atomic structure of Fe II is complex due to seven valence

electrons in one, two or even three open shells. The low com-

plex of even parity configurations (3d + 4s)7 has 62 metastable

levels in the energy range 0–4.7 eV. All of these levels are eas-

ily populated in stellar atmospheres of moderate temperature,

which explains the richness in Fe II absorption lines in stellar

spectra. The levels are also populated in dilute astrophysical

plasmas, where they decay radiatively by forbidden transitions.

The potential use of the [Fe II] lines in the diagnostics of astro-

physical plasmas is a strong incentive for measuring the radia-

tive lifetime of some metastable states.

The radiative lifetimes of metastable states are typically

6–8 orders of magnitude longer than those of the states de-

caying by E1 radiation. Consequently, a completely different

technique has to be used. Firstly, the Fe+ ions have to be stored

in a low-density environment during the measurement to avoid

collisional quenching. Secondly, the ions have to be stored un-

der controlled conditions for a time comparable to the lifetime.

Thirdly, among all the Fe+ ions produced and stored, the ones

populating the metastable state to be measured have to be un-

ambigously selected and recognized.

A suitable method that meets these criteria has been devel-

oped at CRYRING, the storage ring facility at Manne Siegbahn

Laboratory (MSL) in Stockholm (Abrahamsson et al. 1993).

This method, which is called the laser probing technique (LPT)

(Lidberg et al. 1999; Mannervik 2002), has been applied to

Fe II (Rostohar et al. 2001b). The Fe+ ions were produced from

FeCl2 in an ion source, accelerated up to an energy of 40 keV

and injected into a storage ring. The long radiative lifetimes of

the metastable levels require that the ring is evacuated to a pres-

sure of 10−11 torr to avoid collisional quenching with the rest

gas. The particular state to be measured is selected by irradi-

ating the iron beam with monochromatic light from a cw laser

tuned at a frequency matching an allowed transition to a higher

state. The metastable state is thus depleted and excited to a state
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Fig. 1. Typical lifetime curves (after corrections) for the levels a4G9/2

and b2H11/2.

of opposite parity. This short-lived state decays in a fast transi-

tion and the corresponding fluorescence signal is detected. The

laser probing pulse is systematically applied at different time

delays after the injection of the iron beam into the storage ring.

Thus, the number of fluorescent photons is monitored as a func-

tion of time and a lifetime curve is obtained. Certain correction

and normalization procedures have to be applied, and all such

details are given in previous papers (e.g. Rostohar et al. 2001a;

Rostohar et al. 2001b). Examples of lifetime curves are given

in Fig. 1.

3. Measurements of branching ratios using
astrophysical spectra

The relevant parameter in astrophysical analyses is the transi-

tion probability (Aik) which is related to the measurable quan-

tities, branching fraction (BFik) and radiative lifetime (τi) by

Aik = BFik/τi (1)

where

BFik = Aik/
∑

k

Aik and τi =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑

k

Aik

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
−1

. (2)

The upper and lower states are denoted by i and k, respectively.

BFik is obtained by measuring the intensity (in photons per sec-

ond) of the emission line λik relative to the total intensity of all

emission lines from level i.
Lifetimes of metastable states are typically 6–8 orders of

magnitude longer than of ordinary excited levels, and the tran-

sition probabilities of the forbidden lines are accordingly very

small. To avoid collisional quenching of the metastable states

a very low electron density (typically 105 cm−3) is required

in a plasma emitting observable forbidden lines. In general,

this also means that a low concentration of ions is required

throughout an extended source. Thus, the combination of low

density and low transition probability makes dilute, extended

astrophysical plasmas the best environment to produce forbid-

den lines of significant flux, where the low volume density is
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compensated by a large column density. In rare cases, forbid-

den lines have been observed in laboratory sources allowing

accurate wavelength measurements (Eriksson 1965).

We have considered two ways to get the BF’s and to derive

the A-values:

1) Measure the relative intensities of the relevant [Fe II] lines

in astrophysical spectra;

2) Use theoretical calculations of forbidden transitions in Fe II.

We have finally chosen a combination of the two, but before de-

scribing the procedure, we comment on the two different meth-

ods. The main argument against using astrophysical spectra is

of course that we want to derive the atomic parameter values in

an independent way and use them in the astrophysical analysis.

A practical problem with the astrophysical spectra is that the

intensities are affected by interstellar extinction and may not

provide the “true” branching fractions. Also, a nebular emis-

sion line may be blended with other lines from the same or

another ion. This makes the intensity measurements less reli-

able, even if the blending component is known. The general

problem with method 2) is the difficulty in estimating reliable

uncertainties of calculated values.

We will adopt the following approach: We construct a red-

dening curve for one particular spectrum of ejecta near η Car

by using theoretical BF’s for a number of [Fe II] lines. We cor-

rect the observed intensities of the lines under investigation and

use them to derive branching fractions.

3.1. Construction of a reddening curve for η Carinae

We have measured the observed intensities (in photons per s)

of 14 [Fe II] lines in the HS T/S T IS spectrum of two com-

pact gaseous condensations (called the Weigelt blobs B and D,

Weigelt & Ebersberger 1986) of η Carinae and grouped the

lines according to their upper energy level. These lines have

been observed at three occasions: March 1998, February 1999

and March 2000. The line ratios from the different observa-

tions show consistent results. We used the March 1998 data

for the analysis since the lines of interest are less affected by

blending of other lines. The observed intensity ratio between

pairs of lines from a common upper level, i.e. the uncalibrated

branching ratio, is compared to the theoretical branching ratio.

For the latter we have used the calculations by Quinet et al.

(1996) as they give a good agreement with the experimental

lifetimes (Rostohar et al. 2001b). By using a standard redden-

ing curve (Osterbrock 1989) with a wavelength dependent ex-

ponential degrading of the intensity, we can derive the amount

of reddening for each line pair. If the exponential function is

a good approximation the different line pairs would give the

same value of the exponential constant C. By averaging over

11 pairs of [Fe II] lines, we derive a value of C = 1.6±0.4. The

variation in C is caused by line blending, by uncertainties in the

flux measurements and in the calculations of transition proba-

bilities. Some of the linepairs used may have larger errors ac-

cording to a note in proof on the paper by Quinet et al. (1996).

This has been taken into consideration when deriving the un-

certainties of the A-values. However, there is some evidence

Fig. 2. HST/STIS spectrum of the blob spectrum of Eta Carinae show-

ing the strong lines a6D-a6S.

that nebular reddening in the Homonculus may not follow the

standard interstellar reddening curve.

3.2. Calibrated branching ratios

We use the reddening curve to derive calibrated intensities and

branching fractions for the forbidden lines associated with the

four metastable Fe II levels, for which we have experimental

lifetimes. For one of the levels, a6S, the lines fall in a very

narrow region (4280–4480 Å, see Fig. 2) so we can, to a first

approximation, neglect the effect of reddening. We compare

the BF’s derived from the nebular intensities with calculated

BF’s (Quinet et al. 1996) in Fig. 3, and find an extremely good

agreement.

We have repeated the same procedure for two other levels,

b2H11/2 and a4G9/2, which also have their main branches within

100 and 200 Å, respectively. The agreement is reasonable good,

as shown in Fig. 3 even if one line from a4G9/2 is blended.

The line at λ4177 in the η Car spectrum is a blend of the two

Fe II transitions a4F9/2-a4G9/2 and a2D5/2-z4D7/2. This affects

the branching fractions for all lines from the a4G9/2 level. To

estimate the contribution of the allowed transition to the ob-

served nebular feature, we have measured the flux from other

nebular lines from the same upper level, z4D7/2. Based on the

calculations by Raassen & Uylings (2000) and on solar spec-

trum observations (Thevenin 1989), we estimate the contribu-

tion from the a2D5/2-z4D7/2 line to be ∼20% of the observed

emission feature in η Carinae.

Based on this good agreement we can now, in principle,

combine the theoretical BF’s with measured lifetimes for these

three levels and derive absolute transition probabilities (see re-

sults in Sect. 4).

The branches from the fourth level, b4D7/2, are spread over

a large wavelength interval, 3100–5600 Å, and the effect of red-

dening is not negligible. In Fig. 4 we show the transition proba-

bilities derived from the stellar intensities, which are corrected

for reddening at three different values of C located around the

adopted value of 1.6. Assuming that the standard formula for

interstellar reddening is a good approximation we see that the

error introduced by the uncertainty in the C value is rather

small. A change in C of 0.5 introduces a change in the BF
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Fig. 3. Branching ratios for the metastable levels a4G9/2, b2H11/2 and a6S5/2. Crosses (×) mark the astrophysical values corrected for reddening

and the (+) mark the theoretical values (Quinet et al. 1996).
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Fig. 4. A-values for transitions from the upper level b4D7/2 for different

values of the reddening constant C. The theoretical values (HFR and

SST) are from Quinet et al. (1996).

Table 1. Optimisation processes for the radial functions.

Orbital Configurations included Symmetry

4p 3d54s4p y6Po

5p 3d64p, 3d65p z6Po

6p 3d6np; n = 4, 5, 6 z6Do

7p 3d6np; n = 4, 5, 6, 7 z6Fo

5s 3d54s4p, 3d55s4p y6Po

6s 3d5msnp; m, n = 4, 5, 6 y6Po

4d 3d64p, 3d54s4p, 3d44s4p4d y6Po

5d 3d64p, 3d54s4p, 3d54p4d, 3d54p5d z6Po

4f 3d64s, 3d54p4f a6D

of ∼10% for the UV lines around 3400 Å and ∼20% for the

lines at 5500 Å.

4. Calculations of transitions probabilities

The present work uses CI wave functions of the form

Ψ(J) =

M∑
i=1

aiΦi(αiLiS iJ) (3)

generated by the code CIV3 (Hibbert 1975; Hibbert et al.

1991). For a specific choice of configuration state functions

(CSFs) {Φi}, where the angular momentum coupling scheme

is defined by {αi}, the variationally optimal expansion coeffi-

cients {ai} are the eigenvector components of the diagonalized

Hamiltonian whose typical element is Hi j =< Φi|H|Φ j >. The

corresponding eigenvalue is an upper bound to the energy of

the particular state. In particular, if the eigenvalues {Ei} are or-

dered so that E1 < E2 < · · ·, then

Ei ≥ Eexact
i (4)

is a consequence of the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem.

The Hamiltonian used to determine the final wave func-

tions consists of the non-relativistic Schrödinger Hamiltonian

along with the following relativistic operators associated with

the Breit-Pauli approximation: mass-correction, Darwin, spin-

spin, spin-other-orbit and spin-orbit terms. However, the spin-

spin-contact and the orbit-orbit terms, which do not contribute

directly to fine-structure separations, are not included in the

calculations.

The CSFs of all states are constructed from a common set

of one-electron orbitals of the form

1

r
Pnl(r)Yml

l (θ, φ)χms (σ) (5)

where the radial functions in Eq. (5) are expressed in analytic

form as a linear combination of normalized Slater-type orbitals

(STOs):

Pnl(r) =

k∑
j=1

c jnlχ jnl(r) (6)

and where the STOs take the form

χ jnl(r) =

[
(2ζ jnl)

2I jnl+1

(2I jnl)!

]1/2
rI jnl exp(−ζ jnlr). (7)

Equations (4) constitute a set of variational principles allow-

ing the optimisation of the radial function parameters on one

or more of the energy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix.

The integers {I jnl} are kept fixed but the exponents {ζ jnl} and

the coefficients {c jnl} in Eq. (7) may be treated as variational
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Table 2. Optimised radial function parameters for Fe II.

nl c jnl I jnl ζ jnl nl c jnl I jnl ζ jnl nl c jnl I jnl ζ jnl

5s 0.07552 1 19.02548 4d 0.63694 3 5.15025 7p 14.57355 2 0.91682

−0.27401 2 9.35791 −0.92313 4 1.90298 −35.18975 3 1.57708

0.57776 3 5.07754 18.84919 4 1.93717

−1.03497 4 2.43824 5d 0.44144 3 4.73722 166.94166 5 1.93650

0.97510 5 1.29982 −0.77547 4 2.61070 −366.00070 6 2.15513

1.04299 5 1.28493 200.95182 7 2.40962

6s 0.06441 1 18.38583

−0.16284 2 11.31165 4p 5.70277 2 1.44819 4f 1.00000 4 2.44380

4.62987 3 2.03315 −1.88413 3 4.04161

−10.89075 4 2.13989 −3.85906 4 2.46303

7.93749 5 2.07416

−1.98787 6 1.49966 5p 0.67165 2 2.83628

−0.78204 3 4.21964

7s 0.97432 1 0.30972 5.72815 4 0.85910

−1.45676 2 1.62185 −6.48385 5 1.00256

11.78939 3 1.45012

−28.95904 4 1.58546 6p 1.19932 2 10.90063

31.20386 5 1.64232 −1.37372 3 10.06883

−15.20386 6 1.64979 7.29654 4 1.35418

1.40099 7 1.11660 −16.45629 5 1.35122

9.70525 6 1.40443

Table 3. Ab initio and fine-tuned results for calculation including all one- and two-electron changes from (3d64s, 3d54s4d) 6D and (3d54s2,

3d54s5s, 3d54p2, 3d54s4d) 6S.

Transition Ab initio results Fine-tuned results

Upper level Lower level ΔE (cm−1) fl Al (s−1) ΔE (cm−1) fl Al (s−1)

a6S5/2 a6D9/2 22020.67 0.0846 0.9777 23317.40 0.0894 1.6247

a6D7/2 21643.88 0.0837 0.9030 22932.64 0.0886 1.2042

a6D5/2 21355.16 0.0830 0.6367 22649.56 0.0879 0.8533

a6D3/2 21151.27 0.0825 0.4061 22455.02 0.0875 0.5469

a6D1/2 21029.86 0.0823 0.1977 22340.36 0.0873 0.2671

parameters to be optimised subject to the orthonormality

conditions:∫ ∞
0

Pnl(r)Pn′l(r)dr = δnn′ ; l < n′ ≤ n. (8)

The optimisation of the radial functions on, for example, the

energy of just one state would lead to a serious imbalance in

the accuracy to which the full set of states under considera-

tion would be represented. Hence different orbitals are opti-

mised on different eigenvalues, so that all the states are of a

comparable level of accuracy. In the present work, the 1s, 2s,

2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s functions were taken from the ground state

Hartree-Fock functions given by Clementi & Roetti (1974):

hence they are all optimised on the a6D state. In the present

calculations we used the radial functions previously optimised

in our calculations of the a6D – z6Po transitions (Donnelly

& Hibbert 2001). The additional orbitals consist of 5s, 6s,

4p, 5p, 6p, 4d, 5d, 4f. The method of optimisation (involv-

ing only the non-relativistic Schrödinger Hamiltonian) is dis-

played in Table 1 and the radial function parameters are given

in Table 2. We give in Table 3 both our ab initio results of os-

cillator strengths and the corresponding values obtained after

the “fine-tuning” of the calculated energy levels. This process

(Brage & Hibbert 1989) makes small adjustments to the di-

agonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix so as to bring the

calculated eigenvalue differences into agreement with the cor-

responding experimental energy differences. This process has

proved effective in improving the accuracy of calculated oscil-

lator strengths (Hibbert 1996). The adopted A-values are in-

serted in Table 5 and compared with the new experimental and

previously calculated values.

5. Results and discussion

Radiative lifetimes of metastable states in Fe II were first mea-

sured for two levels, a6S5/2 and b4D7/2, and they were reported

in Rostohar et al. (2001b). In the present paper we report on the

lifetime measurement of two more levels, a4G9/2 and b2H11/2.

All values are presented in Table 4, where we also compare

with theoretical calculations by Garstang (1962), Nussbaumer

et al. (1981), Quinet et al. (1996) and our new calculations. The

theoretical lifetimes are obtained by taking the inverse sum of

all A-values (see Eq. (1)), which is the parameter calculated by

the codes. Nussbaumer et al. (1981) made calculations only for

the system of sextet levels, and the good agreement between

their value for the a6S term and our experimental value implies
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Table 4. Lifetimes (in s) of metastable Fe II levels.

b4D7/2 a6S5/2 a4G9/2 b2H11/2

Garstang (1962) 0.618 0.326 0.856 10.1

Nussbaumer et al. (1981) 0.235

Quinet et al. (1996) SST 0.567 0.262 0.755 6.59

HFR 0.500 0.220 0.694 5.20

Rostohar et al. (2001b) 0.53(3) 0.23(3)

This work (exp) 0.65(2) 3.8(3)

This work (calc) 0.222

SST= Superstructure; HFR=Relativistic Hartree-Fock.

that LS coupling is a good approximation for the low-level sys-

tem in Fe II. Our new calculations of the a6S lifetime are also

in very good agreement with the measured lifetime.

Quinet et al. (1996) have made calculations using both the

relativistic Hartree-Fock (HFR) method in the Cowan code

(Cowan 1981) and the Superstructure (SST) code (Eissner

et al. 1974; Nussbaumer & Storey 1978). The SST code gives

systematically larger lifetimes values than HFR, but there

is no consistency as to which code gives the better value,

judged from the experimental values. The values calculated by

Garstang (1962) are consistently larger than the experimental

values.

The branching fractions derived from the emission line

spectrum of gas ejecta in η Carinae have been corrected for

reddening (see Sect. 3.1). For lines within a limited spectral re-

gion this correction is very small. For the other lines separated

by about 2500 Å the error introduced is the main contribution

to the total uncertainty.

From some of the metastable levels there are a few transi-

tions with significant branching fractions that are not observed

in the nebular spectra. Most fall in wavelength regions not cov-

ered by the observations. A few are weak transitions from the

levels of interest that are too faint to be observed in the stel-

lar spectrum. For all these lines we have used the calculations

by Quinet et al. (1996) to estimate the missing branching frac-

tions, the sum of which results in the residual. The residual is

3.5% for a4G9/2 and 0.1% for a6S5/2.

For b2H11/2 we observe only the two transitions down

to a4F. There are two more lines with significant branching

ratios, resulting in a residual of 26%. It is interesting to note

that the major decay channels (74%) for b2H11/2 are the tran-

sitions to a4F, the same channels as for a4G. This is a sign of

the level mixing between b2H and a4G, which is further dis-

cussed and illustrated in Sect. 6. The lines responsible for the

residual BF appear at 9682 Å, which is heavily blended, and at

2.03 μ, which is outside the observed region. The large resid-

ual makes it too uncertain to derive experimental A-values for

the two transitions observed from b2H11/2. However, the calcu-

lated branching ratio for these two lines is in good agreement

with the observed intensity (see Fig. 3). In Table 6 we give ad-

justed theoretical A-values, i.e. theoretical branching fractions

combined with the measured lifetime.

As the forbidden lines from b4D7/2 appear in a wider wave-

length range, 3100–5600 Å, the branching fractions for the

transitions depend on the reliability of the reddening curve

discussed in Sect. 3.1. However, instead of adopting the cal-

culated A-values for these lines we have used the theoretical A-

values for 14 lines to derive the final branching fractions from

the observed intensity ratios in the η Carinae spectrum cor-

rected for reddening, as described in Sect. 3. Consequently, the

uncertainties of these BF’s are larger than for the lines from the

three other levels. The calculated residual is 11% for b4D7/2.

For the A-values with astrophysical branching ratios and

experimental lifetimes we have estimated the uncertainties,

which are included in Table 5. The uncertainties of the life-

time and the branching fractions are treated as independent. In

the uncertainty of the BF effects from instrument calibration,

intensity measurements, calculated residual and reddening are

included.

6. Mixing of the a4G9/2 and the b2H11/2 levels

The largest deviation between experimental and theoretical

lifetimes occurs for the b2H11/2 level, where the experimen-

tal value is more than 25% smaller than the calculated value.

Faster decays or more decay channels are thus available for

b2H11/2 than predicted by theory. The result is a verification

of the level mixing between b2H11/2 and a4G11/2, which has

been observed earlier in the study of permitted lines of Fe II

(Johansson 1978). The lifetime of the a4G11/2 level is pre-

dicted to be about 10 times shorter than the lifetime of b2H11/2.

Unfortunately, due to frequency limitations in the probing laser

we have not been able to measure the effect due to mixing on

the lifetime of a4G11/2.

An astrophysical “proof” for the level mixing is the ob-

servation of the b2H11/2-z6F9/2 transition at 6269.97 Å in the

solar spectrum, which contradicts all statements about good

LS coupling in the lower part of the energy level diagram of

Fe II. The transition is a result of level mixing of both the up-

per and the lower states, i.e. b2H11/2 is mixed with a4G11/2 and

z6F9/2 is mixed with z4F9/2. Thus, the observed line is an ap-

pendage to the strong a4G11/2-z4F9/2 transition at 5316.61 Å

(Multiplet 49). The line was not identified in the atlas of the so-

lar spectrum by Moore et al. (1966). Since the transition prob-

ablilty is very sensitive to a small change in the eigenvector

composition of an energy level, there is probably not a need

for a large mixing to account for a change in radiative lifetimes

that matches the observed deviation from the calculated value.
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Table 5. A-values (in s−1) for [Fe II] lines from a4G9/2, a6S5/2 and b4D7/2.

Transition Experimental Theoretical

Upper level Lower level λ (Å) This work This work Qa(SST) Qb(HFR) Gc Nd

a4G9/2 a4F9/2 4177 0.29(0.05) (bl) 0.184 0.194 0.14

a4F7/2 4276 0.83(0.07) 0.750 0.819 0.65

a4F5/2 4352 0.36(0.04) 0.345 0.380 0.31

a6S5/2 a6D9/2 4287 1.53(0.22) 1.625 1.37 1.65 1.12 1.53

a6D7/2 4359 1.19(0.21) 1.204 1.02 1.22 0.82 1.141

a6D5/2 4413 0.84(0.13) 0.853 0.725 0.858 0.58 0.812

a6D3/2 4452 0.53(0.08) 0.547 0.465 0.548 0.37 0.522

a6D1/2 4474 0.26(0.04) 0.267 0.227 0.267 0.18 0.255

b4D7/2 a6D9/2 3175 0.23(0.03) 0.190 0.208 0.22

a4F9/2 3376 0.96(0.10) 0.846 0.981 0.73

a4F7/2 3440 0.23(0.03) 0.289 0.326 0.24

a4P5/2 5551 0.18(0.04) 0.149 0.176 0.13

a4P3/2 5613 0.10(0.03) 0.0808 0.0934 0.073

a,b Quinet et al. (1996); c Garstang (1962); d Nussbaumer et al. (1981).

Table 6. A-values (s−1) for transitions from b2H11/2. The branching

fractions from Quinet et al. (SST, 1996) are combined with the exper-

imental lifetime from this work.

Transition λ(Å) A-value (s−1)

Upper level Lower level

b2H11/2 a4F9/2 4114 0.14

a4F7/2 4211 0.058

a2G9/2 9682 0.036

7. Conclusion

Experimental transition probabilities of 13 lines from three of

the four metastable Fe II levels, for which we have measured

the radiative lifetimes, have been derived according to Eq. (1).

The values are inserted in Table 5 together with values from

previous calculations. For the fourth level we give 3 adjusted A-

values (Table 6). We also give an estimate of the uncertainty of

the transition probabilities, see Table 5, which are in the range

10–30%.
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Abstract
We have extended the laser probing technique at the CRYRING storage
ring to measurement of the extremely long lifetime (28 s) of the metastable
3d2(3P)4s b 4P5/2 level in Ti II. The result obtained demonstrates the power
of this method for investigation of such long-lived levels. This is the first
experimental lifetime investigation of metastable states in Ti II.

Forbidden lines play a key role in the interpretation of spectra of diluted astrophysical plasmas.
Such plasmas are often stellar gas ejecta and therefore associated with a central star. The diluted
stellar radiation transfers energy to the plasma through excitation and ionization processes in the
atoms and ions present. The photoelectrons produced are also heating the plasma. In general,
the temperature is low and the nebular emission lines observed are either recombination lines
or collisionally excited forbidden lines. Forbidden lines are transitions from metastable states,
i.e. transitions disobeying the selection rules for electric dipole radiation. Typical lifetimes of
metastable states are of the order of 1 s and they are in general destroyed in laboratory plasmas
through collisions. However, in astrophysical plasmas the density is so low that the probability
for collisions is very small, and the states decay by magnetic dipole (M1) or electric quadrupole
(E2) radiation. Thus, forbidden lines are used in astrophysics as an indicator of density, and
there is a need for experimental atomic data for these transitions.

In an ongoing international project on the mysterious star Eta Carinae [1] the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) has been used to study spatially resolved gas condensations close to
the star. These gas condensations, or blobs, show distinct emission line spectra dominated
by forbidden Fe II lines, [Fe II]. In a recent work within the FERRUM project [2] we have
for the first time determined experimental Einstein coefficients, A-values, for a number of
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[Fe II] lines [3], which will be used in future analyses. The laboratory work combines lifetime
measurements of metastable states [4] at the storage ring CRYRING in Stockholm (Sweden)
with branching fractions determined from theoretical and astrophysical data.

The spectrum of one specific gas blob in Eta Carinae differs remarkably from all others
observed, indicating a completely different origin and strange ionization conditions. For
example, it offers the first discovery of forbidden lines for strontium,[Sr II], in any astrophysical
plasma [5] and the detection of numerous [Ti II] lines. Most transition group elements appear
as singly ionized atoms, but Fe II is unusually weak. The dominance of [Ti II] in this blob
spectrum suggests the use of these lines for temperature and density diagnostics. As there are
no theoretical or experimental data on radiative lifetimes and transition probabilities available
for metastable states and forbidden transitions in Ti II, we have started measurements in the
same way as reported for [Fe II] above.

A storage ring as a tool opens the possibility for lifetime investigations of metastable
levels which have lifetimes longer than a few milliseconds. In principle the lifetime can be
measured directly by observation of the forbidden transition in the stored ions. Detection
efficiency will, however, be very low since the dimensions of the storage ring are large (the
circumference of CRYRING is 51.6 m) and the slow radiative decay may happen anywhere in
the ring. For lifetimes in the millisecond region such measurements are still possible and have
been performed, for example, by Träbert and co-workers at the Heidelberg ring (TSR). Very
recently they presented experimental lifetimes of metastable levels in highly ionized iron [6].
In these measurements good statistics were obtained, but it is clear that the resolution did not
always permit selective studies of individual levels and composite decay curves were recorded
with contributions from more than one level.

For lifetime measurements of complex atomic systems it is necessary to have a highly
selective technique since such systems can have numerous closely spaced metastable levels.
With the laser probing technique, which utilizes laser excitation of ions in a storage ring, such
high selectivity is obtained. The technique is basically developed from the fast-ion-beam laser
method. It uses the benefits of photoexcitation of ions by a narrow-linewidth laser and the
kinetic compression [7] obtained by using fast-moving ions, which results in sub-Doppler
resolution. This opens even the possibility of selective excitation of closely spaced states,
e.g. hyperfine levels [8]. Laser probing also drastically improves the detection efficiency (by
about four orders of magnitude compared to passive observation) and it can be applied to
long lifetimes that cannot be studied by passive means. Recently the laser probing method was
successfully applied to lifetime measurements of metastable levels in singly charged iron [3, 4]
and in rare-earth elements [9]. The method has previously been explained in detail [10] and
only a brief overview is given here. In this letter we present a successful extension of the laser
probing method by reporting measurements of an extremely long lifetime of half a minute in
Ti II.

Singly charged ions were produced by a low-voltage electron-impact discharge ion source
loaded with TiCl4. The ions were extracted from the source and accelerated to 40 keV. After
selection of the Ti isotope of mass 48 amu, the ions were stored in the CRYRING storage
ring without further acceleration. The beam current of stored ions was about 0.5 μA. Only
a small proportion of all stored ions populate metastable levels. A laser pulse with matching
wavelength excites the ions in a specific metastable state to a higher level, which decays by
an allowed transition by emission of a photon. About 500 ms duration of the laser pulse was
found to be long enough to pump out more than 90% of the ions from the metastable level.
The number of ions in the specific metastable state is proportional to the number of emitted
photons. Applying the laser pulse at different times after the injection of ions into CRYRING,
the lifetime curve can be built point by point.
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For the lifetime measurements it is important that the storage time of the ions is
considerably longer than the radiative lifetime of the levels investigated. Neutralization, due
to collisions with atoms and molecules of the rest gas, is the dominant loss process for singly
charged ions at 40 keV. The neutralized ions (atoms) are not influenced by the magnetic
field and will thus leave the ring and hit the BaF2 detector mounted after one of the bending
magnets [11]. By reading the detector continuously with a multi-channel scaler (MCS) card,
information about the beam intensity decay is obtained. The beam lifetime (i.e. when the
initial intensity has dropped by a factor of 1/e) at base pressure was estimated to be 60 s.
This lifetime reflects the neutralization of ions in the ground state. The present experiment
is, however, focused on the lifetime of specific metastable levels. The contribution from
collisional destruction in the decay of these levels is selectively studied as described below.

Besides a long storage time, the stability in the production of the metastable ions as well
as the total number of stored ions delivered by the ion source are of crucial importance since
the different points on the lifetime curve correspond to different ion injections into the ring.
Special normalization procedures have been developed that permit normalization for such
variations [10]. Such corrections are usually small or negligible.

The number of ions in the metastable level decreases with time due to radiative decay,
but ions in the metastable level may also be lost because of neutralization and de-excitation
(the ‘Penning effect’) in collisions with the residual gas. At the ring base pressure (below
8 × 10−12 mbar) the collisional destruction rate is generally low, but for very long radiative
lifetimes it may contribute significantly. The collisional destruction rate has to be subtracted
from the measured decay rate in order to obtain the radiative transition rate and the radiative
lifetime. It can be determined by measuring the lifetime as a function of pressure. The
interaction between the stored ions and the residual gas will also cause excitation processes,
which are specifically studied by performing so-called repopulation measurements. In this case
two laser pulses are applied in every ring cycle. Firstly, immediately after the ion injection
a prompt laser pulse is applied, which will quench all metastable ions delivered by the ion
source. Secondly, a subsequent laser pulse is emitted at variable delay time after the prompt
pulse in order to probe the metastable ions produced by collisional excitation [10, 11].

Monochromatic laser light was provided by a tunable ring dye laser (Coherent 699-29,
Autoscan) operated with Stilbene 3 and pumped by an argon ion laser (Innova 400-25). The cw
laser light was transported and introduced into the ring by a system of mirrors and merged with
the ion beam collinearly. A beam expander was used for focusing. Laser pulses of suitable
duration were produced with a mechanical shutter. To improve the detection efficiency of the
fluorescence signal an additional acceleration of the ions by a Doppler tuning device [11] was
performed in order to localize the region of laser excitation and the prompt fluorescence signal
in front of a photomultiplier. The photomultiplier was equipped with a UG11 glass filter to
decrease detector background; the glass filter was chosen to be transparent for the fluorescence
light while the laser light was blocked. A special program controls the laser pulses of suitable
duration and different delays for subsequent injections as well as the recording of the signals
from the detectors. Sufficient data were collected (typically a running time of a few hours) to
obtain reasonable statistics for the determination of the lifetime.

The lifetime of the 3d2(3P)4s b 4P5/2 level turned out to be much longer than any other
lifetime measured with the laser probing method at CRYRING (previously the longest lifetime
(5.2 s) was measured in La+ [12]). Thus, the analysis of the data recorded for this level required
special caution and it was not obvious whether it would be possible to correct for the competing
excitation and de-excitation mechanisms contributing to the measured lifetime of this long-
lived state. The measured repopulation of the level was significant and subtraction of the
repopulation curve from the decay curve changed the lifetime by more than 30% (see figure 1).
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Figure 1. Fluorescence decay and repopulation curves for the 3d2(3P)4s b 4P5/2 level in Ti II.
The final lifetime curve (‘corrected lifetime’) obtained after subtraction of the repopulation is
also shown. To average the statistical scatter, the repopulation curve was fitted by a double-
exponential function ( f (t) = a1e−a2 t − a3e−a4 t + a5) before subtraction. The fitted functions for
the repopulation and the final decay curve are included in the figure.

Since the repopulation curve was recorded separately, a serious systematic error will appear if
the repopulation curve is not properly normalized to the lifetime curve. In a previous work on
lifetimes of the metastable levels in Ca II the measurements were performed during storage
times that were eight times longer than the radiative lifetime of the metastable levels [13].
In that case the population reached equilibrium through the two balancing effects, decay and
repopulation. However, for very long radiative lifetimes, as in the present case, it is not
possible to follow the decay until equilibrium is reached, and consequently the normalization
procedure is delicate. In an alternative measurement procedure [14], however, it was possible
to record the tails of the repopulation and lifetime curves in the same measurement. This novel
procedure provided a reliable normalization, without which no conclusive result could have
been obtained. The final error estimation includes the sensitivity for this normalization.

In order to estimate the collisional destruction rate, which is pressure dependent, the
lifetime measurements were made at four different pressures (base pressure; five-, seven- and
ten-times-increased pressure; see figure 2). The pressure was changed locally by heating one
of the NEG (non-evaporative getter) pumps. The average increase of the pressure cannot be
measured by vacuum gauges but it can be obtained by comparing the slope of the ion beam
lifetime curves, which is proportional to the pressure. At higher pressure the repopulation
will also increase. The fitted repopulation curves were subtracted from the lifetime curves
and the resulting curves were fitted further by a single-exponential function. From the decay
rates plotted versus relative pressure (the Stern–Vollmer plot) the contribution from collisional
destruction was estimated to be 44% at base pressure (see figure 3). After extrapolation to
zero pressure we obtained a value of 28 ± 10 s for the radiative lifetime of the metastable
3d2(3P)4s b 4P5/2 level in Ti II. The large uncertainty is mainly due to the correction for
repopulation as well as estimates of the relative pressure. The magnitude of the error bars was
deduced from the sensitivity of the final value on the corrections.
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Figure 2. Decay curves obtained at base and ten-times-increased pressure in the storage ring
(after correction for repopulation). The decay rate is drastically changed due to pressure effects
(collisional quenching and repopulation).
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Figure 3. A Stern–Vollmer plot showing the measured decay rate versus the pressure in the storage
ring. The pressure given is an average pressure in arbitrary units with the base pressure set at 10
(the absolute pressure being about 10 pTorr). The intercept of the fitted line at zero pressure is the
decay rate (0.036 s−1) without contributions from collisional destruction, i.e. the radiative decay
rate. This intercept is independent of the scaling of the abscissa.

More lifetime measurements on Ti II are in progress, which will be reported in a coming
article. Since there are no theoretical data on forbidden lines in Ti II we have also performed
calculations of transition probabilities for both E2 and M1 transitions using the Cowan code
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package [15]. The E2 transitions were in most cases stronger than the M1 transitions.
Theoretical lifetimes are derived from the transition probabilities. Preliminary results predict
a lifetime of 12 s for the 3d2(3P)4s b 4P5/2 level to be compared with the new experimental
value of 28 s. The forthcoming paper will also include an analysis of the [Ti II] lines appearing
in the peculiar blob in Eta Carinae mentioned in the introduction.

In the present work we show that the range of lifetimes that can be studied with the laser
probing technique in an ion storage ring is further extended and covers 5 ms to 30 s. That
range covers the lifetimes of a large fraction of metastable states in complex spectra. It has
previously been demonstrated that the inherent spectral resolution permits investigations of ions
with complex structure. In the present experiment the radiative lifetime of the 3d2(3P)4s b 4P5/2

level has been determined as 28 ± 10 s. To the best of our knowledge this is the first lifetime
measurement of a metastable level in Ti II.

We are grateful to the staff of the CRYRING facility and appreciate their efforts to provide
an intense and stable ion beam. This work is supported by grants (SJ, SM) from the Swedish
Research Council (VR).
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ABSTRACT
In the spectrum of an emission-line region ejected from the massive star Eta Carinae, called the
strontium filament (SrF), forbidden lines from many elements, in particular [Sr II] and [Ti II],
are observed. These lines are strong in this specific region and valuable for plasma diagnostics.
Forbidden lines are not easily produced in laboratory light sources and the atomic parameters
for these lines can thus not be measured in a straightforward way.

We use a combination of laboratory and astrophysical measurements to determine transition
probabilities for the [Ti II] lines. Lifetimes for metastable levels in Ti II are measured using
a laser probing technique on a stored ion beam at CRYRING, MSL, Stockholm. Branching
fractions from some of these levels are derived from Hubble Space Telescope/STIS spectra of
the SrF. The astrophysical branching fractions are combined with the experimental lifetimes
to determine absolute transition probabilities.

We report lifetimes for the Ti II levels b4P3/2, b2P1/2, c2D3/2 and c2D5/2, in the range 0.29–
17 s, and transition probabilities for eight parity-forbidden lines from the levels c2D3/2 and
c2D5/2, along with uncertainty estimates.

Key words: atomic data – stars: individual: Eta Carinae.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The FERRUM project is an international collaboration aiming at
producing reliable oscillator strengths for singly ionized iron group
elements of astrophysical interest (Johansson et al. 2002). A new
and very specific branch within the project is to measure lifetimes of
metastable states and to determine absolute transition probabilities
for parity-forbidden lines, i.e. transitions between levels of the same
parity. These cannot, by definition, occur by electric dipole radiation
(E1), but rather via magnetic dipole (M1) or electric quadrupole (E2)
radiation. For the lowest excited levels in complex spectra there are
in general no E1 decay channels; only M1 or E2 radiative transitions
might be possible. These transitions have transition probabilities of
the order of A ∼ 1 s−1 and are thus several orders of magnitude
weaker than E1 transitions, which usually have transition rates of
A ∼ 108 s−1. As a consequence, the upper levels of forbidden lines,

�E-mail: Henrik.Hartman@astro.lu.se
†Present affiliation: Atom Optics, University of Tübingen, Germany.

called metastable levels, have lifetimes of the order of seconds,
compared to nanoseconds for most excited states. The long life-
time makes the population of the upper level sensitive to collisions,
and forbidden lines are thus good candidates for density diagnostics
in plasmas. Forbidden lines are predominantly observed in spectra
of dilute astrophysical plasmas and very rarely of laboratory light
sources. Nevertheless, to use forbidden lines for diagnostics, the
values of the transition probabilities need to be known and for most
transitions these rely on theoretical calculations. One possibility to
get experimental data is to use the astrophysical object itself as a re-
mote laboratory to measure the relative line strengths. In a previous
paper (Hartman et al. 2003) we successfully derived experimental
transition probabilities for [Fe II] lines from spectra of the Weigelt
blobs, gas condensations close to the massive star Eta Carinae. An-
other region of specific interest in the Eta Carinae object, called the
strontium filament (SrF), shows strong emission lines not observed
elsewhere in the nebula. Most spectacular is the detection of for-
bidden transitions of [Sr II], which has not been observed before in
any astrophysical object (Zethson et al. 2001). The spectrum also
shows many and strong [Ti II] lines, which can be used for plasma

C© 2005 RAS
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diagnostics of this region (Hartman et al. 2004). Thus, the A-values
for the [Ti II] lines are necessary components.

A frequently used method to determine transition probabilities
for E1 transitions is to combine the short lifetime for the upper level
with branching fractions (BF), i.e. relative strengths for all decay
channels. The lifetime can be measured using a laser-induced flu-
orescence (LIF) technique and the BF are determined from, e.g.
Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS) of a laboratory light source.
We have adopted the same approach to derive absolute transitions
probabilities for forbidden transitions. Since the forbidden lines and
lifetimes of metastable states are on a totally different time-scale
compared to the E1 transitions, different techniques must be used.
In the present work the branching fractions are derived from astro-
physical spectra and the lifetimes are measured using laser probing
of a stored ion beam.

In Section 2 we discuss the lifetime measurements and in Sec-
tion 3 we describe the derivation of branching fractions from as-
trophysical spectra. The results, experimental lifetimes and final
transition probabilities are presented in Section 4 along with esti-
mates of the uncertainties.

2 L I F E T I M E M E A S U R E M E N T S

We have previously reported measurements of the long lifetime
(28 s) of the 3d2(3P)4s b4P5/2 level in Ti II (Hartman et al. 2003).
In the present paper, four additional experimental lifetimes in Ti II

are measured using the laser probing technique (LPT). Titanium is
located at the beginning of the iron group of the periodic table. Ti II

has three valence electrons which form the configuration complex
(3d+4s)3, with a total of 33 metastable levels of even parity be-
low the first odd parity level. An energy level diagram showing the
lowest even levels is given in Fig. 1. This LPT is developed at the
CRYRING facility (Abrahamsson et al. 1993; Lidberg et al. 1999).
We will here describe the measurement of metastable Ti II levels.
The technique and the different corrections and normalizations ap-
plied are described in more detail in previous publications (see, e.g.
Rostohar et al. 2001; Mannervik 2002; Ellmann 2003; Hartman et al.
2003; Mannervik et al. 2005).

The Ti+ ions are produced from TiCl4 in an ion source, extracted
and accelerated to an energy of 40 keV before being injected into
the storage ring. A bending magnet after the ion source selects the
desired isotope, 48 amu. Once stored in the ring, the ions are probed
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Figure 1. Partial energy level diagram of Ti II showing the metastable levels (from Huldt et al. 1982).
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Figure 2. Pumping scheme for the laser probing technique. The dashed
lines mark the forbidden lines seen in the spectrum of Eta Carinae.

with a cw tunable laser where the wavelength is selected to match
a strong transition from the metastable level to a higher level of
opposite parity (see Fig. 2). The subsequent decay is fast and this
fluorescence signal is proportional to the number of ions in the
metastable state probed. By applying the laser pulse at different
delays after injection into the storage ring, the time dependence of
the population in the metastable state is studied, and the lifetime
curve is built up. Each injection and probing then corresponds to
one point on the lifetime curve. The additional delay time between
subsequent injections and the total number of points in the curve
have to be chosen for each level to monitor the radiative decay in
the most efficient way. Typical lifetime curves for two levels with
different lifetimes are shown in Fig. 3. Since the metastable state is
emptied upon measurement, a new set of ions needs to be injected
for each point on the lifetime curve. It is thus clear that if the curve is
to reflect the lifetime of the measured level, each injection must have
the same number of ions and also the same fraction of the ions must
be in the metastable state. These properties are monitored during
the measurements. For the present measurements the conditions
were essentially stable and the fluorescence normalization curves
were usually constant. Only in a few cases were minor corrections
necessary.

Although the storage ring is evacuated to ultrahigh vacuum (about
10 ptorr), the ions are affected by collisions with the residual gas.
This is more pronounced for the longer lifetimes, e.g. the b2P1/2

level has a measured lifetime of about 17 s. Both exciting and de-
exciting effects from collisions with the residual gas are observed.

C© 2005 RAS, MNRAS 361, 206–210
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Figure 3. Typical lifetime curves for c2D3/2, 0.29 s, and b2P1/2, 14 s.

The excitation is observed as an effect where the fluorescence signal
approaches a constant level, which is significantly higher than the
background. The collisional deexcitation, quenching, is observed
as a pressure dependence of the measured lifetime. When the av-
erage pressure in the storage ring is raised, the number of colli-
sions between the stored ions and the residual gas increases. The
slope of the decay changes and the measured lifetime is shorter.
By measuring lifetime curves at different pressures, the true radia-
tive lifetime can be obtained by extrapolating the so-called Stern–
Vollmer plot to zero pressure. Such a plot is shown for b2P1/2 in
Fig. 4. Since the quenching acts as an additional decay, the effect is
larger for the longer lifetimes, where the radiative decay is weaker.
The corrections for these effects are not equally important for all
levels.

The repopulation can be determined by a selective measurement.
This can be done by quenching the initial metastable population
by a laser pulse applied at the beginning of the ring cycle. The
repopulation process can then be probed sequentially, as for life-
time measurements, and a repopulation curve is obtained. Recently
we have also developed a new method where the repopulation is
measured simultaneously with the lifetime measurement (Ellmann
2003; Mannervik et al. 2005). This is done by applying a laser pulse
at the end of the cycle to probe the repopulation and using the life-
time probe pulse to quench the metastable level population. The
simultaneous repopulation is more suited for shorter lifetimes and
were in the present experiment used for the 3d4s2 c2D3/2,5/2 levels,
while repopulation of the longer 3d2(3P)4s b2P1/2 and 3d2(3P)4s
b4P3/2 levels where measured separately. The repopulation curve
is subtracted from the decay curve to correct for the repopulation
effect.

For all measurements we found the collisional quenching rate
to be in the range 0.04–0.1 s−1 at a typical base pressure of about
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Figure 4. Stern–Vollmer plot for b2P1/2.

Table 1. Lifetimes (in s) for metastable Ti II

levels with the uncertainty in the last digit
given in brackets.

Level Lifetime (s)

b4P3/2 18(4)
b4P5/2 28(10)a

b2P1/2 14(3)
c2D3/2 0.29(1)
c2D5/2 0.33(2)

aHartman et al. (2003).

10 ptorr. For very long-lived levels, such as 3d2(3P)4s b2P1/2 and
3d2(3P)4s b4P3/2, the collisional quenching rate is equal to or larger
than the radiative decay rate, while for the shorter-lived 3d4s2

c2D3/2,5/2 levels the collisional quenching correction was only a
few per cent. The magnitude of the correction is reflected in the
uncertainty of the lifetime determination (Table 1).

3 A S T RO P H Y S I C A L B R A N C H I N G F R AC T I O N S

The branching fractions for forbidden lines cannot easily be mea-
sured from ordinary laboratory light sources, simply because the
lines are very rarely produced in them. The metastable levels are
collisionally deexcited on a time-scale much shorter than the ra-
diative decay. Thus, if the forbidden lines are to be observed the
density must be very low. But, to get a strong emission the number
of ions in the specific state must be large, and together with a low
density, a large column density is needed. Although additional prob-
lems are introduced compared to laboratory measurements, good
light sources for forbidden lines are astrophysical plasmas. They
can provide a low-density plasma and a large volume, and produce
strong forbidden lines.

In the present work, Hubble Space telescope (HST)/STIS spec-
tra of an emission-line region close to the star Eta Carinae, the
strontium filament (SrF), is used to get the relative line ratios. The
rich emission-line spectrum includes many strong forbidden lines,
which are spatially well-defined. A sample spectrum is given in
Fig. 5, showing [Ti II] lines used in the present work. The mea-
sured intensity of the forbidden lines gives the BF, and the measured
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Figure 5. HST/STIS spectrum of the Sr filament of Eta Carinae showing the
forbidden [Ti II] lines used in this study (marked with —). The 6219 feature
is blended with a weak Fe I line, which has been corrected for. The strong
unmarked lines are also [Ti II] lines, but are not discussed in the present paper
since the lifetimes of the upper levels are not measured in the present work.
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lifetime of the upper metastable level (described above in Section 2)
put the relative line strengths on an absolute scale according to

Aul = B Ful

τu
(1)

where

B Ful = Aul∑
l Aul

(2)

and

τu = 1
∑

l Aul
. (3)

The subscripts u and l represent the upper and lower level, respec-
tively. Using astrophysical spectra to obtain line ratios has some
additional problems compared to laboratory measurements. The
lower resolution and different spatial regions along the line of sight
can give problem with line blending. However, in a previous paper
(Hartman et al. 2004) the spectral region 2000–10 000 Å of the SrF,
which is the spatial region also used in this work, is analysed in
detail. Blended lines can then confidently be avoided or corrected.
The forbidden lines are optically thin, which makes the problem with
self-absorption negligible. But, the light is affected by extinction in
the interstellar medium (ISM) and by the circumstellar material,
and this has to be corrected for. The wavelength dependence of the
extinction is observed to be a slowly varying function, and showing
a similar shape for all directions. The amount of extinction, on the
other hand, varies and depends on what stellar object is observed.

The lines in the present study span over 4900–6300 Å, in a region
where the extinction curve is nearly linear. The Carina nebula and
different parts of the Eta Carinae object, e.g. the Weigelt blobs and
the Little Homunculus, are found to have values of E(B − V ) =
0.5. (see, e.g. Davidson et al. 1995; Davidson & Humphreys 1997;
Bautista et al. 2002; Hartman et al. 2003; Ishibashi et al. 2003).
The observed line ratios were in the present study corrected for red-
dening using a value of C = 1.6 for an average reddening curve
(Osterbrock 1989), corresponding to a value of E(B − V ) = 0.5.
It should be noted that for the branching fractions we are only in-
terested in the relative line intensities, which means that only the
relative extinction, the reddening, and not the absolute extinction is
important. The uncertainty of the reddening contributes to the total
uncertainty, but although we allow for large variations it is not the
major source, see Section 4.

In practice, not all lines from an upper level can be measured.
The lines can either

(i) be too weak to be observed,
(ii) be blended with another line or
(iii) have a wavelength outside the observed wavelength region.

All these situations occur for the lines measured in the present work.
Theoretical predictions from the Cowan code calculations (Cowan
1981) are used to estimate the contribution from missing lines, the
residual. For lines from group (i) and (ii) at least an upper limit of the
intensity can be estimated from the spectrum, and an upper limit of
the missing BF determined. But, if a large fraction of the intensity
falls outside the observed wavelength range the residual is more
uncertain and no reliable BF for the observed lines can be deter-
mined. This is the case for the levels b4P3/2, b4P5/2 and b2P1/2. The
b4P levels have excitation energies of about 10 000 cm−1 (1.2 eV),
which makes the emission fall longward of 1 μm. Only a few tran-
sitions are observed and, in addition, these lines are blended with
each other. The b2P1/2 level has higher excitation energy, but the
strong decay channels appear above 1 μm. The c2D levels, on the

Table 2. Transition probabilities for [Ti II] with uncertainties. Energy levels
and wavelengths are from Huldt et al. (1982).

Upper level Lower level λvac (Å) A (s−1)

c2D3/2 a2F5/2 4628 cm−1 4918.25 2.15(20)
24 961 cm−1 a2F7/2 4897 cm−1 4984.21 0.42(8)

a2D3/2 8710 cm−1 6153.62 0.53(16)
a2D5/2 8744 cm−1 6166.45 0.048(16)
a2G7/2 8997 cm−1 6264.36 0.20(9)

c2D5/2 a2F7/2 4897 cm−1 4927.29 1.9(3)
25 192 cm−1 a2D5/2 8744 cm−1 6079.57 0.41(9)

a2G9/2 9118 cm−1 6221.02 0.19(5)

other hand, have energies of 25 000 cm−1 (∼3 eV) and give rise to
emission lines in the observed region. The calculated residual for
c2D3/2 is 3 per cent. One of the c2D5/2 lines, with a BF of 11 per cent,
is blended with Hβ and the total residual for this level is 17 per cent.

4 R E S U LT S A N D U N C E RTA I N T I E S

In the present investigation we have measured lifetimes of four
metastable Ti II levels, as presented in Table 1. The previously re-
ported lifetime of b4P5/2 is also included. Estimated effects from
repopulation, quenching and normalizations, discussed in Section 2,
are included together with statistical uncertainties in the uncertainty
of the lifetime.

In Table 2 experimental A-values for eight lines from the levels
c2D3/2 and c2D5/2 are reported along with estimated uncertainties.
For the BF, uncertainty sources such as instrument calibration, in-
tensity measurements, blending lines, calculated residual and red-
dening effects have been considered. The total uncertainty of the
A-values given in Table 2 include the uncertainties from lifetime
and BF.

The total uncertainties were derived by assuming that the individ-
ual uncertainties are mutually independent. The approach follows
a previously used method for determination of A-values from life-
times and BF for E1 transitions (Sikström et al. 2002). However,
it has been modified to suit the measurements of forbidden lines,
including, e.g. extra terms for the reddening correction. The small
span in wavelength, 4900–6200 Å, for the different lines from the
same upper level makes the uncertainty from the reddening correc-
tion rather small, from a few per cent up to 10 per cent, although
we allow for large variations in the reddening (C = 1.6 ± 0.5 or
E(B − V ) = 0.5 ± 0.15). The largest uncertainty contribution is
from the intensity measurements of the lines since many of them are
weak and might have blends. The total uncertainties in the transition
probabilities are 10–45 per cent, and are largest for the weak lines.
To the best of our knowledge there are no calculations of metastable
lifetimes or forbidden lines of [Ti II] yet available.

5 C O N C L U S I O N

We have measured lifetimes for four metastable levels in Ti II. They
are in the range 0.29–18 s with relative uncertainties of 4–24 per cent
(see Table 1), where the longer lifetimes have the largest uncertainty
due to the larger corrections for collisional effects. The lifetimes for
two of the levels are combined with branching fractions measured in
the spectrum of the Sr-filament close to the massive star Eta Carinae
and we derive absolute transition probabilities, A-values, for eight
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lines with rates 0.05–2.2 s−1. We have also estimated the uncer-
tainty for these values to be in the range 10–45 per cent, given in
Table 2.
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An experimental and theoretical investigation of lifetimes of metastable levels in La II has been performed.
The experimentally obtained results using the laser probing of a stored ion beam were ��5.2�0.2 s for the
a 1G4 and ��2.1�0.3 s for the b 1D2 levels. Within the error bars, the results are in good agreement with the
relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations including core polarization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In astrophysics, accurate transition probabilities or oscil-
lator strengths �f values� are needed for rare-earth �RE� ele-
ments in different ionization stages in relation to nucleosyn-
thesis and the determination of the chemical composition of
stars. Lanthanide ions are, for example, observed in different
types of chemically peculiar stars, particularly in Ap or Bp
stars �1�, where they frequently show very large overabun-
dances compared to the solar-system values.

Precise laboratory measurements of transition probabili-
ties or f values for RE elements are scarce. To extract f values
from lifetime measurements not only are the lifetimes
needed but also accurate branching fractions �BFs� for all the
transitions depopulating the levels have to be considered. In
many cases only theoretical BFs are available. Lawler, Bon-
vallet, and Sneden �2� recently published the first experimen-
tal work on BFs in La II. A few years earlier, Bord, Baris-
ciano, Jr., and Cowley �3� published oscillator strengths in
La II obtained by combining calculations and experimental
observations. In view of the complexity of the configurations
appearing in the RE ions, generally involving an open 4 f
shell, it is necessary to test the theoretical models wherever
possible. The lanthanide ions �La II and La III� have recently
been the subject of accurate lifetime measurements using a
laser technique in the nanosecond range �4,5�. The radiative
lifetimes of the metastable states, which are considerably
longer, are rather difficult or even, in many cases, impossible
to measure for such complex ions. Such measurements are,
however, most welcome because they constitute a very im-
portant test of the quality of the wave functions used in the
theoretical models, since the lifetimes in many cases are ex-
tremely sensitive to the composition of the eigenvectors de-
scribing the states of interest. Thus they could serve as
benchmarks for theoretical calculations. In addition, the rates
of the intercombination and forbidden transitions �M1 or
E2� are useful in various plasma physics applications.

In atomic-structure calculations, the relativistic Hartree-
Fock method �HFR� has appeared as a powerful and versatile
tool for simultaneously accounting for relativistic and corre-
lation effects in heavy ions. The method has recently been
used to produce a large quantity of data �lifetimes and tran-

sition probabilities� for many different ions in a systematic
effort carried out for investigating the atomic structure of the
RE ions, and the method has turned out to be reliable when
tested by radiative lifetime measurements. The applicability
of the theoretical HFR technique, constrained by the com-
plex electronic configurations encountered, imposing severe
computer limitations, is considerably widened by the inclu-
sion of core-polarization �CP� effects in Cowan’s codes
�6–13�.

It is well known �14� that the unique properties of the
lanthanides result both from the shielding of the 4 f electrons
from outer valence electrons in relation to the small radii of
the 4 f orbitals and also from the fact that the 4 f electron
binding energies are comparable to those of the 5d , 6s , and
6p electrons. As a consequence, the spectra of the RE ions
are generally tremendously complex due to the very large
number of quantum states generated by configurations in-
volving an open 4 f shell. In addition, due to the fact that the
various configurations considerably overlap, configuration
interactions are by no means negligible and configuration
mixing must be considered with care in order to make reli-
able predictions of levels and radiative data. The case of
La II, however, is particular and characterized by an interme-
diate complexity, which justifies detailed theoretical analy-
ses. In fact, the ground-state configuration of La II is
�Xe�5d2, where �Xe� means a xenon core, and the experi-
mentally known excited configurations are of the types
5d6s , 6s2, 4 f 6s , 4 f 5d , 5d6p , 6s6p , 4 f 6p , 5d7s , 5d6d ,
4 f 2, 6s6d , and 6s7s . This is a reasonably complex situation
with only two outer electrons, which explains that a fully
relativistic method �multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock �MCDF��
could be used with success �15� in this ion.

For experimental studies of radiative lifetimes of meta-
stable levels there are two aspects that are of particular im-
portance. First, the observation time of the ion �or atom� has
to be long �considerably longer than the natural lifetime�.
Second, the collisional destruction must be suppressed to
permit accurate measurements of radiative lifetimes. As ion
traps were developed �16,17�, possibilities for long observa-
tion times became available. The first measurement of the
lifetime of a metastable state using an ion trap was reported
30 years ago. In their work, Prior and Shugart �18� reported
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the experimental lifetime of the 2 1S0 level in Li II to be 0.5
ms. About 10 years later, in a subsequent measurement of the
corresponding triplet state �2 3S1 in Li II� �19�, the measured
lifetime was dominated by collisional quenching and the ra-
diative lifetime could only be extracted from pressure-
dependent measurements and was found to be 58.6 s. With a
modern ultra-high-vacuum technique collisional quenching
is usually less harmful. Further developments in ion trap
technology and experimental techniques �using laser cooling,
quantum jumps, etc.� have permitted improved measure-
ments. In a recent measurement of the 3d 2D5/2 level in
Ca II, Barton et al. �20� obtained an accuracy of 0.6% on a
lifetime of 1.168 s. In recent years also ion storage rings
have been utilized for lifetime measurements �21–23�. While
lifetime measurements in ion traps and by passive means in
storage rings �23� are difficult to perform on ions with com-
plex spectra, it has been found that the laser probing tech-
nique �LPT�, developed at CRYRING �24�, allows the study
of very complex systems where high resolution and sensitiv-
ity are required. This has recently been proven in measure-
ments in Fe� �25,26� and Eu� �27�. We have decided to use
the LPT and the HFR method in a combined experimental
and theoretical investigation of singly charged lanthanum,
which has a complexity that is demanding for calculations as
well as for experiment. The present paper reports on a suc-
cessful lifetime measurement of metastable levels in La II

and on the corresponding state-of-the-art HFR calculations.

II. THEORY

The computational procedure used for calculating the os-
cillator strengths and radiative lifetimes in La II is the pseu-
dorelativistic HFR method �14�.

The following set of 50 interacting configurations was
considered, i.e., 5d2�5dns (n�9)�5dnd (n�9)�6s2

�6sns (n�9)�6snd (n�9)�4 f 2�4 f np (n�9)�4 f n f
(n�9)�5 f 2�5 f np (n�9)�5 f n f (n�9)�6p2�6pnp
(n�9)�6pn f (n�9)�6d2�6dns (n�9)�6dnd (n
�9).

Outer correlation is taken into account to a large extent by
the above model. In addition, CP effects were included in the
calculations using a core-polarization potential and a correc-
tion to the dipole matrix elements according to the procedure
originally introduced by Migdalek and Baylis �28� and used
with success in the recent past for different complex atomic
systems belonging to RE ions �as, e.g., La III–Lu III �4�; Er III

�9�; Pr III �11,7�; Tm III �29� and Yb III �30��.
Migdalek and Baylis �28� have suggested an approach in

which most of the intravalence correlation is represented
within a CI scheme while core-valence correlation is repre-
sented approximately by a core-polarization model potential
VP . For atoms with n valence electrons, the one-particle
operator of this potential can be written as

VP1��1/2�d	
i

r i
2

�ri
2�rc

2�3 , �1�

where �d is the dipole polarizability of the ionic core and rc
is the cutoff radius that is arbitrarily chosen as a measure of

the size of the ionic core. This latter parameter is usually
taken as the expectation value of r for the outermost core
orbitals.

In addition, the interaction between the modified electric
fields experienced by the valence electrons gives rise to a
two-particle term given by

VP2���d	
i� j

ri•rj

��ri
2�rc

2��r j
2�rc

2��3/2 . �2�

A further correction, introduced by Hameed and co-
workers �31,32�, allows for a more accurate treatment of the
penetration of the core by the valence electrons. Clearly,
when including the core polarization and core penetration in
the Hamiltonian, the dipole-moment operator in the transi-
tion matrix element also has to be modified for consistency.

In the present work, the wave functions have been ob-
tained by the HFR approach using the suite of computer
codes written by Cowan �14� in which we have incorporated
the core-polarization and core-penetration correction (HFR
�CP) as described above.

The CP parameters were chosen equal to �d�7.673a0
3

and rc�1.521a0 . This value of �d corresponds to the static
dipole polarizability of the ionic core La IV computed by
Johnson, Kolb, and Huang �33� in the framework of the rela-
tivistic random-phase approximation. The cutoff parameter
rc was determined by Migdalek and Baylis �15� in order to
fit the La� ground-state ionization energy with respect to
La3� to experimental data with an accuracy better than
4�10�5. This result is somewhat smaller than the mean
radius of the outermost spin orbital of the unpolarized La3�

ion as calculated by Migdalek and Baylis �15� �i.e., 1.786a0�.
It should be noted also that the value of the dipole polariz-
ability �ionic core La IV� as reported by Fraga, Karwowski,
and Saxena �34� �i.e., �d�9.515a0

3� is substantially larger
than the value adopted here.

In order to improve upon the calculations of the oscillator
strengths, it is a frequent use �14� to combine the above HFR
calculations with a least-squares fit of the calculated eigen-
values of the Hamiltonian to the experimental energy levels.
In such a procedure, the average energies Eav , the Slater
integrals Fk and Gk, the spin-orbit integrals 
nl , and the
configuration-interaction integrals Rk are considered as free
parameters. This approach was tentatively followed here but
it was discovered that the available energy levels �35,36�
were still fragmentarily known or that their designations
were uncertain with the consequence that a satisfying fit
could not be achieved on the basis of the published level
values. This results from the fact that the 4 f 6s , 4 f 5d ,
5d6p , 6s6p , 4 f 6p , 5d7s , 5d6d , 4 f 2, 6s6d , and 6s7s
configurations are strongly overlapping. New laboratory
spectra and new term analyses would be welcome to improve
upon the present situation. For this reason, and to avoid forc-
ing the parameters to take unphysical values, we have pre-
ferred to restrict the calculations to the ab initio approach.

Using �d�7.673a0
3 and rc�1.521a0 , the lifetimes of the

two metastable levels 5d6s 1D2 and 5d2 1G4 are ��2.18 s
and ��5.09 s, respectively. These values are in close agree-
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ment with the experimental measurements reported in the
present work. The HFR transition probabilities of all the for-
bidden �M1 and E2� transitions depopulating these two lev-
els are given in Table I. It is seen that for the a 1G4 level, the
E2 transitions contribute by about 20% to the lifetime while,
in the case of the b 1D2 level, the E2 contributions reach
only 11%. It must be emphasized also that some E2 transi-
tions are susceptible to the cancellation effects in the calcu-
lation of the line strengths �see the small values of the can-
cellation factor �CF� in the last column of Table I�, but the
effect on the final lifetime values is expected to be small.

If we use the CP parameters �d�9.515a0
3 and rc

�1.521a0 , the lifetime values are slightly decreased and be-
come ��2.11 s and ��4.94 s, respectively. The lifetimes
are somewhat more sensitive to the adopted value for the
cutoff parameter. More precisely, using �d�9.515a0

3 and rc

�1.762a0 �thus increasing rc by about 15%, this value being
the expectation value of r for the outermost core orbitals
(5p6) as calculated by the HFR technique� would lead to the
lifetime values 2.32 and 5.41 s.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiment was performed using the CRYRING stor-
age ion ring facility �37� at Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in
Stockholm. Singly charged lanthanum ions were produced in
a low-voltage electron-impact discharge ion source loaded
with LaCl3 in an oven and using Ar as support gas �LaCl3
has a sublimation temperature 825 °C at a vapor pressure of
0.01 Torr�. The ions were accelerated to an energy of 40 keV
and, after separation in a 90° bending magnet, injected into
the ring. An ion beam current of a few hundred nanoamperes

TABLE I. HFR transition probabilities �gf� and oscillator strengths (log gf) of the transitions depopulating the 5d2 1G4 and 5d6s 1D2

metastable levels, which were measured in the present work.

E low
a J Term Eup

a J� Term log gf gA �s�1� CF

M1 transitions
1016.10 3.0 a 3F 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �7.88 6.95�10�1 1.000
1970.70 4.0 a 3F 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �7.72 7.77�10�1 0.012
3250.35 3.0 a 3D 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �14.76 3.63�10�8 0.844

E2 transitions
0.00 2.0 a 3F 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �9.23 4.02�10�2 0.055

1016.10 3.0 a 3F 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �11.39 2.18�10�4 0.560
1394.46 2.0 a 1D 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �8.26 2.46�10�1 0.135
1970.70 4.0 a 3F 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �9.91 5.08�10�3 0.268
2591.60 2.0 a 3D 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �10.12 2.08�10�3 �0.042
3250.35 3.0 a 3D 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �10.22 1.25�10�3 0.805
6227.42 2.0 a 3P 7 473.32 4.0 a 1G �10.70 8.34�10�5 0.272

M1 transitions
0.00 2.0 a 3F 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �8.58 2.59�10�1 0.001

1016.10 3.0 a 3F 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �8.17 5.46�10�1 �0.996
1394.46 2.0 a 1D 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �9.10 5.55�10�2 �0.000
1895.15 1.0 a 3D 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �8.11 4.50�10�1 1.000
2591.60 2.0 a 3D 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �8.63 1.13�10�1 0.002
3250.35 3.0 a 3D 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �8.17 2.65�10�1 0.998
5718.12 1.0 a 3P 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �8.16 1.26�10�1 1.000
6227.42 2.0 a 3P 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �7.75 2.54�10�1 0.035

E2 transitions
0.00 2.0 a 3F 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �9.41 3.86�10�2 0.012

1016.10 3.0 a 3F 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �11.95 9.17�10�5 0.001
1394.46 2.0 a 1D 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �8.63 1.64�10�1 0.022
1970.70 4.0 a 3F 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �10.92 8.01�10�4 �0.004
1895.15 1.0 a 3D 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �10.74 1.05�10�3 0.046
2591.60 2.0 a 3D 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �9.58 1.30�10�2 �0.032
3250.35 3.0 a 3D 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �10.24 2.27�10�3 �0.151
5249.70 0.0 a 3P 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �10.20 1.39�10�3 0.044
5718.12 1.0 a 3P 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �10.65 4.06�10�4 �0.339
6227.42 2.0 a 3P 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �9.78 2.35�10�3 0.323
7473.32 4.0 a 1G 10 094.86 2.0 b 1D �9.06 2.57�10�3 �0.756

aReference �38�.
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was kept during the measurements. This current corresponds
to about 109 stored ions. The lifetime of the ion beam was
estimated to be around 1 min at base pressure, which was
less than 10�11 Torr. This lifetime of ion storage is mainly
limited by neutralization in collisions with the rest gas mol-
ecules. Only the fraction of ions in metastable states popu-
lated directly in the ion source was used for lifetime mea-
surements.

In this experiment the LPT was used. The ions from the
investigated metastable state are sequentially excited by a
laser to a short-lived higher state at different time delays
after the ion injection into the ring. The fluorescence signal
from the prompt decay gives information about the popula-
tion of the metastable state at the different time delays. More
details are given in Refs. �21,22,24,38�. Two metastable lev-
els, a 1G4 and b 1D2 , were investigated in this experiment.
In Fig. 1 a partial-level diagram is given and the schemes for
laser probing are indicated.

Tunable laser light was obtained by a ring dye laser �Co-
herent 699-29, Autoscan� operated with the dye Rhodamine
6G and pumped by an argon ion laser �Innova 400-25�. The
cw laser light was transported and introduced into the ring by
a system of mirrors and focused with the help of a beam
expander. In order to get high efficiency in the fluorescence
detection, a Doppler tuning device was used in order to lo-
calize the region of laser excitation and get the prompt fluo-
rescence decay signal in front of the photomultiplier tube
�38�. The laser pulses were created with a mechanical shutter
situated in front of the laser. The duration of the laser pulse
was chosen to be 500 ms to pump out most of the metastable
ions. The lifetime curves were obtained using a sequential
probing scheme with increasing delay between ion injection
and the probing laser pulse for each ring cycle. Using a spe-
cial computer program, the duration and the delay of the
laser pulses were controlled, and the signals from the detec-
tors were recorded. Accumulation of data was performed un-
til statistics were good enough for lifetime determinations
�about 5 h�. Since the lifetime curves were obtained by add-
ing a single point to every ring cycle, it was important to
monitor the conditions during the measurements, so several
normalization curves were recorded simultaneously with the

lifetime raw data measurements. These curves are: the par-
ticle normalization curve �that shows how reproducible the
number of ions is in the ring from one injection to another�,
the fluorescence normalization curve �that monitors the num-
ber of ions in the metastable level and the possible instabili-
ties of the laser�, and the ion beam decay curve. A more
detailed description of the normalization is given in Refs.
�27,38�.

In previous experiments, a nonexponential loss of par-
ticles, which affects the fluorescence curve, has usually been
observed immediately after injection. It has been concluded
that it has an instrumental origin, and corrections for this
effect have been made for Ca� �24� and Sr� �39�. Also, for
Fe� a significant contribution from initial nonexponential
loss was observed. In the latter case a more direct normal-
ization was applied to correct for the effect �25�. In the
present experiment with La II, however, this effect was not
too pronounced, see Fig. 2. That could be explained by the
fact that the La� beam current was significantly lower than
in previous experiments. The analysis of the beam decay
curves shows that not every curve has an initial fast compo-
nent and in case of its existence, the irregularities do not
extend longer than for the first second. Therefore, in order to
avoid the necessity of special corrections for ion beam loss,
we have started the data analysis of the decay curves later
than 1 s. In Fig. 3 a typical set of raw data, particle normal-
ization, and fluorescence normalization curves is shown.
Fluorescence normalization is obtained by probing the meta-
stable fraction at a fixed delay time every fourth cycle. It is
seen in the figure that the production of the metastable ions
was decreasing during the run although the total number of
injected ions stays constant. Therefore, this time the correc-
tion for the fluorescence normalization curve was extremely
important because of its very pronounced decrease, which
was never observed before.

In order to estimate the effect of collisional quenching of
the metastable states, the measurements at increased pressure
�by a factor of 4� were performed. The changes in pressure
were achieved by heating one of the nonevaporative getter
pumps with an external heater �38�. The factor of pressure
increase was extracted from the ion beam decay rates at dif-

FIG. 1. A partial energy dia-
gram showing some of the lowest
levels in La II, which are of inter-
est here. The arrows show the
excitation-fluorescence detection
schemes, which were used in the
experiment.
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ferent pressures. The contribution from collisional destruc-
tion was estimated to be about 2%.

The collisional excitation or repopulation of the meta-
stable states �38,40� due to the collisions with the rest of the
gas molecules was found to be essential for the a 1G4 state.
To measure this repopulation contribution, the same sequen-
tial probing scheme as for lifetime measurements was em-
ployed but with an additional laser pulse immediately after
the injection to quench all metastable ions initially present in
the ring. Subtraction of the repopulation contribution re-
duced the extracted lifetime by about 10%. That is similar to
the results obtained for Ca� �24� and Sr� �39�. For the b 1D2
state the repopulation effect was weaker and no useful re-
population curves could be recorded.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the data from the experiment was per-
formed using a set of lifetime raw data, repopulation, and
normalization curves. First, correction for repopulation was
made by subtracting the latter from the lifetime raw data.
Then, the correction for the fluorescence normalization was
performed. The starting point of the fitting procedure was
varied to find the optimal fitting region. This procedure was
applied to the lifetime raw data for base and increased pres-
sures. As a result, the Stern-Vollmer plots, where the decay

rate as a function of pressure is presented, were made using
the obtained values, and radiative lifetimes were extracted by
extrapolation to zero pressure. The lifetimes of 5.2�0.2 s for
the a 1G4 state and 2.1�0.3 s for the b 1D2 state were ob-
tained. The errors given are composed of the statistical errors
obtained from the fitting procedure and the statistical spread
of the results as well as the uncertainty in the correction for
repopulation and fluorescence normalization. For the latter
two we assigned a conservative relative error of 25%. The
different contributions are added in quadrature and the final
uncertainty corresponds to one standard deviation. The larger
error bar for the shorter lived state is due to larger statistical

FIG. 2. The characteristic ion beam decay curves for La� �ion
beam current was about 100 nA� and for Fe� �ion beam current was
about 1 �A� as recorded by a particle detector. Note that for the
La� curve the initial fast loss is not observed.

FIG. 3. A typical data set for the La II measurements used in
data analysis as explained in the text.
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uncertainty in the experimental data. The accuracy of the
theoretical values is discussed in the previous section. These
results are in good agreement with the theoretical values, as
is shown in Table II.

As mentioned above, different contributions from repopu-
lation for the a 1G4 and for the b 1D2 states have been ob-
served in this experiment. This can be seen from the height
of the tail of the decay curve before the beam dump �i.e.,
when the stored ions are deliberately expelled�. In Fig. 4 we
have plotted the intensity-normalized lifetime curves for both
the investigated states in units of their lifetimes to exhibit the
different tail levels. Comparison of the levels of the curve
tails showed that for the b 1D2 state the repopulation contri-
bution is about three times less than for the a 1G4 state.

Repopulation may occur either by direct collisional exci-
tation of the metastable state from the ground state or indi-
rectly by collisional excitation of higher levels, which decay
radiatively to the metastable state �cascading�. Since the ex-
citation energies of the two metastable levels studied here are
similar, we assume that the cross sections for direct colli-
sional excitation are about the same. Then, taking the re-
population by the indirect cascading process �nonselective
collisional excitation� into account, we considered the possi-
bility of a more pronounced cascading for the a 1G4 state.
We checked the transition probabilities for all possible indi-
rect populations of both states using the Kurucz Atomic Line
Database �41�, but no significant difference in cascading
feeding could be seen.

Equal total collisional excitation rates will, however, due
to the different radiative decay rates, result in different tail
levels. In the tail of the lifetime curves there is a balance
between excitation and decay. In this steady-state situation
we have

dNm

dt
��excNg�� radNm�0, �3�

where Ng and Nm are the population of the ground state and
the excited state, respectively. The total excitation rate �direct
and indirect� is denoted �exc and the radiative decay rate of
the metastable state is denoted � rad . From Eq. �3� we get

�exc�
� radNm

Ng
. �4�

Assuming that the excitation rates are the same for the a 1G4
and for the b 1D2 levels �i.e., �exc(a 1G4)��exc(b 1D2)� im-
plies that

� rad�b 1D2�Nm�b 1D2�

Ng
�

� rad�a 1G4�Nm�a 1G4�

Ng
, �5�

and, therefore,

Nm�a 1G4�

Nm�b 1D2�
�

� rad�b 1D2�

� rad�a 1G4�
�

��a 1G4�

��b 1D2�
, �6�

where � is the radiative lifetime ��1/� rad . With the obtained
lifetimes, the tail levels �where excitation and decay balance
each other� should approach a ratio of 2.5, which is in close
agreement with the ratio estimated from the curves in Fig. 4.
We conclude that the experiment indicates that the efficient
collisional rates �including both direct and indirect pro-
cesses� are close to equal for the two metastable levels stud-
ied here at a beam energy of 40 keV �i.e., �0.1 a.u.�. The
residual gas that causes the collisional excitation consists of
up to 90% H2 and the remaining 10% consist mainly of
CH4 , CO, CO2 , and Ar.

Because for the a 1G4 state the experimentally observed
contribution from repopulation to the final lifetime was about
10%, a contribution of about 3% for the b 1D2 state was
taken into account for the data analysis. We note that this
correction is small compared to our error bar for this particu-
lar level ��15%�.

V. SUMMARY

We present an experimental as well as theoretical deter-
mination of lifetimes of metastable levels in La II. The ex-
perimental results obtained using the laser probing technique
were 5.2�0.2 s and 2.1�0.3 s for the a 1G4 and the b 1D2
levels, respectively. Our relativistic Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions including core polarization are in good agreement with
the experimental results within the error bars. This finding
speaks in favor of the predicting power of calculations of this
type.

FIG. 4. Normalized lifetime raw data curves for the a 1G4 and
b 1D2 levels. Normalized time is given in units of level lifetime
�i.e., ��5.2 s for the a 1G4 state and ��2.1 s for the b1D2 state�.
The arrows indicate the time where the ion beam is dumped.

TABLE II. The lifetimes of the a 1G4 and b 1D2 levels obtained
experimentally and from the theoretical HFR calculations.

La II level

a 1G4 b 1D2

Experiment 5.2�0.2 s 2.1�0.3 s
Theory 5.09 s 2.18 s
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The importance of normalization procedures in the laser
probing method is pointed out. In the present experiment the
monitoring of the production of metastable states in the ion
source by recording the fluorescence normalization curve
during the measurements turns out to be important for the
data analysis. Inclusion of this correction changed the ex-
tracted lifetime value by typically 10%.

The measurements also indicate that the collisional exci-
tation rate is about the same for both levels.
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Abstract. We report on a calculation of five lifetimes of metastable levels in Ar II, obtained with a relativis-
tic Hartree-Fock method in which most of the intravalence correlation is represented within a configuration
interaction scheme while core-valence correlation is described by a core-polarization model potential with a
core-penetration corrective term. The quality of the calculation has been assessed through an experimental
determination of the radiative lifetime of the metastable 3d 4F9/2 level. The experiment was performed
with a laser probing technique on a stored ion beam at the CRYRING of Stockholm.

PACS. 31.10.+z Theory of electronic structure, electronic transitions, and chemical binding – 32.70.Cs
Oscillator strengths, lifetimes, transition moments

1 Introduction

Metastable states can decay radiatively only by forbid-
den transitions. Such radiative decay may occur through
magnetic dipole (M1), electric quadrupole (E2) and some-
times magnetic quadrupole (M2) or even electric octupole
(E3) transitions. In general, the forbidden transitions are
extremely weak compared to the other radiative transi-
tions (E1) in the same atomic system. While a “normal”
excited state in a neutral or a lowly charged ion has a
lifetime of a few nanoseconds, a metastable state may live
for milliseconds or even seconds. This fact makes direct
observations of such radiative decays generally very dif-
ficult. Consequently, different tools, sometimes very so-
phisticated, for observing long lived states have been de-
veloped. Our method uses the ion beam storage ring of
Stockholm University (i.e. the CRYRING [1]) utilizing a
laser probing technique (LPT) for investigating the pop-
ulation decay of these metastable states.

Studies of metastable states are of great importance
for the understanding of atomic structure of atoms or ions.
Due to the very narrow natural line width of the transi-
tions emitted from metastable levels, some forbidden tran-
sitions are strong candidates for the development of new
very accurate atomic clocks. Furthermore, the forbidden
transitions can dominate the emission line spectra from di-
lute astrophysical plasmas [2] where the metastable levels
are not collisionally deexcited. Often, and this is the case

a e-mail: mannervik@physto.se

in astrophysics, not only the wavelength and the assign-
ment of transitions are needed for spectral analysis, but
also the transition rates, the oscillator strengths or even
the lifetimes if the corresponding branching fractions have
been determined. The lifetime of a level is the inverse sum
of the transition probabilities for all possible decay chan-
nels. In the theoretical treatment, such emission lines are
very sensitive to subtle effects like the mixing of the levels
and the corresponding lifetimes appear as a challenge for
the theoreticians.

For experimental studies of radiative lifetimes of
metastable levels, there are two particularly important as-
pects to take into account. Firstly, the observation time
of the ion (or atom) has to be sufficiently long com-
pared to the natural lifetime. Secondly, the collisional de-
struction must be small or negligible to permit accurate
measurements of radiative decays. In this paper, we de-
scribe briefly the method we have developed at CRYRING
(Stockholm), which resembles the laser probing technique
adopted in ion traps. We use, however, fast ion beams and,
since the LPT is applied in a collinear geometry, high reso-
lution is achieved. This high spectral resolution, combined
with the long observation time provided by the storage
ring, opens the way to studies of metastable lifetimes. In
the present paper, we report on an experimental lifetime
measurement for the metastable 3d 4F9/2 level of Ar II and
compare this result with our theoretical calculations. The
lifetimes of other metastable levels have been calculated
as well and they are also reported.
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Finally, it should be mentioned that, although
metastable levels are important for the collisional pro-
cesses inside an argon ion laser, only allowed transitions
have been investigated so far in the literature both ex-
perimentally and theoretically [3–6,8] and, until now, no
forbidden transitions have been studied in this ion.

2 Calculations of lifetimes for metastable
levels in Ar II

The ground-state levels of Ar II are 3s23p5 2P◦
3/2 and

2P◦
1/2 and the first excited even configurations are 3s3p6,

3s23p4(3P, 1D)nl with nl = 3d and 4s. The low-
est metastable states are 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2,7/2 (at
142186.3 and 142717.1 cm−1), 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 (at
149179.2 cm−1) and 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G9/2,7/2 (at 154181.5
and 154204.0 cm−1). These levels can decay through M1
and E2 transitions only.

Calculation of the atomic structure of Ar II requires
inclusion of configuration interaction in a detailed way. In
the present work, the following configurations have been
considered for the calculations: 3s3p6 + 3p43d + 3p44d +
3p45d + 3p46d + 3p47d + 3p48d + 3p44s + 3p45s + 3p46s +
3p47s + 3p48s + 3p45g + 3p46g + 3p47g + 3p48g + 3p47i +
3p48i + 3s3p44s2 + 3s3p44p2 + 3s3p43d2 + 3s3p44d2 +
3s3p54p+3s3p55p+3s3p54f +3s3p55f +3p63d+3p64d+
3p65d + 3p64s + 3p65s + 3p65g . The Rydberg series were
limited to n = 8 but the effects of additional terms, along
the series, on the calculated lifetimes obtained here was
found negligible.

The relativistic Hartree-Fock approach (HFR) devel-
oped by Cowan was considered for calculating the wave
functions and the transition probabilities [9]. The method
can be used in an ab initio way but, in addition to the ex-
plicit consideration of the interactions between the above
configurations, a least-squares fit procedure can be applied
allowing to get a better agreement between the experimen-
tally determined energy levels and the calculated eigenval-
ues. This procedure was followed here. The experimental
energy levels were taken from the NIST compilation [10].
The Slater integrals and configuration interaction param-
eters for the configurations not experimentally determined
were multiplied by 0.85, this procedure allowing to take
partly into account the interactions with many configu-
rations which are not explicitly introduced in the above
model. This procedure is well established (see e.g. [7]) and
the background for its justification is provided in Cowan’s
book (Ref. [9], pp. 464–465).

The M1 and E2 contributions to the lifetimes of the
5 metastable levels here above quoted are given in Table 1.
In this table, the summations are extended to all the pos-
sible contributions, some of them being very weak. The
corresponding lifetimes are given in the last column of the
same table.

We report also in Tables 2 and 3 the detailed results for
the most intense transitions (log gf < −10.0). It has been
observed that for most of these transitions, the cancella-
tion effects in the calculation of the line strengths do not

Table 1. Ar II: contributions to the lifetimes of the metastable
levels (the summations are extended to all the M1 and E2
contributions).

Energy Level
∑

A (s−1) τ (s)

(cm−1)

142186.3 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 3.135 × 10−02 (M1) 4.35

1.984 × 10−01 (E2)

142717.1 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 2.455 × 10−02 (M1) 4.45

2.000 × 10−01 (E2)

149179.2 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F9/2 8.386 × 10−02 (M1) 1.25

7.173 × 10−01 (E2)

154204.0 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 1.304 × 10−01 (M1) 6.10

3.343 × 10−02 (E2)

154181.5 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G9/2 1.812 × 10−01 (M1) 4.90

2.291 × 10−02 (E2)

Fig. 1. Schematic figure showing the forbidden transitions
from the metastable 3d 4F9/2-level. The relative transition
probabilities, according to the HFR calculations, are given in
percent and the wavelengths in nm.

play a role. In Figure 1, the strongest decay channels for
the 3d 4F9/2 level, studied experimentally, are indicated.

3 Experiment

The experiment was performed at the ion storage ring
CRYRING at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in Stock-
holm. The Ar+ ions were produced in a low voltage
hot cathode ion source (MINIS) and then accelerated to
40 keV. The Ar+ beam was deflected in a 90◦ magnet and
the different isotopes were well separated. The 40Ar+ iso-
tope was selected and the ions were then transported and
injected into the storage ring with a beam current of a few
microamperes, or approximately 1010 ions. The ions were
stored at injection energy and at the base pressure of less
than 1 × 10−11 Torr, the lifetime of the stored ion beam
was on the order of one minute. The decay, due to neu-
tralization in collisions with rest gas, was monitored with
a scintillator detector connected to a multiscaler and also
by a current transformer to obtain the absolute current.
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Table 2. Ar II most intense (log gf > −10.0) forbidden transitions, M1 contributions.

Transition log gf gA (s−1)

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D7/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 −8.40 3.13 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D7/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 −8.73 1.56 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D5/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 −9.60 2.07 × 10−02

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 −6.77 1.95 × 10−02

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D7/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −8.69 4.24 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D5/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −9.22 1.22 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −8.63 7.25 × 10−02

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −9.30 1.35 × 10−02

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F5/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −8.82 3.65 × 10−02

3s23p4(1D)3d 2D5/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −8.91 2.51 × 10−03

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −9.46 3.11 × 10−02

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −8.31 4.11 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F5/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −8.43 2.93 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −7.82 2.38 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 2F5/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −8.28 5.73 × 10−02

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G9/2 −7.85 1.29 × 10+00

3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G9/2 −8.35 3.79 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G9/2 −8.06 1.39 × 10−01

Table 3. Ar II most intense (log gf > −10.0) forbidden transitions, E2 contributions.

Transition log gf gA (s−1)

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D7/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 −8.15 5.59 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D5/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 −8.81 1.18 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)4s 4P5/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F9/2 −7.59 1.31 × 10+00

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D3/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 −8.70 1.63 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)4s 4P3/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 −7.96 5.00 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D7/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 −8.58 2.21 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)3d 4D5/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 −8.54 2.40 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)4s 4P5/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 4F7/2 −8.06 4.77 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)4s 4P3/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −8.81 2.19 × 10−01

3s23p4(3P)4s 2P3/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −7.20 5.51 × 10+00

3s23p4(3P)3d 2P3/2 — 3s23p4(3P)3d 2F7/2 −9.76 2.03 × 10−03

3s23p4(3P)4s 2P3/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −9.40 7.00 × 10−02

3s23p4(1D)3d 2D3/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −8.31 1.61 × 10−01

3s23p4(1D)4s 2D3/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −9.23 4.09 × 10−03

3s23p4(1D)3d 2D5/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G7/2 −9.13 2.14 × 10−02

3s23p4(1D)3d 2D5/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G9/2 −8.15 2.06 × 10−01

3s23p4(1D)4s 2D5/2 — 3s23p4(1D)3d 2G9/2 −9.29 3.07 × 10−03

The laser system consists of a Coherent 699-29 au-
toscan ring dye laser pumped by a Coherent Innova 400-
25 argon ion laser. The dye DCM was used to obtain laser
light of the desired wavelength and with a sufficient out-
put power of ∼300 mW. The laser probing pulses were cre-
ated with a mechanical shutter, Uniblitz LS6, controlled
by the data acquisition system to set the increasing de-
lay from the injection of ions into CRYRING. A telescope
and a system of mirrors were used to transport the laser

beam into the storage ring, in order to overlap collinearly
with the ion beam. The ion beam was locally accelerated
with a set of cylindrical electrodes set on a negative high
voltage of −2 kV, in order to Doppler shift the ions into
laser resonance [11] in front of the Hamamatsu R585 pho-
tomultiplier tube. The laser beam was focused to a di-
ameter of approximately 10 mm in front of the detector,
which has the same size as the photocathode on the PM-
tube. A set of lenses was used to obtain a 1:1 image of
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Fig. 2. Schematic figure showing the levels and transitions that
are involved in the present lifetime experiment. The 664.6 nm
transition was induced with laser light and fluorescence light
from the 434.9 nm decay channel was observed.

the laser-induced fluorescence on the PM-tube. A colored
glass filter was used to reduce background of scattered
laser light. The background was about 5–10 s−1 with the
laser on.

A VME-based data acquisition system was used to
control the laser probe pulses and to collect data. Laser
Probing used the transitions illustrated in Figure 2. Ev-
ery set of data consists of one lifetime curve of the se-
lected metastable level, one ion beam current decay curve
and four different normalization curves in order to observe
any possible fluctuations during the measurement [12].

4 Measurements

With a laser it is possible to induce the transition from
the metastable 3d 4F9/2 level to the short lived 4p 4D◦

7/2

state. The ions excited to the short lived state can de-
cay spontaneously by a radiative transition down to the
4s 4P5/2 state, emitting photons of wavelength 434.9 nm
(see Fig. 2). This fluorescence intensity is proportional to
the population of the metastable level at the time when
the laser light is applied. The process is destructive (since
the population of the metastable level is quenched by the
laser) and, consequently, the probe pulse can only be ap-
plied once every ring cycle and the data collection time
for a lifetime curve was then about 3 hours in this case.

To measure the efficiency of the outpumping process
of the metastable level, the ions were exposed resonantly
to laser light while a multiscaler recorded the fluorescence
light as a function of time [11]. After 100 ms, only a few
percent of the original metastables were left. The duration
of the laser probe pulse was then fixed to be 200 ms, yield-
ing 100−200 counts recorded per prompt probe pulse. The
detector background of 5−10 s−1 thus gave a contribution
of approximately 1 count for each 200 ms interval. By in-
troducing a variable delay time between injection and the
resonant laser pulse, the decay of the selected metastable
level could be probed selectively. The delay was stepwise
changed with an increment Δt for each ring cycle, and

Fig. 3. Plot of the repopulation correction required for accu-
rate lifetime determination. In the upper part of the figure,
the raw data (crosses) and the repopulation (open circles) are
obtained separately with the laser probing technique. In the
lower part, the raw data are corrected for repopulation.

by recording the number of fluorescence counts, for each
delay, the lifetime curve was obtained [11,12].

We have previously observed collisional excitation of
ground state ions to the metastable states during the ion
storage [13]. This repopulation of the measured metastable
level changes the shape of the observed lifetime curve sig-
nificantly. We have, however, developed a technique to
record the repopulation process separately [13] which al-
lows subtraction of this effect [11,12].

The metastable level is populated already in the ion
source. To observe repopulation of the metastable state a
laser pulse is required to quench the ions in the metastable
level that were populated in the ion source. After a cer-
tain delay from the quench pulse, a regular probe pulse is
added in order to measure the repopulation of the selected
metastable level. The delay between the quench pulse and
probe pulse is stepwise changed until a repopulation curve
is obtained [13] (Fig. 3).

5 Results and discussion

Each measurement yields raw data consisting of five dif-
ferent curves, three of them being used for normalization.
All the curves are required to exclude all potential sources
of systematical errors.

In LPT only one point on the decay curve is
recorded for each ion injection. Instability of production
of metastable ions inside the ion source would be a signifi-
cant source of uncertainty. It could change the metastable
fraction between different ring cycles. To avoid the effect
of such fluctuations, a normalization is done [12]. The
observed effect was, however, smaller than the statistical
deviation deduced from the experiment.

Another systematic effect is that the ions may be ex-
cited by collisions with molecules in the rest gas (as dis-
cussed above). This effect gives rise to a tail in the decay
curve with a slope corresponding to the loss of ground
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Fig. 4. The final lifetime was extracted out of the Stern-
Vollmer plot, illustrating the decay rate versus the pressure in
the storage ring. Extrapolation of the fitted line to zero pres-
sure gave the decay rate without contributions from collisional
quenching, i.e. the radiative lifetime.

state particles. In this tail there is balance between decay
and excitation. This effect, denoted repopulation, was sub-
tracted. The repopulation correction for this experiment
changed the extracted lifetimes significantly, almost 25%.

The corrected decay curve yields the decay of the ions
in the metastable level that were excited in the ion source.
This curve reflects both the radiative decay and the colli-
sional quenching. We have

1
τmeas

=
1

τrad
+

1
τquench

(1)

i.e. the measured decay rate (1/τmeas) is the sum of nat-
ural radiative decay rate and the destruction rate (of col-
lisional quenching). The destructive rate depends linearly
on the background pressure, and, by lifetimes measure-
ments at different pressures and extrapolation down to
zero pressure, the pure radiative lifetime was obtained. It
was graphically deduced from a Stern-Vollmer plot, see
Figure 4. The changes in pressure were achieved by heat-
ing one of the non-evaporative getter pumps with an ex-
ternal heater. It was found that approximately 30% of the
decay during lifetime measurements at base pressure was
due to collisional quenching.

The extracted radiative lifetime of the 3d 4F9/2 level in
Ar II was finally determined to be τ = 4.9±0.7 s. The error
is composed of the statistical error from the fitted curves,
the uncertainly due to statistical spread between different
measurements as well as the uncertainty in the correction
for repopulation, fluorescence normalization and, in par-
ticular, for collisional quenching. Our calculations by the
relativistic Hartree-Fock approach gave a lifetime of 4.35 s
for the measured metastable level, which is in good agree-

ment with experiment. This agreement suggests that our
results for other metastable levels in Ar II probably are
reliable.

6 Conclusion

We present the first investigation of the radiative decay of
metastable levels in Ar II. Five calculated radiative life-
times and one experimental value are reported. The agree-
ment between experiment and theory, for the metastable
4F9/2 level, is good and gives some weight to the theoret-
ical model adopted in the present work.
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Importance of an M2 Depopulating Channel for a Kr II Metastable State
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An experimental investigation of the radiative lifetime of the metastable 4s24p4�3P�4d 4D7=2 level in
Kr II shows an unusual situation regarding the importance of an M2 depopulation channel. While the
first order M1 and E2 channels are expected to contribute in a dominant way to the decay, the
experimental result, obtained using a laser probing technique on a stored ion beam, � � 0:57� 0:03 s,
is far too short to be due to these channels according to our relativistic multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock
calculation. Only if second order contributions to the decay branches (including essentially the M2
contribution) are taken into account in the calculations could the unexpected short lifetime be
explained.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.063003 PACS numbers: 32.70.Cs, 31.10.+z

In atoms or low-charge-state atomic ions, metastable
levels can decay to the ground state via ‘‘forbidden’’
transitions, generally of the magnetic dipole (M1) or
electric quadrupole (E2) types. Radiative rates for M1
and E2 transitions are usually several orders of magnitude
smaller than those for allowed (E1) transitions involving
levels with a similar energy level separation [1]. As a
consequence, radiative lifetimes of metastable levels in
these ions are typically in the milliseconds or even in the
second range, while a ‘‘normal’’ excited state in a neutral
or in a lowly charged ion, decaying via E1 transitions,
has a lifetime of a few nanoseconds. Many of these
forbidden transitions, especially for the light, cosmically
abundant elements and their isoelectronic neighbors, are
very important for astrophysics because they are ob-
served in low-density plasmas. Indeed, the forbidden
transitions can dominate the emission line spectra in
the case of dilute astrophysical plasmas where the meta-
stable levels are not collisionally deexcited. Precise mea-
surements of radiative lifetimes for such states in atomic
ions are also required for accurate plasma diagnostics
because A values of forbidden transitions are less sensitive
to saturation effects than those of allowed lines.
Experimental studies of lifetimes of metastable levels
require a sophisticated technique for the confinement of
the ions and the suppression of collisional effects.

Accurate radiative parameters for forbidden transitions
of lowly charged ions are difficult to obtain both experi-
mentally or theoretically. In Kr II, theoretical estimates of
lifetime values for metastable levels are very sparse [2,3].
In general, such theoretical data are strongly dependent
upon the models used for the calculations and, conse-
quently, are very sensitive to small perturbations af-
fecting the wave functions. In addition, theoreticians
frequently have to face problems of numerical conver-

gence in the calculations for lowly charged ions. Very
large basis sets are also needed for the wave func-
tions, larger than required for satisfactory calculations
in highly charged ions, and the use of such large basis
sets is frequently prevented or limited by computer
constraints.

The ground configuration of Kr II is 4s24p5 and the
first excited configurations are 4s4p6, 4s24p45s, and
4s24p44d. In this ion, the 4s24p4�3P�4d 4D7=2 level at
120 209:87 cm�1 is metastable and can decay to the
4s24p4�3P�5s 4P5=2 level located at 112 828:27 cm�1 via
a transition that has both M1 and E2 depopulation chan-
nels (see Fig. 1). Additional possibilities of decay exist to
the 4s24p4�3P�5s 4P3=2 or to the 4s24p4�3P�5s 2P3=2
levels at 115 092.012 and 118 474:359 cm�1, respectively,
via E2 transitions [4].

A relativistic Hartree-Fock (RHF) calculation of the
lifetime of this level using Cowan’s [1] codes, retaining a
set of 20 interacting even configurations within the n � 4
and n � 5 Layzer complexes and considering an ad-
justment procedure of the mean energies of the con-
figurations in order to reproduce the lowest observed
energy levels, leads to a lifetime value of 9.1 s. Both the
M1 and E2 transition probabilities contribute to the
decay: i.e., A�M1� � 7:853� 10�3 s�1 and Atot�E2� �
1:021� 10�1 s�1. This estimated lifetime value has the
same order of magnitude as the lifetimes reported in the
literature, e.g., in Li II for the 1s2s 3S1 state [5] or in Ba II

for the 5d 2D3=2;5=2 levels [6,7] and which agree well with
the theory [2,8,9] when only E2 or/and M1 decay contri-
butions are considered.

In order to check the validity of the theoretical model,
an experiment was performed using the CRYRING stor-
age ion ring at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory [10].
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Singly charged ions were produced in a low-voltage, hot
cathode ion source (MINIS), accelerated by 30 kV and
mass separated. The selected 84Kr ions were injected into
the storage ring. The stored ion current was about 1 �A.
A small fraction of the stored beam consisted of ions in
metastable levels that were populated in the ion source.
This fraction was used for determination of the lifetime
of the metastable level investigated in the present
experiment.

The ions were stored at a base pressure less than
10�11 Torr. For singly charged ions at a beam energy of
30 keV, the primary process responsible for the ion loss
is neutralization by collisions with the rest gas. This
process limited the lifetime of the stored ion beam to
about 1 min. The decay was monitored with a BaF2
scintillator detector and a photomultiplier positioned
after one of the dipole magnets monitoring neutralized
particles and recorded with a multichannel scaler trig-
gered at ion injection.

In the present experiment, we wanted to study the
radiative decay of the 4d 4D7=2 level in Kr II. The lifetime
was measured by the laser probing technique [11,12]
developed at CRYRING. The population of the metastable
level is probed by inducing an allowed transition to a
more highly excited level by a laser. The intensity of the
prompt fluorescence from the decay of this upper level
reflects the population of the metastable level from which
the ion was excited. By laser light applied at different
times relative to the injection of the ions into the ring, it is
possible to record the decay of the ions in the particular
metastable level studied.

Beside the decay curve, a number of normalization
curves were recorded simultaneously in order to be able
to correct for variations in the ion beam intensity, the
magnitude of the metastable fraction, and laser stability
[11]. These effects were negligible in the present experi-
ment. A special procedure for recording collisional ex-
citation into the metastable level has been developed
[11,13]. Such curves were recorded and used to correct
the decay curves. This correction changed the extracted
lifetime by less than 10%. Special routines for treating
data have been developed [11], and the lifetime values
were finally extracted by a commercial fitting program
(PeakFit).

The lifetime recorded was significantly shorter than
9.1 s, the value that was expected from the calculations
including M1 and E2 channels. There are experimental
conditions that may quench the level and cause the life-
time to appear shorter. Careful studies were performed to
investigate if that was the case. Collisions are a destruc-
tive process that may cause a lifetime shortening. They
could both induce direct excitation or deexcitation and
neutralization. We have systematically varied the pressure
in the ring with a maximum increase of a factor of 8. The
results have been plotted in a Stern-Vollmer diagram
(Fig. 2), and we conclude that collisional destruction
contributes by about 10% at base pressure. Another effect
that could shorten the lifetime is mixing of different
levels by an external magnetic field. Such an effect was
observed once, namely, for the homologous 5d 4D7=2 in
Xe� [14] where the field of the bending magnets mixed
this level with the 5d 4D5=2 level [15]. Since the magnetic
field that keeps the ion beam in the ring matches the beam
energy, it is possible to check the influence of the mag-
netic field by lifetime measurements at different energies
(we used 10, 20, 30, and 40 keV). No systematic variation
of the lifetime on the beam energy was observed that
should be accounted for. We conclude that the measure-
ments indicate that the radiative lifetime of the 4d 4D7=2

is 0:57� 0:03 s.
This measured lifetime is in contradistinction to the

above RHF result. In order to solve this puzzling discrep-
ancy, it was decided to consider in the calculations higher
order contributions to the decay branches. It was also
decided to perform a full relativistic calculation due to
the great sensitivity of the RHF results to the mixing of
the levels between states of different LS values and,
possibly, to a breakdown of Breit-Pauli approximation
in the RHF method. A general formalism for calculating
transition probabilities for an electric (Ep) or magnetic
(Mp) multipole radiation of order p in a fully relativistic
scheme has been given by several authors [16–18], and it
provides, in the nonrelativistic limit, the usual formulas
corresponding to the length or velocity forms [18,19].

When considering the 4s24p4�3P�4d 4D7=2 level at
120 209:87 cm�1, in addition to the M1 and E2 channels,

FIG. 1. Kr II: lowest energy levels (energies in cm�1) and
wavelengths (in nm) of the depopulating channels of the
4s24p44d 4D7=2 level to lower energy levels.
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it can also decay to the ground state 4s24p5 2P03=2 via an
M2 transition. Higher order (E3) transitions are also
possible, and their contribution cannot a priori be ne-
glected. The computational procedure used for calculat-
ing these higher order contributions to the 4d 4D7=2

radiative lifetime is the fully relativistic multiconfigura-
tional Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method. We used the GRASP2

package [20], which, although formally unpublished, is in
wide circulation through the Internet [21].

This program implements the multiconfigurational
Dirac-Fock method [22], which consists in representing
the atomic state function (ASF) as a superposition of
configuration state functions (CSF) according to

����JM� � �ici������i�JM�; (1)

where� and� are the ASF and the CSF, respectively,�,
J, and M are the relevant quantum numbers, i.e., the
parity, the total angular momentum, and its associated

total magnetic number, respectively; � and � stand for all
the other quantum numbers that are necessary to describe
unambiguously the ASFs and the CSFs. The summation
in (1) is extended over nc, the number of CSFs in the
expansion. Each CSF is built from antisymmetrized prod-
ucts of relativistic spin orbitals. The coefficients ci, to-
gether with the orbitals, are optimized by minimizing an
energy functional. The latter is built from one or more
eigenvalues of the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian depend-
ing upon the optimization option adopted. Transverse
Breit interaction as well as other QED interactions, like
vacuum polarization and self-energy, have been added to
the Hamiltonian matrix as perturbations.

In order to determine the lifetime of the 4s24p4�3P�4d
4D7=2 energy level, all the M1, E2, M2, and E3 transitions
between the lowest levels corresponding to 4s24p5 J �
1=2; 3=2, to 4s24p45s J � 3=2; 5=2 ,and to 4s24p45s J �
3=2 were considered. The calculations were done in three
steps. In the first step, we included only the two CSF of
the 4s24p5 configuration and performed an average level
optimization of the n � 1–3 core orbitals along with the
4s and 4p orbitals. The second step consisted in consid-
ering the 39 CSF belonging to the configurations 4s24p5,
4s4p6, 4s24p5s, and 4s24p44d. The 4s, 4p, 4d, and 5s
orbitals were optimized minimizing an energy functional
built on the lowest nine levels using the EOL (extended
optimal level) option [22]. The atomic orbitals were kept
fixed to the values of the first step using the configura-
tion interaction option. In the final step, a list of 19 919
CSF was generated from the reference states 4s24p5

J � 1=2; 3=2, 4s24p45s J � 3=2; 5=2, and 4s24p44d
J � 7=2 by single and double excitations into the
f4s; 4p; 4d; 4f; 5s; 5p; 5d; 5fg active set of orbitals. All
the n � 4 and n � 5 orbitals were optimized fixing the
core to the values of the previous step and minimizing the
lowest six levels in the framework of the EOL option.
Attempts to further increase the CSF list were prevented
by computer limitations. It was also verified that higher-
order contributions (i.e., M3, M4, and E4) were negligible
(i.e., characterized by A values <10�10 s�1).

Table I contains the seven transitions involved in the
decay of the 4s24p4�3P�4d 4D7=2 level along with the
calculated wavelengths and Einstein A values. For the
E2 contributions, both the Coulomb and Babushkin
gauges were considered. It is clearly seen that the domi-
nant decay channel is by far the M2 transition. It should
be pointed out that the transition probabilities reported in
this Letter have been calculated using only theoretical
energy differences. However, our eigenvalues reproduce
the experimental data within 2.5%. Neglecting this chan-
nel and considering only the M1, E2, and E3 contribu-
tions lead to an MCDF lifetime value of 19 or 32 s,
according to the gauge considered. When including the
M2 contribution, the theoretical lifetime of the
4s24p4�3P�4d 4D7=2 level is � � 0:94 s in the Babushkin

FIG. 2. The upper part of the figure shows one of the decay
curves recorded for the 5d 4D7=2 level in Kr II by the laser prob-
ing technique. The lower part is a Stern-Vollmer plot showing
the observed decay rate of this metastable level as a function of
pressure in the storage ring as described in the text. The
intercept at zero pressure gives the pure radiative decay rate.
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gauge and � � 0:96 s in the Coulomb gauge. The remain-
ing discrepancy between the two gauges’ results indi-
cates that the calculations could still be refined, but this
was not possible here in view of the limits, which were
imposed by the computer. It should also be noted that
inserting the experimental excitation energy into the
calculations directly increases the transition rate by
more than 10%, which brings it closer to the observed
value. The importance of the correlation on the M2 rate
must be emphasized: a monoconfigurational Dirac-Fock
calculation leads to a transition energy of 140 840 cm�1
(	15% greater than the experimental value) and a tran-
sition probability of 0:282 s�1 (a factor of 	 4 smaller
than the MCDF result reported in Table I).

The lifetimes deduced from the MCDF calculations
are longer—but nevertheless in reasonable agreement —
than the experimental measurement, i.e., � � 0:57�
0:03 s. It is anticipated that the agreement would be
improved if more configuration interaction could be con-
sidered in the calculations particularly for the evaluation
of the M2 contribution.
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TABLE I. Transitions involved in the decay of the 4s24p4�3P�4d 4D7=2 level and MCDF transition rates. The wavelengths and
wave numbers are calculated values.

Transition Type �MCDF (nm) � (cm�1) Aa (s�1)

4s24p4�3P�4d 4D7=2 - 4s24p5 2P03=2 M2 85.3 117 261 1.01
- 4s24p5 2P03=2 E3 85.3 117 261 9:35��5�=1:26��4�
- 4s24p5 2P01=2 E3 89.4 111 910 2:69��5�=3:54��5�
- 4s24p4�3P�5s 4P5=2 M1 1426.5 7010 9:21��5�
- 4s24p4�3P�5s 4P5=2 E2 1426.5 7010 5:17��2�=2:90��2�
- 4s24p4�3P�5s 4P3=2 E2 2252.3 4440 1:62��3�=2:19��3�
- 4s24p4�3P�5s 4P3=2 E2 11723.3 853 8:29��8�=5:74��7�

aa�b� stands for a� 10b. a�b�=c�d� means Babushkin value/Coulomb value.
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Disentanglement of magnetic field mixing reveals the spontaneous M2 decay rate
for a metastable level in Xe+
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We have investigated the radiative decay of the metastable level 5d4D7/2 in Xe+. Theoretically we find the
decay to be heavily dominated by an M2 transition and not by M1/E2 transitions. Lifetime measurements of
5d4D7/2 in a storage ring are difficult since magnetic mixing of the metastable with a short-lived level quenches
its population. Decay rates were determined at different magnetic field strengths �B� in order to allow a
nonlinear extrapolation to B=0. The experimental lifetime of 2.4±0.8 s was in agreement with the calculated
value, but much smaller than previously estimated.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.72.020501 PACS number�s�: 32.70.Cs, 31.10.�z

It is well known that atomic ions may possess metastable
excited levels that live very long. In singly charged ions the
excitation energies are such that radiative transitions will ap-
pear in the optical wavelength region. Here the transitions
will be completely dominated by electric dipole transitions
�E1�, while second-order effects �M1, E2� will be typically
10−5–10−8 times smaller. This means that levels that are for-
bidden to decay by E1 transitions may have lifetimes of sec-
onds or more due to the weakness of the higher-order con-
tributions to the radiative decay. The longest lifetime that has
been studied experimentally so far is a level in Yb+ that has
a lifetime of about 10 years �1,2�. For ions in metastable
levels there are usually strong destructive processes that
compete with the radiative decay. In particular, collisional
quenching will be dominant or competitive unless vacuum is
extremely good. Much experimental information on lifetimes
of metastable levels has been gained in recent years by the
use of storage devices such as ion traps and ion storage rings
used in combination with lasers and supported by advances
in vacuum technology.

Singly charged ions of noble gases possess metastable
levels. The laser probing technique �LPT� developed at the
ion storage ring CRYRING by our group was first applied to
the metastable level 5d4D7/2 in Xe+ �3�. This level is prohib-
ited to decay radiatively by an E1 transition to the ground
level 2Po

3/2 due to the selection rules for the angular momen-
tum J �see Fig. 1�. Its radiative decay is instead governed by
higher multipole transitions. It was found that second-order
terms could give rise to decay to the 6s4P5/2 level that lies
0.3 eV below. Both M1 and E2 contribute to this decay and
their total transition probability was found to correspond to a
lifetime of 240 s �4�. The calculations of the present work
give even smaller transition probabilities for these transitions
�Table I�.

In the original experiment an intriguing phenomenon was
observed. When lifetime measurements were performed on
the 5d4D7/2 level in the odd xenon isotope 129Xe+ that has
hyperfine structure, it was found that the two different hyper-

fine states �F=4 and F=3� have drastically different life-
times �3�. This effect could be explained by a hyperfine-
induced mixing with the 5d4D5/2 level that lies 5 meV below
4D7/2. The hyperfine states with F=3 can mix and, since the
radiative decay rate of 5d4D5/2 is relatively high �about
107 s−1�, the F=3 sublevel of the 5d4D7/2 level will “leak
out” by this mixing—yielding a considerably shorter lifetime
for the F=3 level than for F=4.

The even isotope 132Xe+ has no nuclear spin and conse-
quently no hyperfine interaction is present that can mix the
levels. The ion beam, however, is confined in its circular

FIG. 1. Schematic energy-level diagram of Xe+ showing the
levels that are involved in the present experiment. The laser probing
technique is applied by inducing the 605-nm transition and observ-
ing the fluorescence at 529 nm in order to study the decay of the
metastable 5d 4D7/2 level. The technique is described in detail in
Refs. �7,8�. In the presence of a magnetic field the 5d 4D5/2 is
mixed with the 4D7/2 level. This opens a new decay channel via an
E1 transition.
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orbit by magnetic fields. These will cause a Zeeman mixing
between the 5d4D5/2 and the 5d4D7/2 levels that will quench
the population of the latter level. In the original measure-
ments the observed lifetime was about 1000 times shorter
than the calculated value mentioned above �3�.

In a recent experiment �5� on the homologous levels in
Kr+ we have measured the radiative lifetime of the 4d4D7/2
level. The experimental result �0.57 s� was shorter than ex-
pected and our relativistic multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock
�MCDF� calculations unexpectedly revealed that the third-
order M2 transition strongly dominated over all other decay
modes �5�. The situation for the 5d4D7/2 level in Xe+ is simi-
lar and we realized that the M2 decay channel in xenon may
be strong as well. Thus we decided to perform a detailed
MCDF calculation of the radiative decay of this level. Ex-
perimentally, the magnetic mixing contribution to the decay
could be determined by lifetime measurements performed at
different magnetic fields in the bending magnets of the stor-
age ring.

The experiment was performed in the ion storage ring
CRYRING �6� at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in Stock-
holm. Ions were produced in a discharge source. A certain
fraction of the extracted ions were in the metastable level and
this part was used for the lifetime measurement. Ions were
accelerated to energies between 5 and 50 keV. Before injec-
tion into the ring, the beam was isotope separated and the
132Xe+ isotope was used for the experiment. The lifetime was
measured by the LPT �Fig. 1�, which has been described in
detail previously �7,8�.

The magnetic field of the bending magnets in the ring is
adjusted to close the orbit of ions of the particular energy to
which they have been accelerated. The method to vary the
magnetic field that is present during the lifetime measure-
ment is consequently to use different beam energies. This
was done by using different voltages on the injection
platform—in this case from 5 to 50 kV.

The data collected were corrected for collisional destruc-
tion and repopulation �7–9�. For the lifetimes measured here,
the corrections were relatively small ��10% �. The instru-
mental losses, however, required great caution. In order to
disentangle the magnetic mixing effect, the measurements

had to be performed at different beam energies �i.e., different
magnetic fields�. When we lowered the beam energy from
the normal value of 40 keV, as was required for the present
experiment, increasing problems arose as regards parameter
settings, beam intensity, and diagnostics. Several measure-
ments, including both the level decay by LPT and the par-
ticle loss as recorded by a particle detector connected to mul-
tichannel scaler �MCS�, were performed. The magnitude of
the correction for instrumental loss increased the lower the
beam energy was and these corrections gave the dominating
contribution to the uncertainty of the field-free radiative de-
cay rate.

The levels in Xe+ are in general better described in jK
coupling than in LS coupling �10�. The levels discussed in
this Communication are, however, strongly dominated by the
LS term given here and we will continue to discuss the levels
by these labels for simplicity, except for this part where the
relativistic calculations are discussed in some detail. The
jK notation for the metastable 5d4D7/2 level is
5s25p4�3P2�5d�3�7/2.

The MCDF method �11� was used to compute the radia-
tive lifetime of the 5s25p4�3P2�5d�3�7/2 level. In addition to
the M1 and E2 channels, also decay to the ground state
5s25p52Po

3/2 via M2 and E3 transitions were calculated,
since it was expected that, in particular, the M2 transition
could be strong as it was for Kr+ �5�.

For the calculations we used the General-purpose Relativ-
istic Atomic Structure Package �GRASP92� �12� that imple-
ments the MCDF method to model the lowest-energy levels
of Xe+. They were done in four steps. In the first step, we
included only the two configuration state functions �CSF� of
the 5s25p5 configuration and performed an average level
�AL� �12� optimization of the 1s-4d core, 5s, and 5p orbitals.
The second step consisted in considering 20 CSF belonging
to the configurations 5s25p5, 5s25p46s J=3/2 ,5 /2, and
5s25p45d J=5/2 ,7 /2. In the third step, a list of 1294 CSF
was generated by single electron excitations from the above-
mentioned configurations into the �4f , ns, np, nd, nf , n=5
-6� active set of orbitals. In both steps, the new added orbit-
als were optimized minimizing the lowest six levels using
the extended optimized level �EOL� option �12�. The final

TABLE I. Transitions involved in the decay of the 5s25p4�3P2�5d�3�7/2 level and the MCDF transition
rates. The wavelengths and wave numbers are calculated values. The levels are denoted in jK coupling and
the corresponding LS notation is given within parentheses.

Transition Type
	

�nm�



�cm−1�
Aa

�s−1�

5s25p4�3P2�5d�3�7/2�4D7/2�-5s25p5 2Po
3/2 M2 109.0 91740 4.30�−1�

- 5s25p5 2Po
3/2 E3 109.0 91740 3.05�−5� /2.87�−5�

- 5s25p5 2Po
1/2 E3 122.5 81627 1.66�−5� /1.58�−5�

- 5s25p46s�2�5/2�4P5/2� M1 4468.3 2238 2.85�−3�
- 5s25p46s�2�5/2�4P5/2� E2 4468.3 2238 1.60�−4� /3.46�−4�
- 5s25p46s�2�3/2�2P3/2� E2 23419.2 427 6.12�−9� /1.85�−8�
- 5s25p4�3P2�5d�2�5/2�4D5/2� M1 90909.1 110 2.66�−5�
- 5s25p4�3P2�5d�2�5/2�4D5/2� E2 90909.1 110 1.39�−9� /5.32�−12�
aa�b� stands for a�10b. a�b� / c�d� means Babushkin value/Coulomb value.
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step consisted of extending the CSF list of the third step to
14814 CSF by merging it with one generated similarly to as
in the third step, but by double electron promotions keeping
a filled 5s. A relativistic configuration interaction �RCI� cal-
culation �12� was eventually performed using the orbitals of
the previous step. Transverse Breit and QED interactions
have been included.

The eight transitions involved in the decay of the
5s25p4�3P2�5d�3�7/2 level are given in Table I, and, appar-
ently, the dominant decay channel is the M2 transition. For
the E2 contributions, both the Coulomb and Babushkin
gauges were considered. The contribution of all the decay
channels other than the M2 transition to this rate is less than
1% and they can be neglected in the estimation of the life-
time. We obtain a lifetime of 2.32 s using the theoretical
energy differences. Inserting the experimental excitation en-
ergy of the M2 transition in the calculations would decrease
the lifetime by 18%, leading to a corrected value of 1.91 s.

The stored ion beam spends a large part �about 15%� of
the storage time in the magnetic field of the bending mag-
nets. Here the field will mix the 4D7/2 level with 4D5/2 and
thereby open an additional decay channel. When the field is
raised from 0.1 to 0.3 T, the decay rate increases by a factor
of 6 with a nonlinear dependence.

In the field region, we can express the mixed wave func-
tion � j as follows:

�� j	 = �4D7/2	 + �B�4D5/2	 . �1�

B is the magnetic field and � is essentially the off-diagonal
matrix element reflecting the field mixing of the two levels
divided by the energy difference between the unperturbed
levels ��B1�. The transition probability is to a large extent
determined by the matrix element of the operator for the
radiative transition, here symbolically denoted R, which can
be expressed as a series expansion of multipoles,

Aik � �
�i�R�� j	�2 � �
�i�E1�� j	 + 
�i�M1;E2�� j	

+ 
�i�M2;E3�� j	 + . . . �2, �2�

where � j is given above in Eq. �2� and �i is 2Po
3/2. From the

selection rules and the results of the calculations given
above, we see that there are mainly two contributions to the
part of the transition probability given in Eq. �2�,

⇒Aik � ��B
2P3/2
o �E1�4D5/2	 + 
2P3/2

o �M2�4D7/2	�2. �3�

In the ion storage ring it is not possible to avoid the first
term, since a confining magnetic field is always present.
From the dependence of the decay rate on the magnetic field,
an extrapolation to B=0 can be done in order to determine
the decay rate at field-free conditions. The relation between
the kinetic energy �Ekin� and the magnetic field �B� is

Ekin =
q2r2

2m
B2, �4�

where q is the charge of the ion, r is the bending radius, and
m is the ion mass. If the measured decay rates are plotted
versus beam energy �Fig. 2�, the dependence follows a linear
trend. The slope is very steep and we see that the decay is for
all measured points dominated by the field-induced decay.

From the linear behavior we understand that the term of Eq.
�3�, which is quadratic in B dominates in this region. For
lower field strengths, the term that is linear in B �the cross
term of Eq. �3�� will grow in importance and give rise to a
deviation from the linear behavior in Fig. 2. As mentioned
above, there are serious problems in storing the beam for low
energies and we were not able to measure at lower energies
than 5 keV. However, since the linear and the quadratic terms
of Eq. �3� are linked it is still possible to determine the shape
of the curve at low energies in order to extrapolate the decay
rate to B=0.

Using the relation in Eqs. �3�–�5�, we can express the
radiative decay rate � as a function of ion-beam energy as
follows:

� = �7/2 + k�2���7/2E + �2E�

� � ���5/2, �5�

where k is a fixed “efficiency” factor �i.e., the fraction of the
beam path that is inside a magnetic field times the fraction of
the magnetic sublevels that can mix�. �J are the natural ra-
diative decay rates of the 4DJ levels under field-free condi-
tions. We see that the decay rate ��7/2� of the 4D7/2 level and
the parameter � can be obtained from a nonlinear fit of the
function in Eq. �5� to the data presented in Fig. 2.

The lowest data point is for B�0.1 T. From the measured
curve and the expressions above we find that the linear term
�in B� does not become important until B�0.05 T. The ex-
trapolated experimental value for B=0 is a decay rate of
0.42 s−1 that corresponds to a radiative lifetime of 2.4±0.8 s.
The curvature at low B values and the lack of data points in
this region cause the uncertainty to be large. We note that the
agreement with the theoretical result is good. If the linear
term in B incorrectly had been ignored and a linear function
had been fitted to the points of Fig. 2, a much shorter lifetime
had been extracted �1.6 s�, and even more so if the lowest-

FIG. 2. Measured decay rate as a function of beam energy �pro-
portional to B2� and the fitted function that yields the radiative
decay rate for field-free conditions as described in the text. Note the
curvature of the fitted function at low beam energy.
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energy point had been neglected. The fitted value of the pa-
rameter � yields a value of �5/2, which is consistent with the
calculations.

Studies of metastable negative ions �Be− �13� and He−

�14�� have been performed in the ion storage ring ASTRID in
Aarhus. In these cases magnetic mixing also had to be con-
sidered, but the corrections that had to be introduced were
small compared to what has to be done in the present work.

In conclusion, we have found that the radiative decay of
the 4D7/2 level in Xe+ is determined to more than 99% by the
M2 transition to ground level, similarly to the situation in
Kr+. The extremely strong magnetic-field-induced quenching
observed in the present case is extraordinary. We have found

that both the linear and quadratic terms of the field-induced
decay had to be considered in order to determine the unper-
turbed radiative decay rate. This required a large set of data
points for measured decay rates at different magnetic field
strengths. Our experimental and theoretical results are in
good agreement.
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Abstract. The difficulty associated with an accurate determination of transition rates for forbidden lines

in lowly ionized heavy elements is illustrated in the case of Nd II. We have investigated the radiative decay

of the low-lying metastable levels in Nd+ including the two levels 4f4(5I)5d 6K11/2 and 4f4(5I)5d 6I13/2.

In these two particular cases, using different theoretical approaches, we find that the decay is dominated

by the M1 channels but that the E2 contributions are of the same order of magnitude. These levels have

also been studied experimentally by lifetime measurements with the heavy ion storage ring CRYRING of

Stockholm University. The difficulties encountered when performing such experiments are underlined and

discussed.

PACS. 31.25.-v Electron correlation calculations – 39.10.+j Atomic and molecular beam sources and

techniques

1 Introduction

Neodymium (Z= 60) is present in the solar system in the

form of seven stable and nine short-lived isotopes and iso-

mers. In stellar nucleosynthesis, 142Nd (27%) is a pure s

process product, 143Nd (12%), 144Nd (24%), 145Nd (8%)

Send offprint requests to: É. Biémont

and 146Nd (17%) are produced by either the r or the s

process and 148Nd (6%) and 150Nd (6%) are both gener-

ated by pure r process. In astrophysics, Nd+ transitions

have been identified in many types of stars including e.g.

the Ap stars of the Cr-Eu-Sr subgroup [1], Bp stars of

the Si subgroup [2], Am stars[3], Ba stars where large
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overabundances of this element are observed [4] and the

sun [5,6]. Besides the interest of investigating Nd lines in

relation with the determination of the chemical compo-

sition of the astrophysical objects, Nd is also important

in cosmochronology because it can be used as a nuclear

chronometer [7].

The metastable states play a particular role in this con-

text because they corresponds to low energy levels which

are generally easily populated in stellar atmospheres and

because they are able to emit strong lines in low-density

media where they appear as diagnostic tools for tempera-

ture and density determinations in the plasmas.

The investigation of the radiative properties of the

heavy elements, particularly those of lanthanide group, is

a very complex task both theoretically and experimentally.

The recent registration, with the Hubble Space Telescope,

of a large number of astrophysical spectra, characterized

by a high resolution and a high signal-to-noise ratio, has

put forward the need of a huge amount of accurate atomic

data for their interpretation (see e.g. [8]). Theoretically,

the difficulty to calculate accurately the atomic structures

of these heavy elements is related to the necessity to con-

sider simultaneously, in the models, relativity and correla-

tion effects, most of the spectra of the group being strongly

perturbed. An additional difficulty results from the struc-

tural complexity associated with the progressive filling,

from La to Lu, of the 4f shell. As a result, the calculated

lifetimes (or transition probabilities) are depending, in a

very sensitive way, upon the mixing occuring among the

different configurations.

In the present paper, 3 different independent theoret-

ical approaches are used for calculating lifetimes of low-

lying metastable states in the 4f46s and 4f45d even con-

figurations of Nd II. These methods have been succesful, in

a recent past, for predicting radiative quantities for many

rare-earth (RE) ions (see e.g. the references quoted in [9]).

We have also performed extensive experimental inves-

tigations by the Laser Probing Technique (LPT) in the

ion storage ring CRYRING at Stockholm University. This

method has successfully been utilized for a large number

of metastable levels in different elements (see e.g the re-

view article [10]). In this context it can be noted that the

method has been used to determine lifetimes of metastable

levels in two other rare earth elements, La II [11] and Eu

II [12]. The studies of Nd+, however, turned out to be very

difficult and it was hard to maintain stable conditions long

enough to enable accurate determination of the lifetimes.

2 Previous work

The identified configurations in Nd+ are 4f46s, 4f45d

and 4f35d6p for the even parity and 4f35d2, 4f35d6s and

4f46p for the odd parity [13]. Below 9228 cm−1, the even

levels can decay only through M1 and E2 channels while,

above that limit, in some cases, E1 contributions corre-

sponding to infrared 4f45d - 4f35d2 transitions can even-

tually contribute to the decays. In such cases, the deter-

mination of the lifetimes of the metastable states requires

the evaluation of the contributions arising from both the

allowed and the forbidden transitions.
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In Nd II, the radiative parameters are still rather poorly

known even for the allowed transitions. Among the early

contributions to the E1 transition rates, we must mention

the arc measurements of Corliss & Bozman [14] and the

branching fraction (BF) measurements of Maier & Whal-

ing [5] who were able to deduce oscillator strengths from

previous lifetime measurements [15].

Solar investigations of neodymium motivated additional

measurements by Ward et al. [16,17] who used the laser-

ion beam technique, and deduced oscillator strengths of

some E1 Nd II lines from a combination of the BFs de-

duced from arc spectra [14,18] or measured by Maier &

Whaling [5].

The lifetime compilation of Blagoev & Komarovskii

[19] contains 11 lifetime values originating from delayed-

coincidence measurements [20]. Additional measurements

of radiative lifetimes in Nd II have been carried out by Pin-

ciuc et al. [21] (35 levels) using the collinear beam-laser

method, by Lu et al. [22] and Shi et al. [23] who concen-

trated on the odd level at 23537 cm−1 (J=9/2) using the

time-resolved collinear fast-beam laser approach. Recent

measurements in the same ion were undertaken by Scholl

et al. [24] using two variants of the beam-laser method and

by Xu et al. [25] who used a time-resolved laser-induced

fluorescence technique for 24 levels of Nd II in the energy

range 20 500 - 32 500 cm−1.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no published

lifetime values for metastable states of Nd II and no the-

oretical or experimental transition probabilities are avail-

able so far for forbidden lines (M1 or E2 transitions) in

this ion.

3 Calculations

The choice of a theoretical method for calculating tran-

sition probabilities in the lanthanides is complicated, in

the case of ab initio approaches, by the strong collapse of

the 4f orbital occuring in lanthanum and observed along

the whole group (see e.g. [9]) and by the huge number of

levels arising from the configurations involving an open

4f shell. Configuration interaction (CI) and relativistic ef-

fects, which are expected to be important in such heavy

atoms or ions, must be considered simultaneously in the

calculations.

Basically, this choice relies on partly relativistic meth-

ods based on the Schrödinger equation (like the HFR

method [26]) or on fully relativistic techniques like the

multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock or MCDF method) which

are expected to be a priori adequate. The MCDF method

should be more accurate than the HFR one for heavy

ions but is more computer time consuming. Fewer conver-

gence problems, however, do occur when using the HFR

approach than the MCDF one.

In the present work, three independent theoretical meth-

ods were considered for the calculations and, from their

comparisons, it was possible to assess their reliability (see

hereafter). M1 and E2 transition rates were estimated for

lines depopulating the first 29 Nd II metastable even-

parity levels situated between 513.322 (J=9/2) and 10337.097

(J=13/2) cm−1.
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The pseudo-relativistic Hartree-Fock (HFR) method

was the first approach considered [26] with two different

physical models. In the first one [HFR(A)], only the 4f45d

and 4f46s configurations were explicitly included in the

calculations and the radial parameters were optimized us-

ing a well-established least-squares fitting procedure of the

Hamiltonian eigenvalues to the experimental level ener-

gies [13]. In the second one [HFR(B)], the set of interact-

ing configurations was considerably extended by including

single and double excitations from the 4f45d and 4f46s

configurations of interest, i.e. by considering also 4f35d6p,

4f36s6p, 4f25d26s, 4f25d6s2 and 4f25d3.

In the second approach, the purely relativistic mul-

ticonfigurational Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method was used

with the GRASP92 code as developed by Parpia et al.

[27]. The 1160 interacting relativistic configuration state

functions (CSF) were belonging to the 4f45d and 4f46s

non relativistic configurations in the framework of the Ex-

tended Average Level (EAL) option. The calculations were

performed in the Babushkin gauge.

The third theoretical method used was the one imple-

mented in the AUTOSTRUCTURE (AST) program, an

extension by Badnell [28,29] of the code SUPERSTRUC-

TURE [30], which computes the atomic structure within a

statistical Thomas-Fermi-Dirac potential V(λnl) [31] where

the λnl scaling parameters are optimized variationally by

minimizing a weighted sum of the LS term energies. Un-

fortunately, in that case, when including both 4f45d and

4f46s, we were unable to reproduce in a satisfying way the

energy difference between these two configurations even

when trying different variational optimization approaches.

Indeed, when considering both configurations together, it

was found that all energy levels within the 4f45d config-

uration were situated about 10000 cm−1 too high. This

shift was clearly too large to be reduced by using semi-

empirical corrections. It was also verified that the inclu-

sion of additional configurations with 3 or 2 electrons in

the 4f subshell did not improve upon the situation. Conse-

quently, only the 4f45d configuration was included in the

model in order to be able to compute at least the M1 con-

tributions within this configuration. Semi-empirical term

energy corrections (TEC) were considered in order to re-

duce as much as possible the discrepancies between theo-

retical and experimental energy levels.

Calculated transition probabilities (Aki, in s−1) and

radiative lifetimes, as obtained with the HFR and GRASP92

calculations, are listed in Table 1. When looking at this ta-

ble, we can observe a good agreement between the results

obtained using the two different theoretical approaches. It

is interesting to note that HFR(A) and HFR(B) results are

very close indicating that the explicit consideration of ad-

ditional even parities has a marginal effect on the lifetime

values. Large discrepancies between HFR and GRASP re-

sults are only observed for the level at 1650 cm−1.

The AST transition probabilities (Aki, in s−1) as ob-

tained for the two levels considered experimentally (see

further) are not reported in Table 1. The values were

0.0025 and 0.0634 s−1 for the two M1 transitions emitted

from the level at 6931.800 cm−1 to the levels at 4437.558

and 6005.271 cm−1 and 0.008, 0.0023, 0.0961 s−1 for the





Fig. 1. Schematic level diagram showing the laser transitions and the observed fluorescence used in measurements of lifetimes of

three different metastable levels.



Fig. 2. Different examples of normalization curves obtained in the measurement of a lifetime curve. The left column

shows particle normalization curves that reflect the number of stored ions for different ion injections. The right column

shows fluorescence normalization for different ion injections. This signal reflects the number of ions in the metastable

state. The curves are connected pair wise, i.e. for a constant metastable fraction of injected ions the ratio between the left

and the right curve should be constant. The upper curve is an example of a measurement of the I recorded at base

pressure. Here both particle intensity and metastable fraction are stable during the measurement and normalization gives

minor contributions in the analysis. This is a typical situation for our previous experiment utilizing LPT. In the second row,

which is another measurement of the same level, both particle and metastable intensities drop strongly during the measurement and

the normalization is important. The last row is a measurement of the K at base pressure. Here the conditions are unstable and the

peculiar situation arises where the two curves do not follow each other, indicating that the conditions in the ion source are not stable

enough to keep the metastable fraction constant. In this case normalization is important.
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Fig. 3. A lifetime curve obtained in a measurement of the

6I13/2 level in Nd II at raised pressure in the ring. The plotted

data has been normalized and corrected for repopulation. This

is one of the best measurements in Nd II as regards statistics

and stability in the measurement conditions.
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Fig. 4. Raw data of two separate measurements of the 6K9/2

level. Due to lack of repopulation measurements no lifetime

value could be extracted but the lifetime is obviously consistent

with the calculated value of 34 s.
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Table 1. Calculated lifetimes for low-lying even metastable levels in Nd II and the corresponding decay rates.

Upper level Lower level Type Aki(s
−1)

Energya Designation Energya Designation HFR(A)b HFR(B)c GRASPd

(cm−1) (cm−1)

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 M1 0.0082 0.0086 0.0098

τ = 121.4s 116.1s 102.0 s

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 M1 0.0797 0.0817 0.0877

τ = 12.6s 12.2s 11.4 s

1650.199 4f4(5I)6s 4I9/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 M1 0.1010 0.0866 0.0467

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 M1 0.0019 0.0017 0.0010

τ = 9.7 s 11.3 s 20.9 s

2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 M1 0.1321 0.1336 0.1380

τ = 7.6 s 7.5 s 7.2 s

3066.750 4f4(5I)6s 4I11/2 513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 M1 0.0097 0.0105 0.0157

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 M1 0.0027 0.0024 0.0017

1650.199 4f4(5I)6s 4I9/2 M1 0.1542 0.1492 0.1370

τ = 6.0 s 6.1 s 6.5 s

3801.917 4f4(5I)6s 6I15/2 2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 M1 0.1400 0.1406 0.1430

τ = 7.1 s 7.1 s 7.0 s

4437.558 4f4(5I)5d 6L11/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0063 0.0062 0.0072

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0003 0.0004 0.0004

τ = 150.7 s 152.1 s 131.6 s

4512.481 4f4(5I)6s 4I13/2 1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 M1 0.0026 0.0027 0.0046

2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 M1 0.0023 0.0020 0.0028

3066.750 4f4(5I)6s 4I11/2 M1 0.1650 0.1629 0.1570

τ = 5.8 s 5.9 s 6.1 s

5085.619 4f4(5I)6s 6I17/2 3801.917 4f4(5I)6s 6I15/2 M1 0.0944 0.0950 0.0966

τ = 10.6 s 10.5 s 10.3 s

5487.657 4f4(5I)5d 6L13/2 513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0080 0.0081 0.0111

4437.558 4f4(5I)5d 6L11/2 M1 0.0921 0.0914 0.0919

τ = 9.9 s 9.9 s 9.7 s
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Table 1. (Cont.)

Upper level Lower level Type Aki(s
−1)

Energya Designation Energya Designation HFR(A)b HFR(B)c GRASPd

(cm−1) (cm−1)

5985.571 4f4(5I)6s 4I15/2 3801.917 4f4(5I)6s 6I15/2 M1 0.0012 0.0011 0.0008

4512.481 4f4(5I)6s 4I13/2 M1 0.1106 0.1094 0.1070

5085.619 4f4(5I)6s 6I17/2 M1 0.0021 0.0019 0.0014

τ = 8.8 s 8.8 s 9.1 s

6005.271 4f4(5I)5d 6K9/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0247 0.0254 0.0284

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0032 0.0036 0.0035

4437.558 4f4(5I)5d 6L11/2 M1+E2 0.0012 0.0011 0.0001

τ = 34.2 s 33.2 s 31.3 s

6637.411 4f4(5I)5d 6L15/2 1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0109 0.0109 0.0141

5487.657 4f4(5I)5d 6L13/2 M1 0.1669 0.1663 0.1667

τ = 5.6 s 5.6 s 5.5 s

6931.800 4f4(5I)5d 6K11/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0055 0.0057 0.0063

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0221 0.0225 0.0307

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0036 0.0041 0.0040

1650.199 4f4(5I)6s 4I9/2 E2 0.0029 0.0027 0.0014

4437.558 4f4(5I)5d 6L11/2 M1 0.0022 0.0021 0.0025

6005.271 4f4(5I)5d 6K9/2 M1 0.0640 0.0637 0.0638

τ = 9.9 s 9.9 s 9.2 s

7524.740 4f4(5I)5d 6I7/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0637 0.0620 0.0791

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 M1+E2 0.0196 0.0217 0.0169

6005.271 4f4(5I)5d 6K9/2 M1 0.0018 0.0013 0.0015

τ = 11.7 s 11.7 s 10.2 s

7868.896 4f4(5I)5d 6L17/2 2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 E2 0.0137 0.0135 0.0169

6637.411 4f4(5I)5d 6L15/2 M1 0.2061 0.2056 0.2050

τ = 4.5 s 4.6 s 4.5 s
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Table 1. (Cont.)

Upper level Lower level Type Aki(s
−1)

Energya Designation Energya Designation HFR(A)b HFR(B)c GRASPd

(cm−1) (cm−1)

7950.070 4f4(5I)5d 6K13/2 513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0092 0.0097 0.0109

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0259 0.0264 0.0330

2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 E2 0.0029 0.0034 0.0033

5487.657 4f4(5I)5d 6L13/2 M1 0.0026 0.0023 0.0031

6931.800 4f4(5I)5d 6K11/2 M1 0.1150 0.1143 0.1150

τ = 6.3 s 6.3 s 6.0 s

8420.321 4f4(5I)5d 6I9/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0235 0.0243 0.0295

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0484 0.0473 0.0710

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0175 0.0197 0.0168

1650.199 4f4(5I)6s 4I9/2 M1+E2 0.0084 0.0079 0.0038

6005.271 4f4(5I)5d 6K9/2 M1 0.0034 0.0027 0.0028

7524.740 4f4(5I)5d 6I7/2 M1 0.0568 0.0561 0.0583

τ = 6.3 s 6.3 s 5.5 s

8716.462 4f4(5I)5d 6G3/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.1960 0.2000 0.2260

τ = 5.1 s 5.0 s 4.4 s

8796.378 4f4(5I)5d 6G5/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0182 0.0180 0.0633

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.1380 0.1222 0.1260

τ = 6.4 s 7.1 s 5.3 s

9042.743 4f4(5I)5d 6K15/2 1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0112 0.0120 0.0120

2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 E2 0.0301 0.0299 0.0362

3801.917 4f4(5I)6s 6I15/2 E2 0.0019 0.0022 0.0022

6637.411 4f4(5I)5d 6L15/2 M1 0.0022 0.0018 0.0028

7950.070 4f4(5I)5d 6K13/2 M1 0.1394 0.1394 0.1085

τ = 5.4 s 5.4 s 6.2 s

9166.209 4f4(5I)5d 6L19/2 3801.917 4f4(5I)6s 6I15/2 E2 0.0163 0.0161 0.0197

7868.896 4f4(5I)5d 6L17/2 M1 0.1935 0.1930 0.1930

τ = 4.8 s 4.8 s 4.7 s
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Table 1. (Cont.)

Upper level Lower level Type Aki(s
−1)

Energya Designation Energya Designation HFR(A)b HFR(B)c GRASPd

(cm−1) (cm−1)

9198.395 4f4(5I)5d 6G7/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0333 0.0702 0.0239

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0801 0.0931 0.0883

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0447 0.0007 0.0591

1650.199 4f4(5I)6s 4I9/2 M1+E2 0.0023 0.0179 0.0018

7524.740 4f4(5I)5d 6I7/2 M1 0.0055 0.0084 0.0007

τ = 5.9 s 5.2 s 5.6 s

9357.906 4f4(5I)5d 6I11/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0021 0.0023 0.0023

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0352 0.0377 0.0439

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0578 0.0564 0.0734

2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 E2 0.0117 0.0132 0.0125

3066.750 4f4(5I)6s 4I11/2 E2 0.0034 0.0032 0.0019

6931.800 4f4(5I)5d 6K11/2 M1 0.0040 0.0027 0.0036

8420.321 4f4(5I)5d 6I9/2 M1 0.0867 0.0858 0.0888

τ = 4.9 s 4.9 s 4.4 s

9674.844 4f4(5I)5d 6H5/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.2800 0.2900 0.2468

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0223 0.0468 0.0697

1650.199 4f4(5I)6s 4I9/2 E2 0.0096 0.0008 0.0159

8716.462 4f4(5I)5d 6G3/2 M1 0.0087 0.0482 0.0004

8796.378 4f4(5I)5d 6G5/2 M1 0.0021 0.0081 -

τ = 3.1 s 2.5 s 3.0 s

9877.173 4f4(5I)5d ?9/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0077 0.0149 0.0035

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 M1+E2 0.0614 0.0913 0.0381

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0777 0.0723 0.0795

1650.199 4f4(5I)6s 4I9/2 M1+E2 0.0013 0.0048 0.0017

2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 E2 0.0184 0.0005 0.0350

3066.750 4f4(5I)6s 4I11/2 E2 0.0017 0.0061 0.0015

6005.271 4f4(5I)5d 6K9/2 M1 0.0056 0.0139 0.0011

6931.800 4f4(5I)5d 6K11/2 M1 0.0012 0.0026 -

9198.395 4f4(5I)5d 6G7/2 M1 0.0229 0.0195 0.0262

τ = 5.0 s 4.4 s 5.3 s
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Table 1. (Cont.)

Upper level Lower level Type Aki(s
−1)

Energya Designation Energya Designation HFR(A)b HFR(B)c GRASPd

(cm−1) (cm−1)

9908.650 4f4(5I)5d ?7/2 0.000 4f4(5I)6s 6I7/2 E2 0.0584 0.0113 0.0268

513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0629 0.0021 0.0264

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0947 0.1537 0.0990

1650.199 4f4(5I)6s 4I9/2 E2 0.0066 0.0043 0.0931

7524.740 4f4(5I)5d 6I7/2 M1 0.0008 0.0037 0.0001

8420.321 4f4(5I)5d 6I9/2 M1 0.0042 0.0001 0.0037

8796.378 4f4(5I)5d 6G5/2 M1 0.0304 0.1165 0.0159

9198.395 4f4(5I)5d 6G7/2 M1 0.0030 0.0012 0.0032

τ = 3.8 s 3.6 s 3.7 s

10194.786 4f4(5I)5d 6K17/2 2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 E2 0.0099 0.0111 0.0099

3801.917 4f4(5I)6s 6I15/2 E2 0.0329 0.0333 0.0394

9042.743 4f4(5I)5d 6K15/2 M1 0.1300 0.1300 0.1309

τ = 5.7 s 5.7 s 5.5 s

10337.097 4f4(5I)5d 6I13/2 513.322 4f4(5I)6s 6I9/2 E2 0.0046 0.0047 0.0037

1470.097 4f4(5I)6s 6I11/2 E2 0.0364 0.0401 0.0426

2585.453 4f4(5I)6s 6I13/2 E2 0.0651 0.0641 0.0774

3801.917 4f4(5I)6s 6I15/2 E2 0.0067 0.0076 0.0077

7950.070 4f4(5I)5d 6K13/2 M1 0.0035 0.0022 0.0033

9357.906 4f4(5I)5d 6I11/2 M1 0.0964 0.0971 0.0977

τ = 4.6 s 4.6 s 4.3 s

a The level values are taken from Martin et al. [13]

b HFR(A): Relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations including the 4f45d and 4f46s configurations.

c HFR(B): Relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations including the 4f45d, 4f46s, 4f35d6p, 4f36s6p, 4f25d26s,4f25d6s2 and 4f25d3

configurations.

d GRASP : see the text.
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Abstract

Lifetime measurements of the metastable 3d 2D3=2 level in singly charged

calcium were performed using the newly developed violet diode laser operated

in an external cavity arrangement. The laser was employed on stored ions at

the CRYRING facility to optically pump the resonance line at 397 nm. In

combination with laser probing at 866 nm this detection scheme gave the

possibility to record the lifetime of this level, which has a radiative lifetime of

about 1 s.

1. Introduction

1.1. Violet diode lasers in spectroscopy

The spectroscopic applicability of diode lasers was largely
increased after the introduction of GaN violet and blue cw
diode lasers [1]. While offering the advantage of a low cost,
robust, turn-key light source, these lasers have the draw-
back of needing an external tunable cavity to operate in a
single longitudinal cavity mode. The output power of the
initial violet/blue lasers commercially available was about
5mW, although at present 30mW diode lasers are also
offered. First atomic physics experiments using such
tunable violet/blue diode lasers concerned the second
resonance lines of potassium at 404.5 and 404.8 nm [2].
Absorption, fluorescence and opto-galvanic spectroscopy
were demonstrated. Ultrasensitive atomic detection
employing two-tone frequency modulation spectroscopy
was demonstrated on potassium and on the lead 405.8 nm
line originating from a weakly populated metastable level
[3]. Sum-frequency generation to the 253.7 nm mercury line
was also demonstrated by mixing the light from the 404 nm
and a 688 nm diode laser in a BBO crystal [4]. In low
pressure samples the well-resolved spectral structures of
mercury isotopes could be seen. Basic properties and
spectral characteristics of violet/blue external cavity diode
lasers (ECDLs) have been investigated in [5,6]. A further
use of violet diode lasers is as excitation sources for laser-
induced fluorescence. A very compact fibre-optic fluoro-
sensor combining a violet diode laser with an integrated
spectrometer has proved to be very useful, e.g., for early
cancer detection [7].
In this paper, we report on the use of a violet ECDL for

measurements in an ion storage ring of the lifetime of a
metastable state in Caþ: The laser generates the wavelength
corresponding to an electronic transition of the ion.

1.2. Lifetime measurements on metastable states in Caþ

Recently, much interest in the atomic physics community
has been focused on the metastable 3d 2D3=2;5=2 levels in
Caþ: This is partly due to the fact that the atomic system
has a single electron outside a closed shell. Hence, selective
studies of the interaction between the valence electron and
the core could be performed, which makes it a good test
system for theory [8,9]. The simple level structure permits
laser cooling and extensive experimental studies have been
done in ion traps. Such studies have different motivations.
Besides the interest in testing theory, the Ca system is one
of the candidates for constructing a new and more accurate
frequency standard [10]. In addition, experimental work is
in progress for using metastable Caþ in an ion trap as a
quantum bit (qbit) [11].

Laser cooled ions in a trap could be used to determine
the radiative lifetime of metastable levels. Studies of
quantum jumps of one single ion [12] can be used to
measure the lifetime of the 3d 2D5=2 level. This was, so far,
most accurately done by Barton et al. [13] (0.6% error
bars) (earlier measurements are referred to in that article).
The J ¼ 3=2 level could, however, not be determined by
this method. This level can be measured less accurately
(with 5% uncertainty) by laser probing as was done at
CRYRING previously [14].

Singly charged Sr has a homologous level structure with
corresponding metastable levels; 4d 2D3=2;5=2: The lifetimes
of these levels have also been measured at CRYRING by
the laser probing technique (LPT) [15]. For the 4d 2D3=2

level also another method based on optical pumping (OP)
was utilised at CRYRING [16]. In the latter method a laser
excited essentially all ions into one specific metastable level
ð4d 2D3=2Þ and with the heavily populated level it was
possible to observe the forbidden transition directly. It was
found that this method improved the accuracy substan-
tially (by a factor of five in this case).

As mentioned, only the lifetime of the 3d 2D5=2 level has
been very accurately determined in Ca. There are experi-
mental indications that the lifetime difference between the
two fine structure levels might be significantly larger than
what theory predicts (i.e., 3%) [8]. Consequently, it is of
great interest to improve the experimental lifetime accuracy
substantially, in particular for the 3d 2D3=2 level.

Due to these facts, our aim was to try to improve the
measurements at CRYRING by applying OP to the two
metastable levels in Caþ: This should be possible by the use
of newly developed violet diode lasers that can pump the
resonance lines in singly charged Ca.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Ion storage ring

Techniques for lifetime measurements of metastable levels
have been developed at the ion storage ring CRYRING
[17] at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in Stockholm. This
ring consists of 12 straight sections and 12 bending
magnets. The circumference is 51.6m and the base pressure
is below 10�11 mbar. The ring contains a number of
components as a high-frequency acceleration stage and
an electron cooler and it is equipped with an ion source for
highly-charged ions (an electron beam ion source, EBIS) as
well as a conventional source for production of singly
charged ions. In the present experiment, singly charged
ions were produced in a conventional discharge source by
electron impact. It has been found that a fraction of the
ions leave the source in metastable levels. However, this
fraction is usually very small. The ions are accelerated from
a high-voltage platform (usually at 40 kV). They are
subsequently separated in a 908 bending magnet and only
ions of one specific isotope are injected into the ring.

2.2. Laser probing technique

The LPT developed at CRYRING has been described in
detail previously; see for example Ref. [18]. Here the
population of a metastable level is investigated by inducing
a laser transition from the metastable level up to a more
highly excited level. This level will promptly decay since it
has allowed decay modes. The fluorescence from this decay
will give a measure of the population of the metastable
level. If this is done in a collinear geometry the resolution
will be high due to the kinematic compression effect [19]
(i.e., the velocity distribution being narrowed by the
acceleration). The laser light and the ion beam are merged
over a distance of about 4m and the laser light leaves the
ring through a specially designed tandem Brewster window
(for minimum back reflection) [20]. The interaction length
should, however, be restricted to a shorter distance to
achieve efficient fluorescence collection. This has been done
by introducing a Doppler tuning device (DTD) that locally
changes the ion beam velocity to yield a different Doppler
shift of the laser light [20]. The DTD consists of a number
of tubes that could be put at high voltage. The ion beam
will pass axially through the tube and be accelerated or
retarded depending on the voltage applied. For a few
centimetres in the middle of the DTD the beam will have a
fixed velocity different from its velocity in the rest of the
section. The laser frequency is tuned into resonance for the
ion velocity in the DTD and the fluorescence will be
localized to a short distance inside the device. Using a lens
system, the fluorescence is focussed on a photo multiplier
tube (PMT) counting photons. A coloured glass filter in
front of the PMT suppresses scattered laser light.
Since the laser probing gives information about the

population of the metastable level, the lifetime of the level
can be determined by probing the population at different
times. With time zero defined as the time when the ions are
injected into the ring, probing can be applied at a later
occasion. This is done by controlling a mechanical shutter
that opens to transmit laser light into the ring at a specific
delay time. This delay time can be systematically varied in
order to record the lifetime of the metastable level. It

should be noted that the probing technique is destructive
since it implies quenching of the level. Consequently, only
one time point can be obtained for each ion injection. The
systematic variation of the delay time is controlled by a
computer that is triggered by the control system of the ring
in order to induce the timing correctly.

At a beam energy of 40 keV, which is usually used, ions
will primarily be lost by neutralisation in collisions with
atoms and molecules in the rest gas. Due to the procedure
of sequential probing, for each ion injection into the ring it
is important to monitor the number of ions, particularly
the number of ions in the metastable level. The technique is
based on the assumption that the beam intensity is constant
for every injection. Methods have been developed to
continuously monitor these quantities and to permit
correction if variations would occur. In the experiments
performed by LPT so far, the corrections have been
negligible or small.

A tunable ring Ti : Sapphire laser (Coherent 899-29)
pumped with an Ar ion laser (Innova 400-25) was used for
probing the population of the metastable level in Caþ:

2.3. Optical pumping

As mentioned above, in the previous experiments using
LPT [14], the small fraction of ions excited to the
metastable levels in the ion source was probed to determine
the lifetimes. For Ca we have estimated this metastable
fraction to be at most 1%. In that case infrared laser light
(866, 854 nm) was applied and fluorescence in the violet
wavelength region (397, 393 nm) was detected; see Fig. 1.

In OP the idea is to apply the laser light in the violet in
order to transfer ground state ions to the metastable levels.
In Srþ we were previously able to transfer most of the
stored ions to one of the metastable levels [16]. With such a
large population in the metastable level it was possible to
detect the forbidden transition directly and to measure the
lifetime of the metastable level by the use of a multichannel
scaler (MCS). It turns out that systematic errors can be
reduced thereby [16,18]. In particular, the contribution
from collisional excitation—repopulation [18] is signifi-
cantly smaller.

Fig. 1. Schematic level diagram for Caþ showing levels and transitions of

interest for this work. Wavelengths are given in nm (in the rest frame).

Dashed lines indicate forbidden transitions.
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In the present experiment we wanted to extend the use of
the violet diode laser by employing it for lifetime
measurements at CRYRING. The laser should generate
the wavelength corresponding to either of the two
transitions at 397 or 393 nm (corrected for the Doppler
shift). The longer wavelength should be used to populate
the 3d 2D3=2 (similarly as was done for SrþÞ: The shorter
wavelength will populate 3d 2D5=2: As can be seen in Fig. 1,
there is, however, also a weak decay branch from the upper
3p 2P3=2 to the 3d 2D3=2 level. To make the experiment
clean an infrared repumper at 850 nm is needed to empty
this state.

2.4. Diode laser setup

A violet diode laser acquired from Nichia Corporation
(type NLHV500E) was used as the light source for OP. It
has a nominal operating wavelength of 397 nm at room
temperature and a maximum cw output power of 5mW.
The diode laser was mounted in a thermo-electrically
cooled holder (Thorlabs TCLDM9) and operated with a
low-noise laser diode driver (Melles Griot 06DLD103). The
diode laser was operated just a few mA above the threshold
current, of 36mA, in order to avoid fast degradation of the
laser chip. Coarse wavelength tuning of the laser was
accomplished by changing the temperature of the laser
capsule.
The free-running laser output is composed of multiple

longitudinal modes, separated by approximately 0.05 nm.
These can be seen in Fig. 2, which shows a spectrum of a
similar blue diode laser measured with a high-resolution
spectrometer. An external feedback cavity employing a

diffraction grating in the Littrow configuration was used to
ensure single-mode operation. This improved the spectral
performance insuring efficient absorption of resonant
radiation by the Caþ ions, since in the case of multimode
behaviour only one oscillating mode at the time can
interact with the ions and contribute to the optical
pumping process. The external cavity was built using a
Thorlabs system based on the diode laser holder, a piezo-
electric mirror mount (KC1-PZ), a piezo-electric driver
(MDT-690) and a 2400 l/mm grating (Edmund Scientific
43224). A moulded glass aspheric lens designed for a
780 nm wavelength (Geltech C230TM-A) was used to
collimate the divergent output beam from the diode laser.

The experimental arrangements employed in the present
experiments are shown in Fig. 3. The laser had the same
direction as the stored ions, and both beams were
overlapping over a distance of about 4m inside the ring.
While most of the diode laser light was transmitted through
a window into the ion storage ring to excite the Caþ ions, a
small part of the laser beam was deflected by a neutral
density filter and sent to a wavemeter (Burleigh WA-4500)
for continuous wavelength control. As part of the
wavelength calibration process, absorption spectroscopy
was employed in the wavelength range of interest using
another Nichia blue diode laser tuned to the
4s 2S1=2 � 5p 2P3=2 transition in potassium at 404.8 nm.
The cross section of the beam emerging from the external
cavity was relatively large and had a non-Gaussian
intensity distribution. This caused inefficient coupling
into the 2-mm diameter input aperture of the wavemeter,
as well as cumbersome adjustment of the wavemeter’s
internal etalons. The beam was therefore compressed with
a two-lens telescope to a diameter of 1mm that also
homogenised the intensity profile. Light feedback from
optical surfaces, that could cause an unstable laser
frequency, was avoided by intentional misalignment of
the telescope lenses. The cross section of the laser beam
sent out from the external cavity was about 2� 5mm; but
due to diffraction and aberrations in the collimating lens, it
diverged to a size of 17� 13mm at a distance of 10m,
corresponding to the path length inside the ion storage
ring.

The external cavity setup allowed for convenient
continuous tuning of the laser output by changing the
grating angle and the distance between the grating and the
diode by means of the high accuracy piezo translators. The
mode-hope-free continuous tuning range was 9GHz,

Fig. 2. Blue diode laser output spectra when operated with (a) and

without (b) an external cavity.

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup, indicating the

violet diode laser source, the wavelength calibration equipment, the ion

storage ring, and the detection part. The infrared laser used for the

probing is not included. This laser beam is also merged collinearly with the

ion beam.
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corresponding to the free spectral range of the external
cavity. This can be compared with the coarse, discontin-
uous tuning range of approximately 3 nm. The laser
bandwidth was also narrowed down in the external cavity
setup to an estimated value of approximately 5MHz. The
alignment of the external cavity was optimised by repetitive
adjustments of the beam collimation, as well as the vertical
and the horizontal angles of the grating, until the threshold
current was reduced as much as possible and the
continuous tuning range was maximised. Finally, the
external-cavity-coupled laser was operated in a single
longitudinal mode, and emitted an output power of
about 1mW.

3. Measurements and results

The wavelength of the violet diode laser was fine-tuned by
changing the grating angle to the correct resonance line of
the Caþ ions, with due consideration to the Doppler-shift
induced by the coasting ions in the storage ring. To
increase the frequency stability of the laser output, careful
adjustment of the temperature and operating current was
performed. Readjustments of the operating parameters
were required during the measurements, but typical values
of the operating current and the temperature were 39.5mA
and 25 8C, respectively.
The single mode operation of the laser was verified by

using the interference fringes generated by the two internal
etalons of the wavemeter. The wavelength stability of the
diode laser during the measurements was also ensured by
judicious mechanical and thermal isolation of the setup.
The external cavity was encapsulated inside a metal cover,
shielding it from external magnetic fields and air turbu-
lence. These measures limited the drift to less than 1GHz
per hour, a drift that could be controlled by adjusting the
piezo translators of the external cavity.
In order to tune the laser frequency of the violet diode

laser into resonance with an atomic transition it was
necessary to obtain a response signal that indicates that
excitation was achieved. For lifetime measurements at
CRYRING the resonance is usually observed by laser-
induced fluorescence from another decay channel at a
wavelength different from that of the laser. The laser
frequency is scanned by specially tailored electronics that
synchronize the scanning with the ring cycles, and
fluorescence from the ion beam is detected by a photo-
multiplier.
The problem in the present situation was that the

infrared fluorescence (Fig. 1) was weak. The strongest
decay channel of the upper state was back to the ground
state. In the previous Srþ experiment it was possible to
detect fluorescence at the same wavelength as was applied
by the exciting laser. In the present experiment this was,
however, not possible. A weak halo originating from
diffuse light inside the diode laser capsule, as well as light
scattered by the input and output Brewster windows of the
ion storage ring, caused a background of stray laser light
that blocked the possibility to detect the fluorescence
simultaneously.
To solve this fundamental issue, another method was

developed based on laser probing, which could be applied
when the violet diode laser was blocked by the shutter. The

basic idea is to use laser probing to obtain a response signal
instead of detecting prompt fluorescence. This was done in
the following way: First infrared laser light tuned to the
866 nm transition quenched the initial population of the
3d 2D3=2 level (from the ion source). This was done to more
easily detect the OP induced by the violet diode laser. The
next step was to apply the violet laser in order to excite the
specific level. As a third step the infrared laser was turned
on again in order to detect if excitation was achieved. By
this method high sensitivity was obtained. A typical data
set is shown in Fig. 4.

Tuning the violet laser into resonance could then be done
by recording the fluorescence intensity of the second peak
as a function of laser frequency of the violet laser. In laser
probing experiments the laser frequency is tuned to fulfil
the resonance criterion only in the central electrode of the
DTD (see Fig. 5) [18,20]. Thereby, the resonance is only
achieved over a distance of a few cm and the laser-induced
fluorescence will be restricted to a region in front of the PM
tube. For OP by the violet diode laser it is, however,
important to have longer interaction lengths to get high
efficiency. Consequently it was essential to find the laser
wavelength that gives resonant excitation in the whole
interaction section (with a length of about 4m) and not
only in the DTD. As mentioned above the ions are
accelerated to 40 keV before injection into the ion storage
ring, where the ions are stored. The middle electrode of the
DTD is held at a potential of �2 kV; which causes the ions
to accelerate to a total energy of 42 keV at which the ions
travel about 100 nanoseconds (about 5 cm) before they are
retarded as they leave the middle electrode. Since the laser
light is directed collinearly and along with the ion beam,
the ion will experience a Doppler shift to the red. The red
shift will be larger the higher the velocity. At the present
wavelength (397 nm) the Doppler shift is 0.58 nm for
40 keV and for 42 keV the shift will increase by 15 pm. For
a fixed laser wavelength, the ions will experience a laser
scan of 15 pm as they travel through the common ring
section. Since the laser light is red shifted by the Doppler
effect it is necessary to blue tune the laser light relative the
resonance wavelength for ions at rest.

Fig. 4. Experimental multiscaler curve showing the detected fluorescence.

The initial population of the metastable level was pumped out by a 200ms

infrared laser pulse. Ground-state ions were then pumped to the

metastable level by a 750ms pulse of violet laser light. Finally, a second

infrared pulse (100ms) was applied to detect successful excitation.
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In Fig. 6, the experimental results of the laser wavelength
tuning procedure are given. The figure shows the laser
wavelength of the violet diode laser on the abscissa and the
response signal obtained by laser probing on the ordinate.
As can be seen from the figure, OP to the metastable level
starts at the wavelength 396.363 nm. This reflects excitation
of the fastest ions in the middle of the DTD. As the laser
wavelength is tuned redder, ions in the field gap (at energies
between 40 and 42 keV) are excited. Finally, the wavelength
reaches a value where the ions at 40 keV are excited. This is
seen as a sharp strong peak corresponding to an efficient
pumping process due to the long interaction length. It can
easily be confirmed that the total structure corresponds to a
Doppler shift difference between 40 to 42 keV ions. The
strong peak was scanned separately in order to optimise the
wavelength setting and the resonance wavelength was
found to be 396.3777 nm for 40 keV ions.
The original idea was that the violet laser should be used

to heavily populate the specific metastable level. From such
a high population it was expected that direct observation of
the forbidden decay should be possible and that the lifetime
could be measured with a multichannel scaler (MCS). This
was done in Srþ previously [16]. It was found, however,
that the signal-to-background ratio was not sufficient to
obtain a high-quality signal, partly due to the lower
transition rate in Caþ (a factor of 2.5 lower than for Sr).
Instead it was possible to combine OP and laser probing

for lifetime measurements. The main idea is then to
populate the specific level when the beam is stored. Thus
it is possible to measure the lifetime later in the cycle when
the initial non-exponential beam loss has faded away [18].
In our laser probing measurements the initial instrumental
loss processes in the ring cycle limits the accuracy of the
experiment [14] to 5%. With the new method this could be
avoided.

The Doppler-broadened Caþ ion line has a linewidth of
around 500MHz reflecting the velocity spread of the beam
(and field penetration into the centre electrode). It means
that the spectrally narrow diode laser light would only
interact with part of the ions in the storage ring, burning a
hole in their velocity distribution. This was prevented by
scrambling the frequency of the diode laser light over
approximately 600MHz, by applying a current ramp of
8Hz on one of the piezo-electric translators controlling the
tilt of the external cavity grating.

Although the time allocated for this experiment by the
Manne Siegbahn Laboratory (a Swedish national facility)
was limited, we could, after combining optical pumping and
laser probing, convincingly demonstrate the potential of the
new method. One example is given in Fig. 7. The upper
curve shows the decay of the metastable 3d 2D3=2 level. The
decay of the level was studied during 10 s. The early part of
the curve shows the decay of the ions that leaved the ion
source in the metastable level. After 5 s the violet laser is
turned on, which is seen as an increased intensity due to
scattered laser light. During this time ground state ions are
optically pumped to the metastable level and the population
increases by a factor of 20 in this level. By laser probing, the
decay of this new fraction is recorded. It should be noted
that although the intensity of the second curve is not higher
on an absolute curve, but since the number of ions in the
ring is reduced after 5 s, the relative fraction of ions in the
metastable level is at least twice as high as what is obtained
directly from the ion source. This can be deduced by
comparing the probe curve with the curve just below which
shows the number of ions stored in the ring. During the
present experiment only the 3d 2D3=2 level was investigated.
In the previous experiment based on laser probing only [14],
the lifetime was determined to be 1:17� 0:05: With the
limited amount of data obtained so far the accuracy could
not yet be further improved.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We have demonstrated the possibility to use a newly
developed violet/blue diode laser for lifetime measurements

Fig. 5. Schematic figure of the beamline section containing the Doppler

Tuning Device (DTD) used for localising the excitation in laser probing.

The centre cylinder is put on �2 kV and the dashed curve shows

schematically the kinetic energy. The potential difference will cause

acceleration and the corresponding Doppler shifted laser wavelength will

vary at different positions along the beam axis inside the DTD.

Fig. 6. Experimental investigation, according to the scheme in Fig. 4, of

optical pumping efficiency as function of the wavelength of the violet

diode laser. The shortest wavelength corresponds to excitation in the

middle of the DTD (highest ion velocity). Here pumping is weak due to

short effective overlap between the beams. The signal becomes strong

when the laser wavelength reaches the value corresponding to resonance at

injection energy (40 keV), for which the overlap distance is 4m.
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at CRYRING. A new variation of lifetime measurements
has been implemented, which combines OP with laser
probing.
The main advantage with the new method is that if the

metastable levels can be populated at a later time in the
ring cycle, the transient beam loss phenomena have died

out [14,18]. This is clearly seen in Fig. 7, where the second
decay curve (from 6 s and on) is straighter in the
logarithmic scale. Obviously correction for instrumental
beam loss will be of minor importance here.

Another advantage with OP is that the influence of
repopulation [18] on the decay curve will be limited.

It seems likely that the accuracy could be pushed down
to the 1% level, which would make it possible to give an
answer to the question whether the lifetime difference
between the 3d 2D3=2 and the 3d 2D5=2 level is larger than
theory presently predicts.
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We report on the first experimental study of the lifetime of a bound excited state of a negative ion. A
new experimental technique was developed and used to measure the radiative lifetime of the 5p5 2P1=2
level of Te�. The experiment was performed in a magnetic storage ring, where a laser beam was applied
along one of the straight sections. In the experiment the population of the excited J � 1=2 level was
probed each time the Te� ions passed through the laser field. A decay curve was built up by sampling
the population of the excited level of the Te� ions as a function of time after injection into the ring. A
multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock calculation was performed in conjunction with the experiment.
The calculation yielded a radiative lifetime of 0.45 s, in excellent agreement with the measured value of
0.42(5) s.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.253002 PACS numbers: 32.70.Cs, 31.10.+z, 32.80.Gc

There is a strong fundamental interest in negative ions
since electron correlation plays an important role in
determining their structure and dynamics. Correlation
effects are generally more enhanced in negative ions
than in atoms or positive ions as a consequence of the
more efficient screening of the nucleus by the core elec-
trons. The structure of a negative ion differs intrinsically
from that of atoms or positive ions due to the short-range
nature of the force that binds the outermost electron. The
potential well associated with the induced dipole force is
sufficiently shallow that it can typically support no more
than a single bound state of a given electronic configura-
tion. However, the possibility of the existence of bound
excited states of negative ions was discussed more than
three decades ago by Massey [1]. To date, with one pos-
sible exception [2], only excited states with the same
electronic configuration as the ground state have been
observed. Consequently, traditional spectroscopic studies
involving transitions between bound states are not pos-
sible in the case of negative ions. The metastability of
bound states of negative ions accounts for the lack of
emission spectra.

The standard method to gain high precision infor-
mation on negative ions involves the use of the photo-
detachment process. In photodetachment, transitions are
induced between a bound state and the continuum. The
energies of several bound excited states of negative ions
have been determined by studying the threshold of the
photodetachment cross section [3]. The small binding
energies of the bound excited states of negative ions
generally necessitate the use of a source of tunable

infrared radiation to study threshold behavior. Haugen
and co-workers have recently generated such radiation
by Raman shifting the output from a tunable dye laser
and have used it to measure the binding energies of
excited states and fine structure splittings in the ground
states of several negative ions [4]. It would, however, be of
interest to study transitions between bound excited states
directly. The simplest example of a metastable bound
state is that of a level within a fine structure multiplet.
Such a transition would predominantly occur via the
emission of M1 radiation, with E2 radiation being
negligible.

The measurement of a long radiative lifetime poses a
challenge to the experimentalist. The most successful
method to date involves the use of an ion storage ring.
Mannervik and his co-workers [5], for example, have
developed a laser probing technique in order to measure
the radiative lifetimes of metastable states of atomic
positive ions. Radiation from a laser is directed along
one straight arm of the storage ring. The ions periodically
traverse the photon field as they circulate in the ring. In
such experiments, the laser is used to excite the ions from
a metastable state to a short-lived, more highly excited
state. The prompt fluorescence emitted in the decay of the
latter state is used as a monitor of the time dependence of
the population of the metastable state. A decay curve for
the metastable state is accumulated by measuring the
prompt fluorescence as a function of time after the ions
are injected into the ring. This method has been used to
measure lifetimes of metastable positive ions ranging
from 15 ms [6] to 28 s [7].
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Negative ions, however, differ from positive ions in that
they are more readily neutralized in collisions with par-
ticles of the residual gas in the ring. In fact, the collisional
detachment rate frequently determines how long negative
ions can be stored in a ring. In some ions, a metastable
state is not bound but rather it is embedded in a detach-
ment continuum. In this case, the preferred mode of decay
is autodetachment, which results in the production of
neutral particles. The lifetime of the metastable state
can be determined by counting the number of neutral
particles detected as a function of time after the ions
are injected into the ring. This technique has been ap-
plied, for example, to the study of the lifetimes of the
metastable atomic negative ions Be� [8] and He� [9]. In
the latter case, Pedersen et al. measured the autodetach-
ing lifetimes of the three metastable 1s2s2p 4Pj levels in
the He� ion. In other ions, radiative E1 transitions have
been observed between doubly excited states in the con-
tinuum that are metastable against autodetachment. Such
transitions have been reported in Li� [10,11], Be�
[12,13], and Ca� [14].

Thus far, however, there have been no reported mea-
surements of the forbidden radiative decay of bound
excited states of negative ions. The present paper de-
scribes a new method that has been developed to measure
the radiative lifetimes of such states for the first time. We
have applied the technique to the Te� ion, which has a
ground state configuration of 5p5 2P3=2. This state is
bound by 1.970 876(7) eV relative to the ground state of
the parent Te atom [15]. The excited J � 1=2 level of the
same 2P term lies 0.620 586 eV [16] above the J � 3=2
level. The only radiative decay channel for the J � 1=2
level is to the J � 3=2 level, which takes place primarily
via M1 transitions. An energy level diagram is shown in
Fig. 1. In this paper an experimental determination of the
radiative lifetime of the J � 1=2 state is presented. The
experimental value is then compared with a theoretical

prediction using a multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-
Fock (MCDHF) calculation.

The experiment was performed at the heavy ion mag-
netic storage ring CRYRING at The Manne Siegbahn
Laboratory in Stockholm [17]. Negative ions of Te were
produced in a cesium sputter ion source. The cathode
material was ZnTe. After acceleration to an energy of
30 keV, the ions were injected into the ring, which has a
circumference of 52 m. A laser beam was directed along
one arm of the storage ring so that it merged collinearly
with the ion beam, as shown in Fig. 2. A neutral particle
detector [18] was placed in the tangential arm of the ring
just after the laser-ion interaction section. This detector
was used to monitor the number of neutral atoms pro-
duced in interactions with both the laser (the signal) and
the residual gas particles in the ring (the background).
The fast neutral atoms impinged on the glass plate which
was coated with a thin layer of In2O3:Sn. Secondary
electrons emitted from the coating were detected with a
channel electron multiplier (CEM). The coating served
to prevent the glass plate from becoming electrically
charged.

The Te� ions were produced in the ion source in both
the J � 3=2 and 1=2 levels. The photon energy was
chosen to selectively detach ions in the upper J � 1=2
level, while leaving those in the lower J � 3=2 level
unaffected. This technique allowed us to probe the
time-varying population of the J � 1=2 level by detect-
ing the neutralized Te atoms as a function of the time
after injection of the ions into the ring. This selective
detachment scheme required that the Doppler-shifted
photon energy has to be less than the 1.97 eV required
for detachment of the J � 3=2 state. The laser radiation
was produced using a dye laser that was pumped by an
argon ion laser. The laser power in the interaction region
was approximately 200 mW, and the cross section of the
laser beam was typically 1 cm2.

The experiment was straightforward. For each ring
injection, the laser beam was turned on at different times
after injection (t � 0) to track the evolution of the popu-
lation of the J � 1=2 level. A generic timing diagram is
shown in Fig. 3. The signal in this experiment was the
number of neutral Te atoms reaching the detector when
the laser was on for a fixed time period. In order to obtain
data of high statistical quality at each pressure, the signal

5p5 2P3/2

5p5 2P1/2

5p4 3P2
0 eV

-1.34 eV

-1.97 eV

FIG. 1. An energy level diagram of Te� showing the
fine structure levels associated with the 5p5 2P state. The
vertical arrows indicate the laser-induced transitions used in
the experiment.

CEM

ω
Coated glass

Ions
e-

FIG. 2. A schematic of the interaction and detection regions.
Fast moving neutralized atoms, denoted by the dashed line,
impinge on the coated glass plate. The secondary electrons that
are subsequently emitted are detected with the CEM.
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was accumulated for about 1 h and involved many ring
cycles. As a result it was necessary to normalize the
signal with respect to the number of excited ions injected
into the ring in each cycle. This was achieved by applying
a short (10 ms) duration laser pulse in the beginning of
each cycle. The increase in the signal during this pulse is
proportional to the initial population in the upper fine
structure level. The pulse was made sufficiently short to
ensure that the population of the upper level was not
depleted appreciably during the time the probe pulse
was applied.

Figure 4 shows a decay curve obtained by sampling the
population of the J � 1=2 level at different delay times
following the injection of the ions into the ring. In order
to obtain the curve shown in Fig. 4 the data were col-
lected during 1500 ring cycles. The points are the number
of detected neutrals, corrected for the collisional detach-
ment contribution, which correspond to the dark grey
areas in Fig. 3. They therefore represent the number of
the photodetached ions, which, in turn, is proportional to
the population of the excited J � 1=2 level at a given time
after injection. The solid line shown in Fig. 4 is a fit of the
data which represents the decay of the excited J � 1=2
state, with a lifetime of about half a second. The back-
ground is due to a process in which the J � 1=2 level is
populated via collisions that redistribute the populations

of the J � 3=2 and J � 1=2 levels. As the ion beam
circulates around the ring, Te� ions in both the J � 1=2
and 3=2 levels are neutralized in collisions with particles
of the residual gas in the ring. In addition to causing
detachment, the collisions are also able to redistribute
the populations between the lower and the upper levels.
This repopulation of the J � 1=2 level gives rise to the
relatively flat contribution seen at large times after in-
jection. The decay constant of this contribution is the
same as that arising from collisional detachment of the
beam ions, which is of the order of 1 min. We therefore
approximate the function used in the fit to a single ex-
ponential plus a constant. The rate for both collisional
detachment and repopulation of the J � 1=2 level is
proportional to the background gas pressure in the ring.

In order to investigate how the collisional effects
change the lifetime of the J � 1=2 level, we measured
decay curves at several different pressures and extrapo-
lated the best linear fit to the data points to the
zero-pressure limit. The measured rate for collisional
destruction of the ion at each pressure was used to estab-
lish a relative pressure scale. At the zero-pressure limit,
the decay is entirely due to the radiative process and the
lifetime of the J � 1=2 level can be extracted from the
data. The base pressure in the ring was below 10�11 mbar.
The extracted lifetime of the J � 1=2 level of the 2P state
of Te� changed by only a few percent when the pressure
was increased by a factor of 4. The value of the radiative
lifetime of the 5p5 2P1=2 level in Te� was determined to
be 0.42(5) s. The uncertainty in the result is primarily
associated with the linear fit to the pressure-dependent
lifetime data.

The Te� ion is relatively heavy and so calculations
were performed using the MCDHF formalism. In
this approach, the wave functions are expanded in
jj-coupled configuration states and orbital optimization
is performed using energy expressions from the Dirac-
Coulomb Hamiltonian [19]. The finite size of the nucleus
was modeled in the form of an extended Fermi distribu-
tion. The core orbitals (1s–4d, in nonrelativistic terminol-
ogy) were determined from a multiconfiguration
calculation that took into account some of the near de-
generacy effects by including 5s2 ! 5d2 and 5p2 ! 5d2

excitations. The same orbitals were used for both the J �
1=2 and J � 3=2 levels. The correlation model was one in
which the outer electrons were assumed to have a 5s25p5

configuration. Both outer shell correlation from single
and double excitations (SD) and core-polarization corre-
lation from 4d10 were included. Since the principal quan-
tum number has no specific meaning for correlation
orbitals, it was convenient to omit the 4f orbital. Then
an n � 5 calculation determined the 5s–5g orbitals by
optimizing simultaneously on J � 1=2 and J � 3=2
states and keeping the core orbitals fixed. The generalized
occupation number for the 5g orbital was about 0.002.
Consequently, no other g orbitals were included. The
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FIG. 4. The figure shows the number of photodetached Te�
ions that were detected as a function of the time after injection
into the ring. This curve was recorded at the base pressure. The
points are the experimental data, where the error bars represent
the statistical uncertainty. The solid line is a curve fit, as
described in the text.
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FIG. 3. A timing diagram of the experiment. The light grey
area represents the collisional detachment contribution. The
dark grey areas show the contribution due to the photodetach-
ment of the excited state for three separate ring cycles.
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n � 6 calculation determined the 6s–6f orbitals in a
similar fashion. Finally, the 7s–7f orbitals were intro-
duced, but these were optimized separately for J � 1=2
and J � 3=2. Once the orbitals were optimized, the fre-
quency-dependent Breit and QED corrections were in-
cluded using a configuration interaction calculation for
the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit Hamiltonian. Finally, some tri-
ple and quadruple excitations (TQ) were added to the
expansion, obtained as SD excitations from the 5s5p55d
and 5s25p35d2 configurations. These appeared to have a
negligible effect on the decay rates. In Table I, the ex-
cellent stability of the results from the last three calcu-
lations is shown. The final value of the radiative lifetime
of the 2P1=2 level was determined to be 0.45 s, in excellent
agreement with the experimental value of 0:42� 0:05 s.

To conclude, we have performed the first experimental
investigation of a radiative lifetime of a bound metastable
state in a negative ion. Our study of the radiative lifetime
of the 5p5 2P1=2 level in Te� was found to be in excellent
agreement with a theoretical value obtained using an
ab initio MCDHF calculation. It is clear that the method
has the potential for application to many other negative
ions, as long as the lifetime of the excited state is of the
order of 1 min or shorter. This upper limit is set by the
storage time for negative ions in the ring, which is deter-
mined by the background pressure in the vacuum cham-
ber. It is our intention to continue the investigation of
forbidden radiative transitions in negative ions of other
elements. Preliminary calculations have indicated a trend
towards increasing lifetimes as one moves to the lighter

np5 negative ions (Se�, S�, and O�). We plan to perform
a systematic study of this group of elements.
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TABLE I. Calculated transition energies, �E, transition
rates, A, and radiative lifetimes. l and v in column two denote
the length and velocity forms, respectively.

�E A�E2� A�M1� Lifetime
N (cm�1) (s�1) (s�1) (s)

6 4957.9 0.009 99 (l) 2.1805 0.4565
(SD) 0.011 55 (v)

7 4966.2 0.010 35 (l) 2.1973 0.4537
(SD) 0.010 99 (v)

7 4966.8 0.010 24 (l) 2.1926 0.4540
(SDTQ) 0.010 89 (v)
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We present a technique for measuring the radiative lifetimes of metastable states of negative ions that
involves the use of a heavy-ion storage ring. The method has been applied to investigate the radiative decay of
the np3 2P1/2 levels of Te−�n=5� and Se−�n=4� and the 3p3 2D state of Si− for which the J=3/2 and 5/2 levels
were unresolved. All of these states are metastable and decay primarily by emission of E2 and M1 radiation.
Multi Configuration Dirac-Hartree-Fock calculations of rates for the transitions in Te− and Se− yielded life-
times of 0.45 s and 4.7 s, respectively. The measured values agree well with these predicted values. In the case
of the 2D state of Si−, however, our measurement was only able to set a lower limit on the lifetime. The upper
limit of the lifetime that can be measured with our apparatus is set by how long the ions can be stored in the
ring, a limit determined by the rate of collisional detachment. Our lower limit of 1 min for the lifetime of the
2D state is consistent with both the calculated lifetimes of 162 s for the 2D3/2 level and 27.3 h for the 2D5/2
level reported by O’Malley and Beck and 14.5 h and 12.5 h, respectively, from our Breit-Pauli calculations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.73.032705 PACS number�s�: 32.80.Gc, 32.70.Cs

I. INTRODUCTION

In general, a measurement of the radiative lifetime of an
excited state involves studying the evolution of the popula-
tion of the state. The lifetime can be extracted from the re-
sulting exponential decay curve. In the case of ions, one
common method is to extract the ions from a source and
focus and accelerate them to form a monoenergetic and uni-
directional beam. In the beam-foil method �1,2�, for ex-
ample, the ions of the beam are nonselectively excited at a
well-defined time by passing them through a thin foil. Since
the ions move at a constant velocity, their temporal decay is
converted into a spatial decay behind the foil. If the excited
state decays via electric-dipole �E1� emission, it has a life-
time that is typically a few nanoseconds. In this case the rate
of decay is sufficient to allow one to passively monitor the
population change by studying the spatial decrease in inten-
sity of the emitted radiation over a relatively short distance.
The beam-foil method has essentially been replaced by the
beam-laser method �3,4� in which the ions are selectively
excited by a laser beam instead of a foil.

For metastable states, which decay by the emission of
higher-order radiation such as E2 or M1, these methods,
however, become impractical. The decay of such long-lived
states is difficult to track using a linear accelerator and a
time-of-flight method since the lifetimes usually translate to
many hundreds of kilometers and the light emission intensity
from the decay will be vanishingly small. For metastable
states with lifetimes in the microsecond range or longer, trap-

ping of ions in either ion traps or storage rings �5� presents a
more convenient way of tracking the change in population of
such states. In an ion storage ring, which is essentially a
circular accelerator, one could, in principle, monitor the
population of a metastable state of an ion for infinitely long
times after injection into the ring since the ions would circu-
late forever. In practice, however, collisions with the residual
gas in the ring neutralize the ions and limit the time that they
can be stored. Nevertheless, storage times can be sufficiently
long to track the decay of metastable states of both positive
and negative ions.

A convenient way of investigating the decay of a meta-
stable state of an ion in a ring is to actively sample the
population as a function of time after injection. Most often, a
probe laser is used to selectively excite ions from the meta-
stable state in order to determine the instantaneous popula-
tion of the state at the time the probe laser is applied. This
probing is repeated at different times after excitation to map
out the exponential decay curve. Mannervik �6� developed a
laser-probing method to measure the radiative lifetimes of
metastable states of positive ions. A magnetic storage ring
was used to create a circulating beam of positive ions. Ra-
diation from a laser was directed along one straight section
of the ring where the ion velocity is locally changed in order
to Doppler tune the ions into resonance in front of a photo
detector. The laser is used to excite ions from the metastable
state to a short-lived, more highly excited state. The prompt
fluorescence emitted in the decay of the latter state is used to
monitor the time dependence of the population of the meta-
stable state. A decay curve for the metastable state is accu-
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mulated by measuring this prompt fluorescence as a function
of time after the ions are injected into the ring. The probe
pulse is achieved by the use of a mechanical shutter synchro-
nized with the timing of the storage ring. The shutter is se-
quentially opened to let the laser light into the ring at differ-
ent delay times from the ion injection. The method has been
successfully used to measure lifetimes of metastable positive
ions ranging from 3 ms to 28 s �7–9�.

Negative ions differ intrinsically from atoms and positive
ions since electron correlation plays a more enhanced role in
determining their structure and dynamics. As a result of the
short-range nature of the force binding the outermost elec-
tron, a negative ion has a structure consisting of, typically,
only one bound state. The possibility of excited bound states
of negative ions, however, was discussed more than three
decades ago by Massey �10�. To date, with one exception
�11�, only excited states with the same electronic configura-
tion, and therefore parity, as the ground state have been ob-
served. Consequently, traditional spectroscopic techniques
involving allowed transitions between bound states are not
possible in the case of negative ions. The metastability of
bound excited states of negative ions accounts for the lack of
emission spectra.

Even though there are few bound states in negative ions,
there are many excited quasibound states that are embedded
in the detachment continuum �12,13�. In general, such states,
which are associated with multiple excitation or core excita-
tion, decay rapidly by the process of autodetachment induced
by the Coulomb interaction between the electrons. However,
in a few cases, a state in the detachment continuum of a
negative ion can be metastable. Then the preferred mode of
decay is autodetachment via a forbidden process that is in-
duced by the weaker magnetic interactions. Decay by auto-
detachment produces neutral particles. The lifetime of the
metastable state can then be determined by simply counting
the number of neutral particles detected as a function of time
after the ions are injected into a storage ring. This technique
has been applied, for example, to study the lifetimes of meta-
stable states of the He− �14� and Be− �15� ions. In other ions,
radiative E1 transitions have been observed to occur between
doubly excited states in the continuum that are metastable
against autodetachment �16–20�.

Theoretical studies of metastable states of heavy negative
ions involve relativistic as well as correlation effects. In the
case of a negative ion, there are at least two different types of
bound excited states that are metastable against radiative de-
cay. For some ions, the lowest-energy electronic configura-
tion can couple to produce more than one bound state. Each
of these states is characterized by a different term value. For
example, ions with np3 configurations couple to excited 2D
and 2P terms, in addition to the ground-state 4S term. The
excited states 2D and 2P states radiatively decay to the 4S
ground state of the same parity primarily via E2 and M1
transitions. This is the situation for Si−, which is one of the
ions investigated in this work. More generally, the higher-
lying levels of the fine-structure multiplet of the ground state
are metastable since they can only decay radiatively to
lower-lying levels of the same multiplet. This case is repre-
sented in the present work by Te− and Se− ions with a np5

configuration. Again, this involves E2 and M1 transitions

since both levels have the same parity. There is, however, an
important difference in the decay of ions with configurations
of np3 and np5. In the latter case, the transition between the
2P1/2 and 2P3/2 levels is “spin allowed.” In the former case,
the transition between the 4S3/2 and 2D3/2,5/2 states is “spin
forbidden.” Furthermore, the case of the np3 configurations
is special in that, generally, the larger spin-orbit interactions
are between the 4S3/2 and 2P3/2 and between the 2D3/2 and
2P3/2 levels. Therefore the 2P3/2 component in the ground-
state wave function largely determines the transition rate.
The lifetimes of metastable states of ions that decay via in-
tercombination processes involving spin-forbidden E2 and
M1 transitions are expected to be long.

In an earlier paper �21� we published the result of a mea-
surement and a calculation of the radiative lifetime of the
excited 2P1/2 state in Te−. In this paper we more thoroughly
present the results of measurements and calculations of the
lifetimes of metastable states of the Te− ion and of two ad-
ditional ions Se− and Si−. Specifically, we have studied the
lifetimes of the excited J=1/2 levels of the ground-state
term np5 2P for Se−�n=4� and Te−�n=5�. The excited J
=1/2 level decays to the J=3/2 level by emission of E2 and
M1 radiation. In the case of Si−, we investigated the decay of
the metastable 2D term. We were unable to resolve the fine-
structure levels in this measurement. The excited 2D term
decays to the ground-state 4S term by the emission of E2 and
M1 radiation. Calculations of the forbidden E2 and M1 de-
cay rates that determined the lifetimes of all these metastable
states were performed to complement the experiments.

In order to measure the radiative lifetimes of metastable
states of negative ions, we have developed a technique simi-
lar in concept to that used by Mannervik to study positive
ions �6�. Negative ions, however, differ structurally from
positive ions, and this requires a different approach to prob-
ing the excited state and to treating a substantial background
associated with the neutralization of the ions in collisions
with the residual gas in the ring. The method of inducing
prompt fluorescence cannot be applied in the case of nega-
tive ions since the bound states are not connected optically
via allowed radiative transitions. Instead, we have studied
the time dependence of the decay in population by selec-
tively photodetaching the ions in the metastable state.
Changes in the yield of neutrals produced by photodetach-
ment were used as a monitor of population changes due to
the radiative decay. In some aspects this method is also simi-
lar to the approach suggested in an article by Balling et al.
�22�. It is a very powerful method since the neutralized ions
leave the ring in a beam and can be monitored with high
efficiency. Negative ions are, however, more weakly bound
than positive ions and are therefore more readily neutralized
in collisions with particles of the residual gas in the ring.
Collisions compete with radiative decay in the depopulation
of a metastable state. They also lead to a redistribution of
populations of the ground and excited states. The neutrals
produced in collisional detachment are the source of a sig-
nificant background in studies of negative ions. The colli-
sional detachment rate, in fact, determines how long negative
ions can be stored in the ring and, therefore, the upper limit
to the radiative lifetime that can be measured. As we shall
see, the present method is applicable if the radiative lifetime
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is shorter than the maximum ion storage time, as determined
by collisional detachment.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiments were performed at the heavy-ion storage
ring CRYRING situated at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory
in Stockholm �23�. The negative ions were produced in both
the ground state and bound excited states in a sputter ion
source. The success of the present method relies on the fact
that the environment in the source creates a population dis-
tribution between ions in the ground and excited states that is
not in equilibrium with the thermal environment in the ring.
After being accelerated to an energy of typically 30 keV, the
ions were injected into the storage ring. The probe laser
beam was aligned along one of the 4.3-m-long straight sec-
tions of the ring so that it merged collinearly with the ion
beam, as shown in Fig. 1. The wavelength of the laser was
chosen to selectively photodetach ions in the excited state,
while leaving those in the ground state unperturbed. A
neutral-particle detector �24� was placed in the tangential
arm of the ring after the laser-ion interaction region. The
detector counted the number of ions that were neutralized in
the interaction region. Ions in all states were neutralized by
collisions with the residual gas while only excited state ions
where neutralized by the photons. The fast neutral particles
impinged on the glass plate which was coated with a thin
layer of In2O3:Sn. Secondary electrons emitted from the
coating were detected with a channel electron multiplier
�CEM�. The coating served to prevent the glass plate from
becoming electrically charged. The signal in the experiments
was the number of neutral particles reaching the detector
when the laser was turned on for a fixed time period.

For each ring cycle, consisting of injection, acceleration,
storing, and dumping of the ion beam, the laser beam was
turned on by opening a computer-controlled mechanical
shutter at different times after injection �t=0� to track the
evolution of the population of the metastable state. Since the
probe laser affects the population of the excited state, the
laser was turned on only once per ring cycle, at different
delay times in each cycle. A generic timing diagram is shown
in Fig. 2. It should be noted that only the extra signal on top
of the background in the figure is due to photodetachment.
The background must be subtracted to get the signal that is
proportional to the population of the excited level. In order to
obtain data of high statistical quality, the signal was accumu-

lated over many ring cycles. As a result it was necessary to
normalize the signal with respect to the number of excited
ions injected into the ring in each cycle. This was achieved
by applying a short �10 ms� laser pulse in the beginning of
each cycle. The increase in signal during this pulse was pro-
portional to the initial population of the metastable state.
This pulse was made sufficiently short to ensure that the
population of the metastable state was not depleted apprecia-
bly during the time the probe pulse was applied. Figure 3
illustrates the technique by showing data from Si−. Area D is
the signal obtained for the short laser pulse used for normal-
ization while area A is the time interval used to determine the
level of population after the actual delay time. The areas B1,
B2, and C are used to determine the background for colli-
sional neutralization. Thus the photodetachment signal is
�A− �B1+B2� /2�, while C and D are used for normalization
�a correction that is usually negligible�.

The primary source of background in the experiment was
neutrals produced from negative ions in collisions with re-
sidual gas particles. Negative ions in both the excited and
ground states were detached in this manner. The decay rate
was different for ions of different species and depends on the
detachment cross section and the pressure in the ring. Colli-

FIG. 1. A schematic of the interaction and detection regions
showing the straight flight path between the two bending magnets.
The ions circulating in the ring are represented by the solid black
line; the laser light is represented by the grey arrow. Fast-moving
neutralized atoms, denoted by the dashed line, impinge on the
coated glass plate. The secondary electrons that are subsequently
emitted are detected with the CEM.

FIG. 2. A generic timing diagram for the experiment. The light-
grey area represents the collisional detachment contribution to the
neutral-atom signal. The dark-grey areas show the contribution due
to the photodetachment of ions in the excited state for three separate
ring cycles.

FIG. 3. Experimental data from Si− illustrating how data were
extracted in order to determine the population decay of the excited
level as explained in the text.
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sional detachment decay curves were accumulated with the
laser turned off. Collisions of the ions with the residual gas
in the ring can, in addition to causing detachment, also re-
distribute the populations between the ground and excited
states. This process was investigated in the following man-
ner. Just after the injection of the ions into the ring, laser
light was applied for a time sufficient to completely deplete
the population of the excited state by photodetachment.
When the laser is subsequently turned off, the population in
the excited state starts to build up again via repopulation
from the ground state. This buildup can be probed with the
same technique used to investigate the radiative decay of the
excited state �25�.

A typical decay curve consists of a set of data points, each
representing the number of neutrals detected at a given time
after injection, corrected for the collisional detachment con-
tribution. This quantity is proportional to the population of
the metastable state and of the number of ions in the ring at
a given time after injection. The repopulation of the meta-
stable state caused by collision with rest gas in the ring is, at
equilibrium, proportional to the �decaying� intensity of the
ion beam in the ring. In general, the extracted decay curves
were found to be the sum of two exponentials. The faster-
decaying component corresponds to the decay of the meta-
stable state, and the longer component is associated with the
intensity of the ion beam and collisions that redistribute the
populations of metastable and ground states.

The decay rate extracted for the metastable state is mainly
due to the radiative decay, but collisional detachment will
also contribute. In order to determine the contribution of the
collisional detachment effect for the metastable state, we ac-
cumulated decay curves at several different ring pressures. In
the present work, we used either three or four different pres-
sures, the highest being about a factor of 4 greater than the
lowest pressure, which was the normal residual pressure in
the ring. The pressure change is accomplished by controlled
heating of a vacuum pump in one section of the ring. The
decay of the ion beam due to collisions with background gas
was carefully measured at each pressure, and the rate of this
decay was used to establish a relative pressure scale. Uncer-
tainties in this measurement contribute to the error estimate
in the final lifetime values. We then used the pressure-
dependent radiative decay rates that were extracted from the
two-exponential fits to the decay curves and the relative pres-
sures extracted from the stored lifetime of the beam to form
a Stern-Vollmer plot. An extrapolation of the best linear fit to
the data points at the different pressures allowed us to deter-
mine the zero-pressure intercept. At the zero-pressure limit,
the radiative decay is unperturbed by collisions and the true
radiative lifetime of the metastable state can be extracted
from the data.

III. RESULTS

The radiative lifetimes of metastable states of three differ-
ent ions were studied in the experiments described in this
paper. In Fig. 4 the relevant metastable and ground states of
the investigated Te−, Se−, and Si− ions are shown. The ver-
tical arrows represent photoexcitation. The photon energy is

chosen to selectively detach ions in the excited state, while
leaving those in the ground state bound. The radiative life-
time of all excited states is determined by rates for forbidden
transitions between the excited and ground states.

A. np5 2P1/2 levels of Se− and Te−

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the Te− and Se− ions consist only
of the ground state with its two fine-structure components.

In the case of Te−, the J=3/2 ground state is bound by
1.970 876�7� eV relative to the ground state of the parent Te
atom �26�. The excited J=1/2 level of the same 2P term lies
0.620 586 eV �27� above the J=3/2 level. Correspondingly,
Se− has an electron affinity of 2.020 67�2� eV and a fine-
structure splitting of 0.282 461 eV �27�. The cw radiation
used to selectively photodetach ions in the 2P1/2 level was
produced using a dye laser pumped by an argon-ion laser.
The output from the dye laser was typically 1 W, and the
power used in the interaction region was approximately
200 mW. The experiment was straightforward. For each ring
injection, the laser beam was turned on at different times

FIG. 4. Energy-level diagrams for the Te−, Se−, and Si− ions
showing the metastable excited states and ground states relevant to
the present measurements. The vertical arrows represent the photo-
absorption. The photon energies are chosen to selectively detach
electrons from the excited state ions, leaving ions in the ground
state bound.
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after injection �t=0� to track the evolution of the population
of the J=1/2 level. Figure 5 shows a measured decay curve
of the metastable J=1/2 level of the 4p5 2P term in Se−.
Figure 6 shows the corresponding decay curve of 5p5 2P
term of Te−.

The solid line shows the best fit to the sum of two expo-
nentials. The exponential with the longer decay constant is
associated with the collisional transfer of population between
the J=1/2 and J=3/2 levels. Figure 7 shows the Stern-
Vollmer plot of the decay constant measured for Se− at four
different ring pressures that were used to eliminate the effect
of collisions. The best linear fit to the data was extrapolated
to yield a zero-pressure rate of 0.21 s−1. Correspondingly, the
best linear fit to the four data points from our study of Te−

yielded a zero-pressure intercept of 2.38 s−1.
The uncertainties in the lifetime measurements are deter-

mined primarily by our ability to accurately determine the
zero-pressure intercept. The error in the intercept arises from
the extrapolation of the best linear fit through the data points
at the four different pressures. This curve-fitting error de-
pends on the statistical quality of the four data points, which
represent the pressure-dependent radiative rates. Thus, the
error bars on these points originate in the two-exponential

fits to the decay curves taken at each pressure. In general, the
larger the difference in the decay constants of the two expo-
nentials, the better the fit and the smaller the error bar on the
data points in the Stern-Vollmer plot. This, in turn, allows the
extrapolation of the linear fit through the data points to de-
termine the zero-pressure intercept more accurately. We feel
that the error on the intercept arising from the fit, which is
statistical in origin, is unrealistically small since only four
data points are used in the fit. In the case of Se−, we have
estimated more conservative uncertainties in the lifetimes in
the following manner. First we noted that the linear fits in the
Stern-Vollmer plots showed a relatively weak pressure de-
pendence. Over a change in pressure of a factor of 4, the
decay rates only change by about 50% for the Se− case and
20% in the case of the Te−. The zero-pressure rate must be
lower than the rate at the lowest pressure studied, the base
pressure. We have therefore used the upper value of the error
bar on the lowest-pressure data point to represent the uncer-
tainty on the zero-pressure intercept. Using this method, we
obtain an uncertainty in the decay rate for Se− of 0.03 s−1.
Converting this to lifetime, the experimentally determined
lifetime is 4.7±0.7 s. for Se−. In the case of Te−, an uncer-
tainty in the decay rate of 0.3 s−1 yields a final lifetime value
of 0.42±0.05 s.

The results of these measurements are in excellent agree-
ment with value obtained using the Multi Configuration
Dirac-Hartree-Fock �MCDHF� formalism that is discussed
later in the text.

B. 3p3 2D term in Si−

A diode-pumped solid-state cw Nd:YVO4 laser was used
to selectively photodetach Si− ions in the unresolved J
=5/2 and 3/2 levels of the 2D term. It was operated at a
fixed wavelength of 1064 nm and had an output power of
4.7 W. Figure 4 shows that the chosen wavelength was suf-
ficient to detach electrons from Si− ions in the 2D levels, but
not the 4S3/2 level. We found this lifetime to be very long,
and the best we could do under the circumstances was to

FIG. 5. A semilogarithmic plot of the decay of the 4p5 2P1/2
metastable level in Se−. The figure shows the number of Se− ions
that were neutralized by photodetachment as a function of time after
their injection into the ring. The curve was recorded at the base
pressure of the ring. The solid line is the best two-exponential fit to
the data.

FIG. 6. A plot of the decay of the 5p5 2P1/2 metastable level of
Te−. The figure shows the number of Te− ions that were neutralized
by photodetachment as a function of the time after their injection
into the ring. This curve was recorded at the base pressure of the
ring. Similar curves were recorded at three other ring pressures. The
solid line is the best two-exponential fit to the data. The data were
collected during 1500 ring cycles.

FIG. 7. This Stern-Vollmer plot shows the pressure dependence
of the decay rate of the metastable 4p5 2P1/2 level in Se−. The data
points were obtained from the decay curves recorded at four differ-
ent ring pressures. The solid line represents the best linear fit to the
data. The extrapolation of this line to zero pressure yields a radia-
tive lifetime of 4.7 s.
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place a lower limit on the lifetime of the 2D term. Our data
indicate that the radiative lifetime of the unresolved J=5/2
and 3/2 levels is longer than 1 min. The subsequent pre-
dicted radiative lifetime of the metastable state confirms that
the lifetime is far too long to be measured by use of the
present method. It is much longer than the storage lifetime of
the Si− ions in the ring, which is determined by collisional
detachment.

IV. THEORY

For Te−, the MCDHF method has been used to calculate
the transition probabilities for the higher-order processes of
M1 and E2 decay. In the MCDHF approach, the wave func-
tions are expanded in j j-coupled configuration states and or-
bital optimization is performed using energy expressions
from the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian �28�. The finite size of
the nucleus was modeled in the form of an extended Fermi
distribution. The core orbitals �1s-4d, in nonrelativistic ter-
minology� were determined from a multiconfiguration calcu-
lation that took into account some of the near degeneracy
effects by including 5s2-5d2 and 5p2-5d2 excitations. The
same orbitals were used for both the J=1/2 and 3/2 levels.
The correlation model was one in which the outer electrons
were assumed to have a 5s25p5 configuration. Both outer-
shell correlation from single and double excitations �SD� and
core-polarization correlation from 4d10 were included. Since
the principal quantum number has no specific meaning for
correlation orbitals, it is convenient to omit the 4f orbital. An
n=5 calculation then determined the 5s-5g orbitals by opti-
mizing simultaneously on J=1/2 and 3/2 states and keeping
the core orbitals fixed. The generalized occupation number
for the 5g orbital was 0.002. Consequently, no other g
orbitals were included. The n=6 calculation determined the
6s-6f orbitals in a similar fashion. Finally, the 7s-7f orbitals
were introduced, but these were optimized separately for the
J=1/2 and 3/2 states. Once the orbitals were optimized, the
frequency-dependent Breit and QED corrections were in-
cluded using a configuration interaction calculation for the
Dirac-Coulomb-Breit Hamiltonian. Finally, some triple and
quadruple excitations �TQ� were added to the expansion.
These were obtained as SD excitations from the 5s5p55d and
5s25p35d2 configurations. These contributions appeared to
have negligible effects on the decay rates. In Table I, the
excellent stability of the results from the last three calcula-

tions is shown. The final value for the M1 decay rate is
2.19 s−1. The M1 process dominates the E2 process in this
case, the E2 rate being about two orders of magnitude
smaller than the M1 rate. Thus the final calculated radiative
lifetime of the 2P1/2 level in Te− was determined to be 0.45 s.

For Se−, the MCDHF formalism was again used in the
calculation of the rates for the forbidden decay processes that
coupled the J=1/2 and 3/2 levels. In this case the calculated
M1 rate was found to be about three orders of magnitude
greater than the E2 rate. The final value for the M1 rate was
0.203 s−1, which corresponds to a radiative lifetime of the
metastable J=1/2 level of 4.92 s. The Se− calculation was
not quite as extensive as the Te− one. In the case of Se−, the
effect of the polarization of the 3d10 core was excluded since
it was expected to be small. Similarly, the Breit correction
was not included in the Se− calculation since it was also
expected to make a small contribution.

In both the Te− and Se− measurements, the decay rate
associated with collisions is much smaller than the radiative
decay rate. This made it relatively simple to separate the two
depopulation processes using a two-exponential fit to the de-
cay curve. In the case of Si−, however, this was not the case.
O’Malley and Beck �29� have reported lifetimes of 162 s and
27.3 h for the J=3/2 and 5/2 levels of the 2D state, respec-
tively. In this case, the radiative rate is considerably smaller
than the collision rate, and so we can only quote a lower
limit on the measured lifetime of the state. In Fig. 4, the
ground and excited bound states of Si− are shown. The elec-
trons in the 3p3 configuration of Si− couple to produce the
4S, 2D, and 2P terms in an L-S coupling scheme. The 2P1/2
state is, however, so weakly bound that its presence is not
expected to be observed in the measurement. Ions in this
state will either be detached due to collisions in the high-
temperature environment of the ion source or by blackbody
radiation in the initial phase after injection into the ring.
Consequently, we studied only the radiative decay of the 2D
term. The J=3/2 and 5/2 levels were not resolved in the
measurement. The decay to the 4S ground state is not al-
lowed in the E1 approximation since the upper and lower
terms have the same parity. In an attempt to confirm the
results reported by O’Malley and Beck, the MCHF formal-
ism was used to determine the rates of decay of the 2D term
via M1 and E2 radiation �30� with relativistic effects in-
cluded through the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian. E2 transitions
depend strongly on the outer regions of the wave function.
Since the negative ion is formed through the attachment of
an electron to the neutral atom, our model configuration was
3s23p23p� where 3p� may be quite different from 3p. In an

TABLE II. Comparison of Breit-Pauli lifetime � for levels of
3p3 in Si− compared with values reported by O’Malley and Beck
�29�.

Breit-Pauli Ref. �29�

2D3/2 14.5 h 162 s
2D5/2 12.2 h 27.3 h
2P1/2 28.1 s
2P3/2 25.1 s 23.6 s

TABLE I. Calculated transition energies E, transition rates A,
and radiative lifetimes for Te−. The length and velocity forms are
labeled l and v, respectively.

Calculation E �cm−1� A�E2� �s−1� A�M1� �s−1� Lifetime �s�

6 �SD� 4957.9 0.00999 �l� 2.1805 0.4565

0.01155 �v�
7 �SD� 4966.2 0.01035 �l� 2.1973 0.4537

0.01099 �v�
7 �SDTQ� 4966.8 0.01024 �l� 2.1926 0.4540

0.01089 �v�
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orthogonal orbital basis this becomes a linear combination of
the 3s23p3 and 3s23p24p configurations. The nonequivalent
electron picture allows the 4p orbital to have a much larger
mean radius than 3p, appropriate for a negative ion. In the
Breit-Pauli approximation, all LS terms with a common J
may interact. For J=3/2, this includes the 4S3/2, 2D3/2, and
2P3/2 levels and the 4P3/2 and 4D3/2 levels. Admixtures from
the 4P and 4D terms contribute directly to E2 and M1 tran-
sitions to the ground state, for which the selection rule �for
individual components� requires the same total spin. Calcu-
lations were performed for wave function expansions includ-
ing SD as well as triple �T� and quadruple �Q� excitations,
with at most one excitation from the 2p6 core. The opening
of the 2p6 subshell produced no appreciable change in the
M1 transition probability. The calculated lifetimes of the
2D3/2 and 2D5/2 levels were not found to be vastly different
from each other as found by O’Malley and Beck. In Table II
our results are compared with those of O’Malley and Beck.
We have compared our calculated energies of the 2D3/2 and
2P3/2 levels with the accepted experimental values from
spectroscopy. The calculated values are higher, but only by
416 cm−1 and 766 cm−1, respectively. The calculated ener-
gies of O’Malley and Beck are about 700 cm−1 and
1500 cm−1 higher than the spectroscopic results. Thus corre-
lation has been treated more completely in our case. The
Breit-pauli results are not definitive in that they are sensitive
to the computational details. We did not, however, find the
transition probability for the M1 transition to exceed that for
the E2 transition, 4S3/2-2D3/2. Further detailed theoretical
studies are clearly needed.

V. DISCUSSION

We have used a storage ring to measure the radiative life-
times of metastable states in several atomic negative ions.
The evolution of the population of the excited state was
monitored by applying a probe laser pulse at various times
after the ions were injected into the ring. The measured de-
cay rate of the excited state was corrected for depopulation
via detachment collisions with the residual gas in the ring.
MCDHF and MCHF calculations were performed to deter-
mine the expected rates for radiative decay via M1 and E2

transitions. The experimental method that was used is appli-
cable to many other negative-ion species. In the present ex-
periment, lasers were operated in the visible and IR to selec-
tively photodetach ions in metastable states that are
relatively tightly bound. commercially available optical pa-
rameter oscillators can currently generate radiation that
would be suitable to selectively photodetach metastable
states in ions other than those studied in the present work.
There are many candidates for such measurements.31

Table III shows the results of a MCDHF calculation of E2
and M1 rates for the decay of the metastable np5 2P1/2 levels
of four homologous ions O−, S−, Se−, and Te−. It can be seen
from the table that the M1 rate dominates the decay process
in all cases. The E2 transition energy, however, scales faster
with Z than the M1 transition energy does. In the Breit-Pauli
approximation, the line strength of the M1 transition is con-
stant and so the transition rate scales simply as �E3, where
�E is the transition energy. The E2 transition rate, on the
other hand, scales as �E5 and the line strength, which is
proportional to the transition element 
np�r2�np	, increases
with n. Consequently, the importance of the E2 process rela-
tive to the M1 process increases as the ion becomes heavier.

Our measurements of the lifetime for the 2P1/2 levels in
Se− and Te− are in excellent agreement with the calculations.
A measurement on the S− ion might be possible, but the
predicted long lifetime of the metastable level in O− would
be beyond the capabilities of the present technique. The up-
per limit of a lifetime that can be measured with the method
introduced in this paper is set by the stored lifetime of the
ions in the ring, a quantity that is determined by the rate of
collisional detachment. Thus, for example, in the case of Si−,
we were only able to set a lower limit on the radiative life-
time of the 2D state because the storage lifetime of Si− ions
in the ring was much shorter than the Breit-Pauli lifetimes of
12–15 h.
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TABLE III. M1 and E2 transition rates �the integers in parentheses are the exponents of powers of 10 that
multiply the preceding number� and lifetimes of the np5 2P1/2 levels in O−, Se−, Se−, and Te−

Z E2�L� E2�V� M1 Lifetime

2p5 8 1.70�−10� 8.27�−11� 1.38�−4� 2.01 h

3p5 16 6.36�−8� 6.25�−8� 2.29�−3� 7.28 min

4p5 34 1.41�−4� 1.41�−4� 2.03�−1� 4.92 s

5p5 52 1.02�−2� 1.09�−2� 2.19 0.454 s
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